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respectfully inform the citizens of Portland that he is prepared to luruish Coffins,
Caskets and Grave-Clothes, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner of Temple St.
feblOdGm

a

Kates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every' other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00: 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents tier square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Natural Magnetic Physician*
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 12 Fluent Block
nov8
dtf

MILES,

Corner

Thursday, 15th and I6tb,

and

Saturday, ITth and ISth,
Saturday Matinee,

aud

Secret!
Lady
Audley’s
the
of Faiut" Heart Never Won
Comedy

And

Fair

Eady.

FREE
Opposite
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AN ACT to extend the time for claimants, under section eleven of chapter four hundred and fifty-nine
of the laws of the Fortv-third Congress, to prove
their claims.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That it shall be the duty of the
Court of Commissioners for the Alabama Claims to
receive, examine, and pass upon all claims that may
be admissible under the provisions of chapter four
hundred and fifty-nine of the laws of the Forty-third
Congress which may be presented and flied within
three months alter this act shall take effect: Provided, That it shall appear by the claimant’s petition, and be proved to the satisfaction of the Court,
that, by reason of his absence from the United States,
or his ignorance of the time limited for the filing ot a
petition by such claimant, or by reason of fraud, accident, or mistake, the claim of such claimant has
not been previously presented to said Court within
tbe time limited by said act; and such claim, in cases
where the claimant shall be absent from the United
States at tbe time of
the petition, may be
presented and verified in such manner as the Court
shall by rule have provided.
Approved, March 6,1876.
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Watch auil Chronometer Markers* Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

15, ’76,

Apparatus. Arc.,
5fi Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, R1K.
dl,
Jul

in connection with his

Second Term of his Dancing daws.
Gents’ Tickets, 75 cents. Ladies free.
mal4
d2t*
B5P~Advertiser copy.

Marblized Slate

&

MANUFACTURER

—

Wednesday evening,

MAKER

MODEL

HALL,

JOHN

Mantles.

P.

CRAM,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
119 1-2

presenting

Exchange Street,

SPECIAL

PORTLAND.
Legal business of all kinds promptly attended

novlOdtf

to*

Hours—10

14 A

M.,

and 4

to

5 P. M.

ma3

d&wtl

WHOLESALE Aid) RETAIL

ATTORNEY AT

We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
their entire stock of mantels anti have been appointed
by the Mayfield Slate Co soleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.

LAW,

jan5

D. W.

goods.

OFFICE

IN

dtf

JOmT

J.

PEHRY,

1-3 EXCHANGE

49

PORT LAN O,

dlw*ttf

$, f. js/£m jfhJkrsr,

JEWELER,

& Nwiiw Watches, Mpcctaa
cles, Opera Olasses, Silver Ware,
Clocks, Arc.

Probate Business and Collections.

HOOPER,
U PHOL8TERER
J. fl.

201, Nearly Opp. the Falmouth.
dtf

GAS

CONSUMERS

(13m

jan20

Repair

jam

Maine.

Saccarappa,

Waltham* Elgin

and Jewelry heft for
Insured against Fire.

4i

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

201 MIDDLE ST.,

Watches

ST.,

MAINE.

Jan21

LAn$ 0

'*

Law,

Attorney at

HANUFAOrUBEB OF

-Lounges, Spring
Bede, Mattresses,
McDonough Patent Bed Loanges, Enameled Chairs, &c.
0T*A11 kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
Parlor

THE ELLIS PATENT

bias Burner, Regulator and Shade

bDxed

Suite,

and matted.

I

per set.
Medallion, in

The Ecclesine
silver, 3J inches diameter, $1.00.
and
the
most
beautiful
appropriate meForming
mentos of our centennial conceivable.
in
will
be
framed
any desired style,
They
sent,
from 15 cts, each up for the singles, from 75 cts, up
for the sets and Medallion, which extra amounts
must accompany order.
By mail free on receipt of price. Usual discounts
to the trade.

throughout the United States and the world. These
beautiful goods sell themselves at sight. Complete
outfit of samples with full information will be sent
to agents on receipt of $5.00, P. O. Money Order.
ma9

oct5-'69TT&Sti

Goodyear’s Pocket Gymnasium.

ed to

STEPHEN

as

9
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Booksellers and Stationers.

A. QUINCY, Room 11, Primers9
Exchange, No. ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACKFORR, No. 35 Plant
WM.

j

PRICE LIsT-No. 1. For
Children 4 to 6 years $1.00.
No. 2. For Children 6 to 8,
I
No. 3. For Chil$1.10
dren,8 to 10,$1.20, No.4
^
For Children, 10 to 14, $1.30. No 5. For Ladies and
Children, 14 years and upwards, $1.40. No. 6. For
Gentlemen of moderate strength, $1 50. No. 7, $2 00.
Complete set of seven, $9 00. No. 7 is fitted with a
screw-eye and hook to attach to the wall or floor.
Two of this size properly arranged make a complete
Gymuasium. Sent po6t-paid upon receipt of price.

Rail's Rubber

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

IN TEN

Horse Shoers.
A
VOENG, Experienced

f 'oa

by

At retail

Family

Cargo !

J. 1.
oi Cross, B'orilaml.

choice

COMMERCIAL

Exercise and Salesroom,

237

Middle

J. U.

Cor.

ST.

no25

dtr

!

JOHN C.
Wired.

a

B.
Cross HI., in llt'lano’s iflill.
€5. L.
HOOFER, Cor. York
Hired*.

J. A.
,

Street.

Moderate

N°Thnt.,Lc

m:m-v predictions,
that the benefits nenved from the
Oxygen
Treatment would henuly temporary, | am
to say that In my case the cure is radical. I cannot
for
mode
ot
iliat
more
treatment than that to it
pay
I owe my life. 1 advise all SuftererB to try it before
it may be to late. By so doing, must of 'them will
►ave months of time and hundreds of dollars.
MRS. B. M, JACKSON.
maOdlw

n’mpv

Ff*R SALE.

Eoyiaae and Boiler

ENGINE an upright of about six horsi
powei. and an Upright Tubular Boiler of abou
iouble the power ol the engine. Apply to WJL
LIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or W. H. PENne38dtf.
NELL & CO., 38 Cnioa street.

Practical and

called the Great Blood Purifier. The great source
of disease originates in the blood; and no medicione

that does not act

now

RICH, Secretary,
March
1,187G.

F
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R
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Vegetable Kingdom

the
ful in tlie

WOULD

Expert Accountant,

accounts, partnership settlements,
etc., etc adjusted. Previous business written,
and all work requiring competent services promptly
executed
Compromises between debtors and creditors ettected. financial ability of debtors investigated,
and settlements effected when desired
Instruction in book-keeping to a limited number.
Business from this city and vicinity respectfully
solicited.
Ample references in this and other cities.
TW&Pteodtf

INTRICATE

lnar?_

Vaults Cleaned.

A LL ORDERS
promptly attended tobycaliia
at or
addressing
R. GIBSON

Street^

are more

HOT

purify

to

and

A.

Direct from
mal

safe,

more success-

BE

WITHOUT

FOR

TEH

TIMES

ITS

COST.

The great benefit I have received from the use of
VEGETINE induces me to give my testimony in its
favor. I believe it not only of great value for restoring the haltb, but a preventive of diseases peculiar to
the spring and summer seasons.
T uiaulil not be without it. fhr *<»*» iim*s itfi cost.

EDWARD TILDE*N.
and General Agent ot Massachusetts of the
Craftsmen’s Life Assurance Company, No. 49 Sears

Attorney

Building, Boston,

Vegetine

Mass.

is Sold

by

Marl!

All

Druggists.
Ulwt

MUSIC !

Collins &

Buxton,

522 CONGRESS ST.,

CORTLAND, ME.,

Have j jst received

a

Large Collectionoitiie Latest Poplar Music.
Also constantly

on

hand

Guitars, Flutes, Accordions,
Banjos, Harmonicas, Clarionets,

Violin*,

Cornets and all

Instruments
(Strings and Music
—

FOR

—

BRASS AND STRING BAND.

HOODS

All orders
decl4

by

A

CO.’S

ORGANS.

mail promptly attended to.
call or send for Catalogue.

COAL !

T. SMITH’S

piepared

to turnish all
at the

St.,

those in want of Coal

LOWEST MARKET RATES.
All parties in want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

IE.

H. saugent.

P. S.-H I*. RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to geo all his old
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf

MANUFACTURERS OF

CO.,

—

Name Stamp* Tor Marking Cineii, Rubber
and Metal Dating Htamps,Ribbon Htamps,
Heal Pres*e«, Door Plates, .House Numbers. Hieel
Htamps, Hiencils. Rurning
Brands, Baggage and Hotel Checks, Arc.

FEDERAL ST.,
ME.

PORTLAND.

SyAgents wanted. Send for circular.

Apples,

febl5tf

Butter, Ac.

Prime Michigan Apples.
“
400
Eastern Baldwins.
50 Tubs Choice Butter.
4000 JLbs. Chte»c from best Maine Fac500 Kbit*.

tories.
400U Lbs. New

Prum-w.
FOR SALE

SMITH

&

BY

•—

PHILBROOK,

300 M.

Dry

For sale in lots

Jail Work

Shop for Cumberland County may be visited by theii friends
PRISONERS
WEDNESDAY of each week from 10 to 12

or car

loaas at Cargo Prces.

J. W.

DECKING,
410 Commercial Street, Fool of Centre Nt
uel2
eodtf

(.

J

S*

Can

%

be

'SLJ SUCCIESSFU/AY
M
TREATED
at the home of the patient without the

n KNIFE
H

JU 1|

F 0 R

fortune Teller,

NOTICE.

1 & 11-4 Inch

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,

do22d&wGm
ae—UiYwtm

describes your tut ure wife or nusband, looks after
absent friends, ost ©r stolen goods, gives advico on
law and business, gives names, & c. Office,
50 ft I -2 CongrrsH Street, (up one flight),
nearly opposite City Hotel. Hours from 9 a. m. to
10 p.m.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Terms, Ladies
50 cents, Gents $1.00. Do not ring, but walk in.
fet>7dtf

dtl

Southern Pine Flooring.

Seventh daughter ot the seventh Son,

in tbe

V

St rml of

118 Commercial
Iam

r.

Call and Examine,
d2w*

or

use

of the

CAUSTICS*

pain. Address,
DR.
A. H.
BROWN,
NEW HAVEN, CONN.,
And without

Correspondence
alg0

from

Physicians

B0]lclt,ed.

S A L E

.

Yarmouth Upper Village, R minutes walk from
depot, a 1J story house containing 10 finished
rooms, with cistern and well in the cellar, large new
stable, and all in good repait. Lot containing about
i acre of ground. For f u rther particulars apply to
A. T. SMALL,

IN

mar7d&wtfYarmouth Village.

BAUlTElMAVr

on

o’clock

a. m., and from 2 to 4 o’clock p. m.; and other prisoners on THURSDAY of each week at the same

hours.

Per order of County Commissioners.
W. L. PENNELL, Sheriff.
mhl0d#w3wli
Portland, March 9,187G.

We cannot

undeitako to roturn

nications that

are

or reserve commu-

not used.

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pnllent Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
ujalr -fan will confer a favor
upon us by demanding
credetu
6f every person claiming to represent our
journal.
■■_

New Hampshire.
The contest in New Hampshire, which
copies to a close to-day, excites a deeper
interest than any political battle in that state
for years. It is something more than a affair
ot outposts, and Its issue is regarded, whether
justly or not, as significant of the result of
the presidential campaign of 1876. In no
state in the Union are parties so evenly
divided, in no state can trivial circumstances
so easily incline the scales.
If the Republicans succeed, as there is good reason to believe they will, the triumph will be more than
an ordinary one and will indicate that the
people of the country are with them,—for
they succeed against enormous odds. They
have to work in face of a thousand rumors of
fraud and corruption in official position to
which the downfall of Belknap inclines people to lend credulous cars. They haTC to
meet the cry, clamorous and unreasonable,
that the malfeasance of a public officer is a
crime shared in by tbe political party which
he represents. They have to contend against
the dissatisfaction which always obtains with
a party which has enjoyed a long lease of
power. They have to encounter an enemy

bold, unscrupulous, apt in fraud, eagerly
availing itself of all the weapons of misrepreDuuiiMbivu

au

a

s.uiuiuii

v

The Democracy realize that defeat to them
in New

Hampshire to-day

is

well-nigh equiv'

alent to destruction of their hopes of carrying
the country in November and they are straining every nerve and drawing upon every resource to avert the threatened disaster.
In
despair of carrying the State by fair means
they have resorted to the grossest frauds and
hope to overcome the honest majority against
them by adroit use of the shameful arts of
Tammany in the cities which they control.
Whether they will Bucceed in defeating the
will of the people by expedients heretofore
almost unknown in New England remains to
be seen.

Dub

victory gained by such

means

will be of no moral effect.
Three weeks ago, it is conceded, the state
was in the bands of the Republicans.
Since
then the Belknap exposure has occurred.
Save that the situation is precisely the same,
and it is not to be believed that because an
officer

high in position has betrayed his trust
the people of New Hampshire will turn to
the Democracy whom but a few days ago
they heartily distrusted. The Democrats are
no better to-day than when the month came
in, than when in their short lease of power
in New Hampshire they eviuced the most unscrupulous partisanship and lent their countenance to the most outrageous frauds.
Be
William Belknap has betrayed his trust
it does not follow that New Hampshire shall
cause

choose Daniel Marcy as her executive, a man
only recommendation is his wealth,
and whose only utterance that has commanded remembrance is that infamous one
in which he declares that the name of Abra*
ham Lincoln “will go down to posterity along
with the deep execrations of all who revere
and love the Union.”
whose

In order that our readers may
the closeness of New Hampshire
we

append

fartr

the vote for Governor for the past

•

yootv

appreciate
elections,

---—-—.___

Hep.

Temp

Dera

1868 .39.814
1872
38,814
1873 .34,023
1874
34,143

1875 .39,280

37,267
36,603
32,016
35,608
39,163

etc.

1,773
2.097
754

The Mayor’s Address.
It is not necessary to call the attention of
our readers to the admirable address of Mayor Fessenden to the City Council.
It has
been so carefully prepared that no important
interest has been overlooked.
The debt of
the city is analyzed and so set before the reader that he can see how it has been incurred.
The address shows that Ge.i, Fessenden is
not a novice in our municipal affairs.
His
recommendations for the exercise of practical economy in city expenditures evince an
earnest determination to carry the same into
effect. His suggestion that current demands
upon the Tteasury be met as they accrue, if
not popular, is wise.
Municipal governments
will, like individuals, spend more freely when
the evil day of paying can be put off to that
more convenient time which never comes.
There can bo no doubt but that the City
Council will cordially cooperate with Mayor
Fessenden in giving the citizens of Portland
a prudent and judicious administration.

RICH & JUDKINS,

CAM

MDLLE. BOUTELLE,
Clairvoyant and

Please
dly

!

JDOAL

Having bought out the Stock and

I

Niilk A iTlnrkct Nlrciiw,
A very choice lot of

Chicago.

len-

VEGETINE

—

BEEF!
Middle

PAT TEW,

Congress

INSURANCE CO.

open, and all applications for stock should be
made during the present month.

Kkith

588

directly upon it,

ovate, has any just claim upon public attention.
When the blood becomes lifeless and stagnant, either
from change of weather or of climate want of exercise, irregular diet, or from any other cause, the
Vegetine will renew the blood, carry off the putrid
humors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels,
and impart a tone of vigor to the whole body.
The
conviction is, in the public mind as well as in the
medical profession, that the remedies supplied by

No. 12 Market Street.
aecl3

—

cor.

145 COMMERCIAL ST.

jallj

Is

Portland,

and Silver W'are,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
McDCFFEF, Cor.

Iff. C.

PLEASE.

OVVGEN TREATMENT.

A

complaints satisfactory to any reasonable person
suffering from any disease mentioned above, that
they can be cured? Read the different testimonials
given, and no one can doubt. In many of these cases
the persons say that their pain and suffering cannot
be expressed, as in case of Scorfula, where, apparently, the whole body was one mass of corruption.
If Vegetine will relieve pain, cleanse, purify and
cure such diseases, restoring the patient to perfect
health after trying different physicians, many remedies, suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof, if
you are a sufferer, you can be cured?
Why is this
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid.
It can truly be
ent

GEO. W.

Prices.

___dtl

MUTUAL FISHING

MERRII.I, A CO., l:i» Middle 81.

J. W. A If. H.
A: Union His.

244 Middle Street.

OF THE

—

JTlnple

and

J. A. MERRILL.

PHOTOGRAPHER.

flpHE

tf

PORTL AND

Seal Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No.
Fxehnr.Be

Watches, Jewelry
L jA. 3VE & O MT

fReum

Me

STOCK BOOK

JAMFS MII.I.EK, No. fit Federal Street

|
)

T 0

Street, Portland,

G4UBERT, Proprietor.

THE

Plnmhers.

Stair Builders.
K. LIBBY, Wo. 252 Pore Hired,

AIM

remedy yet disis the only relia
bleBt^OOH PIJBIFIEK yet placed before
the public.
Are not the many testimonials given for the differ-

NO. 232

MINUTES ONCE A DAY.

A. 8. ©AVIS & CO., No SO Middle Street.

t

at

—

GENTLE WIEN

Do^s not
fatigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates.
Removes dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general vitality.

Roofers.

Ut-si Work

In fact, Vegetine is the best
covered for the above diseases, and

—

JT. N. McCOV &CO.,28«f»

The

The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.

Photographer.

Randall & McAllister,
febl2

FOR

AND

Doubles the strength in three months.

No. 70 Pearl St*

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR, 250 Fore Street,

fect satisfaction

60

at

novSdtf

variety tor
warranted to give per-

a

uso,

tlac

Prostration of the Herrons Nystem, no
medicine Las ever given such perfect satifaction as
the Vegetine.
It purifies the blood, cleanses all
other organs, and possesses a controlling power over
the nervous system.

Rubber Hand stamps,

A THOROUHGH GYMNASTIC SYSTEM
LADIES

m<_

PORTLAND RUBBER TIPE

HEALTH LIFT !

IS jtfree Street.

ORATES.

ache,

—

—

OPES

n_«

Palpitation o the Heart, HeadPiles, Nervousness and (General

live ness,

dtf

malO

Furniture—Wholesale and BetailWAJ.TER CORKY A CO., Arcade, No.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange SI. UpholHleriug of all kiudn
done to order*

Store,

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

Street.

FOSS

never

Pains

*

Book Binders.

ROBINSON
BIoriM Mhocrg

failed to effect a permanent cure
in the Back, Kidney Complaints, Dropsy Female Weakness, Leucorrhoea, arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and Oeneral Debility,Vegetine
acts directly upon the causes of these complaints.
It invigorates and strengthens the whole system, acts
upon the secretive organs, allays inflammation, cures
ulceration and regulates the bowels.
has

tine

Ever Devised
for
Home Practice,

Address

UOTT A FOGG, No. 91 middle Street.

FEEL.

Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Clout and
Spinal Complaints, can only be effectually
cured through the bloOd.
For Ulcers aud Eruptive Diseases of the
Shin, Pustules, Pimples, Blotches. Roils,
Tetter, Scaldhead and Rio gw arm, Vege-

---

No. 37 Plum Street

PROPRIETOR FOR IttAINE.
J28 Exchange Slreel.
octlldtf
Agent Wanted.

FAVORITE

BERRY,
and bp aid ffirndeb,

ifjtorJcj Job

C. IL. MAESTON.

THE

a

OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE

be tbe best Gas Light ver produced—
steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any ether burner.
edec

SOLV-

TONIC,

Vegetine is made exclusively from the juices of
carefully selected narks, roots and herbs, and so
strongly concentrated that it will effectually eradicate from the system every taint of Mcorraiia,
Scrofulous Ilnmor, Tumor*, Cancer, Cancerous Humor, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,
Syphilitic almeases, Canker, faintness at
the Stomach, and all diseases that arise from impure blood. Sciatica,Inflammatory and Chon-

GEO.

The Mont Complete

—*3

■■■■-■

are

Sole Agents for Portland and Vicinity for

d3m

&
^

System.

ENT AND DIURETIC.

C. J. SQUIRE.
23 Park Row, New York City.

Combined
quite

ALTERATIVE,

35 cts.

gold
Or the complete set, mounted on gilt embossed
Bristol, 7x9, ready for framing:
The 9 pieces, all in copper, $t.50 per set.
9
copper, silver and gold, $2.00

Address

d3m»

IHedieal Properties

AGENTS WANTED.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

!

1876.

from perfect specimens ot the OLD PINE TREE
SHILLING and the copper com of the different colonies.
The first cent coined by the U. S., Washington
cent, 1783.
The first half cent coined by the U. S., 1793.
Silver half dollar, coined by the U. S., 1795
1795.
dollar,
«•
Oot.l LdlfSdglo,
1705
«
1795.
Eagle,
in
relief
of
a
the
celehigh
Also, reproduction very
WASHINGTON
MEDAbrated
ECCLESINE
LION, STRUCK IN SILVER in England, in 1790,
a beautiful work of art, the most noted profile of
the period, of the “Father of our Country.”
The originals in the archives of the U. S. mint,
Philadelphia. Handsomely mounted on Bristol,
singly, carte de visite size, ready for framing.
Any of the copper coins, 25 cts each.

Exchange Street.

janl8

Iu

Being fac-simile reproductions, in actual metal,

STANTON BLOCK,

No, 31 1-2

EBRAOMffl

337 SPRING ST.

orates the Whole

Souvenirs of the Colonies,
Birth Marks of the Republic, and
Mementos of the Cradle-days ol Liberty

Attorney at Law,

29 Tfarkwt Square Portland Me.
eodtf

II

1776.

FESSENDEN,

NUTTEK SmO& «& CO.

C

CENTENNIAL.

Street. dlf

Middle

180

We hare on hand the largest and best asot an? house in the stale. BUI Li DEBS AND CONTRACTORS wil find it to
their advantage to call and examine our

Harmony,

cure of disease, than mineral medicines.
Vegetine is composed of roots, barks and herbs. It
is
to take, and is perfectly safe to give an
pleasant
infant. Do you need it? Do not hesitate to try it.
You will never regret it.

OYER I. P. EARRINGTON’S,

sortment

aul7

MOTLEY^

WM. H.

case

eleven of chapter four hundred* and filty-nine of the
laws of the Forty-thiid Congress, to prove their
claims.” approved March 6th, 1876, and who may be
absent from the United States at the time of the making or of presenting his petition, such petition may
be presented and verified by the attorney-in-fact of
such claimant, or by any agent specially authorized
thereto, or by any person acting as agent or next
friend; but in every case of a petition filed without,
precedent authority specially given, the Court will require subsequent ratification of such petition or claim
by the claimant. Such agency or ratification shall,
in every case, be duly established by proof to the satisfaction of the Court.
mhl3d2t

THOMAS RAINEY, M. A. M. D
Office 499 1-4 Congress Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
to

BULE.

of any claimant who may desire to present
a claim under the provisions of an act entitled “An
act to extend the time for claimants, under section
In

Farnsworth,

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and Invig-

For

THE

STREET

head of

the Court of Commiwioners of Alabama Claims.

attention of Claimants and their Attorneys
is called to the following Act of Congress, and
Special Rule of this Court.
JOHN DAVIS, Clerk.

I>.

O.

EATON, Principal.

■c

Washington, D. C.,)
March 7,1876.
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NO.
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ialf price.
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G. 4. CLARK, 111.

Uadie*’ Matiuee overy Wednesday and Saturday at 2 p. m.
Box office open from 9 a. m„ to 9 p. m.
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at
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also prepared to receive orders for the copy
ing of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kinds ol
which
will be done in a prompt and satisfacPapers,
tory manner.
Writing Visiting Cards a Specialty.
dtf
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PORTLAND, ME.

GREEN BUSHES I
Friday

Brokers l

Block* (Room No. 14)

Office Fluent

at half price.
at half price.

commence

RESIDENCE
mart

price.

Don’t Fail to Improve this Opportunity.

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT,

Tli© W"ife 2
and

&c.,

CLARK,

Insurance

Monday and TueNday, March 13th nod
14lh, nod WedncHriny Matinee,

at half

■

March 'JJjh.
Portland references address

and

Teaclicr of Pianoforte,Organ &

Hat Trees, Sharing Stands,

GEO. M. CLARK

DAVIS &

F. Wheelock,

Top Tables

Chairs and Tables
d&wtf

CHAS. W. DAVIS.

Supported by the Talented Young Actor,

at half price.
at half price.

Lounges and Sofas

,

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

janl3

Term will

We do not read a'jonymouH letters and communications. The nam< and address of the writer are in
all cases tndispcnsaole, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty tf good faith.

with

NORRIDCEWOCK. TOAINE.

Edw

St.

Exchange

Parlor Suits
Marble

Exchange

—AT—

Circulars
augliMf

BROS.,

Walnut Chamber Suits

Has removed to

The Popular Artist,

Wednesday

H. FOGG,

42 1-2

Family School For Boys,

Our slock must be sold in thirty
days to make room lor new goods
aud will be sold at a great sacrifice.

BLOCK,

COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,

Monday, March 13th,

SprinK

]Vo. 55

POETLAND, MIC.
jald3m
ja29

Congress aud Exchange Streets.
W¥ER & CO.,
Proprietors.

-A-T

DEANE

Exchange St. Cor. of Milk.

J.

Eaton

COSSB,

STANTON

PORTLAND MUSEUM,

1 UiUMlV ERE

For

COUNSELLOR -AT-LAW,
311-2

Academy.

Has a superior Seminary Course for Ladies. For
REV. A. W. BURR, Princ’l.
circulars address
Hallo well, Me.
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If New Mexico be admitted to the Union
the number of states w'll be increased to

’PRESS.

filHE undersigned will not bo responsible for any
A debts contracted by the crow of the British
Bark Emma V.
HUBERT BERNIER,
Captain and Agent for Owners of Bark Emma V.
ma!3d3t
Portland, March 11, 1870.

Still Victorious.
Yesterday, Bangor, Augusta and Belfast

re'

sponded to Portland, Lewiston, Rockland,
Bath, Auburn and Saco in electing Republican city governments by most gratifying majorities. Even Biddeford came near swinging into the victorious galasy of Republican
cities.

hotly
was

In all the cities the elections were
contested and the vote on both sides

very

heavy;

but

despite

the

desperate

ef-

forts of the Democracy, the Repulicans have
attained majorities which have exceeded the
expectations of the most sanguine.
The tide has already set iu Maine toward
an overwhelming
Republican triumph in
September, if our friends are but watchful
and discreet. Now is the time to organize

victory!

_

One of the Washington papers expresses
the situation in the Belknap affair very clearly when it sees “one Democrat, taken into
the confidence of the Republican party, betrays it by taking a bribe- The chairman of
the committee that investigated the case
hurried an important witness away in order
lu aiTccu

a

paiuaau

meuu mat is

implicated.

George H. Pendleton is the partisan friend,
and Heister Clymer is his protector. Another member of the committee is proved
guilty
nf bribery.
/His name is Robbins, of North
Carolina, who stands self-convicted of the
The third member of the
disgraceful act.
committee has a record that will soon be
made public, so odious to loyal, upright men
that they will turn from its details amazed
and nauseated.
This man is Blackburn, a
brother of Dr. Blackburn who attempted to
make one vast cemetary of the North, by in-

troducing

the

malignant small-pox

and

yel-

low fever into the Union army and into the
sea-coast cities.”
Prof. Sillimax in a letter addressed to
the House committee on foreign relations,
published in the New Haven Palladium, denies that his dispatch of April 6, 1872, concerning discoveries at the Emma mine bad
the effect to send up the price of Emma
shares. On the contrary he shows, from the
London Mining Journal, that from March 17
of that year to April 13 the stock did not fall
below £23 nor rise above £24.
He accuses
Lyon of garbling the dispa'ch in his testimony before the committee and shows that
there was nothing in it to justify Lyon’s assertion that it represented 8000 tous of ore as

assaying $2000.
Bogy advocated haid-uioney in the Democratic caucus, the telegraph says.
So he
claimed that he was advocating hard money
in the Senate when he declared for the repeal of the resumption act, for the payment
of customs in greenbacks, and for a large increase of paper currency.
Queer hard money
men these Democrats are.

thirty-nine. The territory embraces an area
of 121,201 square miles. It is divided iuto
thirteen counties, and has a population of
of 91,874, less than one inhabitant to a
square mile. The capital is Santa Fe, a
town of 4,765 inhabitants. In view of the
character and smallness of the population
the proposition to raise the territory to the
rank of a slate is open to grave objections.
Banting is outdone. Some one has discovered that sea-weed is a cure for obesity,
and now we may expect fat people to take to
blanc mange. Dr. Griffith of Delaware asserts that the weed has the effect to reduce
the adipose tissue with remarkable
rapidity,
and without interference with health. Perhaps the famous Russian at Old Orchard,
who lives on sea-weed during the summer
months, has this theory iu mind.
The admission made by Senator Thurman
iu the Democratic caucus
Saturday night was

significant one. lie said that the report of
the majority of the caucus committee yielded
to the advocates of soft money ninety-nine
out of a hundred paints, and saved to the
hard money men only one point, that of the
simple declaration that the Democratic party
is in favor of specie payment at some future
time. That is the situation exactly.
a

Rev. M. C.

Julian, pastor of the UnitaCongregational church of New Bedford, created something of a sensation Sun-

rian

day by declaring

in

an

address

to

a

reform

ciub that he was not iu

sympathy with the
temperance movemeut though he believed in
temperance. He thought rum-selling a legitimate business, was opposed to either license or prohibitory legislation and could not
advocate total abstinence.

correspondent.

After

an

now.

Rebel Prisons.
early breakfast the white

man

went away from the hut where be had spent
the night, and our fugitive was taken into it
from the out house, and his two comrades were
brought in from the open fields and made comfortable and welcome by the poor “son of

Ham,”

pr« slavery Doctors of Divinity used
to call the negroes. A little negro boy and
girl, the children of the family, were sent out
to keep watch and ward so as to give
early
notice if any oue should be seen approaching
The shrewdness of the negro was seen in the
as

instructions given

to

these children as

to

how

to do it.

They were

stationed at opposite side! of the
to haVe a wide view—and “Now hinnies, said the negro, look yer here,, ef yon see
enny body cummin don’t yer done run inter de
house; don’t yer run enny how, you standstill
aud pick up chips or suthio, aud toller ont as
loud as yer can, dat de pig done ran away, and
bof ob yon holler as loud as yer can, der
hut so

as

pig's

done rund away, do yer uunerstan?”
“Yes
we unnerstan” they
said, with a grin, showing
their teeth and the whites of their eyes, indicating that they were to manifest no fear at
the sight of a stranger.
Our fugitives were made comfortable at a

good fire of pine wood, before which some “hoe
cakes” were “a doin’’ for their
breakfasts,
which tl ey ate by and liy with a keen
appetite,
aud were eujnyiug the fire aud the
of

feeling

serenity, when they heard the little boy and
girl cry ont—"Ds Dig’s done tund away Quick.”
The “quick” was extemporized by the little
girl, and within the hut it was understood to
mean "be quick.”
Instantly they were on
their feet. There was a little trap door overhead leading to the cock loft, but there was no
xne Legroes lilted our
fugi tives one
after the other, so that they could clamber
up
and stow themselves away quietly under the.
caves. This was hatdly accomplished before
they heard voices outside the hut.
Two mounted scouts were there, oat on a
hunt after the fugitive Yankees. “Hullo!
you
little ebony,” said one of the scouts, "have
muutr.

you seen any white men along here?” “Ise only
bend out here little while aud nobody hasn't
done good by here; dad’s iu de house, he can
tell yer.” One of them rode up to the hut and
without dismounting, cried out—“Hullo
there,
you black devil, come out here!” The negro
instantly threw the door wide open to show
there was nothing to conceal. “Have there
any Yankee prisoners passed by here last night
or this morning?”
“No, massa, there hab not.
Hab the Yankee prisoners done rund away”
Ise heard tell de Yankees is mighty mean
white folks, if dey comes dis way dis
nigger’ll
fix ’em sure. Whar be you uns stayin? Ef
dey comes dis woy I’ll tell urn go by de road
where you uns is, sure. Yah, yah. Let dis
nigger lone for fix de mean Yankees—yah, yab!
Come iD, won’t you? De ole woman’ll make
you some hoe cake mighty quick.”
The scouts would not dismount, and told tho
negro the point where the meanest picket
was stationed and made off
rapidly, the negro
watching closely the route they fallowed, uutil
they disappeared in the distance. “Yah,” said
the negro aloud, as if talking to himself, “if
enny ob dose mean Yankees cums dis way, 1
sartin will tell em to go de road to Turner’s fo
korners. Yab, yab, for dat’s de place whar we
uns’U nab um, yab, yah. Hullo up dere,”
speaking to ihe fugitives, “you stay up dere
more yet, don’t kum down now.
Sura more
we uus may kum long dis way.”
Onr fugitives remained in the but until
evening, being warm and comfortable and well
supplied with hoe cake for the day and some
for future meeds. When it was
sufficiently
dark their host took them out to direct them
on their way.
“Now look er here. You go dat
road: dat goes to Turner’s fo korners, whar
you’ll find sum of our sogers ready for to take
good kare ob yer. I hab promise to tell you to
go that way. What, you don’t like dat road?
yab, yab, den Ise tell you ob aoudder road
whar yer wunt find any ob our sogers to
gib
yer enny hoe cake, yah, yah!"
And so the negro gave them minute directions as to the roads aud
by-paths they were to
take, and told them of a dense wood where
they could pass the morrow, and so on
to the loyal lines.
Our fugitives went away,
refreshed aud strengthened and most grateful
to the poor negro who had served them so
faithfully aud lovingly at so much risk to
himself, for the scouts would have shot
him instantly if they had discovered the
fugitives concealed in his hut.
Our friends had
been on their way a quarter of an hour when
they heard footsteps rapidly approaching their
rear; they stepped out of the path to escape
observation, aud recoguized their host as he
uarne
running along.
They spoke to him
when be said he was afraid they might miss
the wav, as it was entangled bp cross roads and
by mauy paths, and so he had como on to go
with them as far as it would be
necessary, so as
to pass by all the doubtful places.
The negro
told them not to talk except in a low tone, better not to speak at all; to walk in
single file,
some little distance between them, as less likely to attract the eye of a scout, and that he
would lead off, and if ho should discover any
thing alarming, he would returu upon his steps
to satisfy them, so that they could secrete
themselves in the bushes or behiud fences or
the trunks of trees.
“Now look a here, be said, can you uns walk
fas? Ise a mighty fas walker—can yer lioe
ycr
row?” They would do their best, but from
long confinement, they were not very strong
but they would try to keep up.” And so this
kind hearted, brave and gentle
negro led them
all night, until just before
dawn, he poiuted
them to the thick wood, where
they could pass
the day. He said he knew a negro
living not
far away aud he would goto his hut aud inform him of their situation, and if it could be
done safely, the mau would
go into the wood
to find aud help them.
As tor himself, if be
should be discovered upon the
road, it would
be suspected at once, that he had been
helping
fugitives and he would be shot without scruple.
N. D.
___

Election

in

the

Mountains.—Yesterday

the election of Representative to
represent
Hart’s Location, etc., in the New Hampshire
Legislature took place aud resulted in the
choice of George H. Morey, Esq., Republican,
ot Bemis Station, by a majority of twelve.
Last year the Democrats elected two Represeu
tatives on the polls of the Ogdensburg em-

ployes
While Michael Dorsey and family were at a
dance Saturday night iu Greenfield, Mass., his
house and barn in Deerfi-ld ware burned, with
all the contents.

Lass about

$1500;

small in-

surance.

Another female inmate of
sane

Asylum attempted

terday,

but was rescued.

to

(Juiou

League

Mftkiag-A

Club-President

Grindstone for

Axe.-A Hove

a

Political

Con kilns

Against Mr.

derstood by Messrs Barnett and Wilson But by
way of creating a diversion which may in some
degree break the force of that solid Repablican
sentiment of tbe Empire State, which insists
that Roscoe Conklutg is in point of ability,
integrity, experience and capacity for affairs
without a superior in the country, and is eminently fit for the presidential office,— they prevail upon their friends iu the caucus to intro-

-The Voice of .Tew f ork.-*To Republican Who is an Enemy of the Administration

be Elected President.

can

New Yokk, March 11, 187G.
Tbe Uuion League Club coutaius
niue huodred and twenty-nine resident
of

members,

whom seve n-eighths at least are
nominally Republicans. Two-thirds of them take the
trouble to vote at ordinary state and
municipal
elections. When a Governor is to be chosen

three-quarters

of

them incur the

duce the following, which constitutes tbe pith
and marrow of tbe entire pronunciamento:
That the purpose which has been openly
avowed and threatened to be put in practical
operation, of sending to the national convention at Cincinnati a delegation from tbe state
of New Yurk made up at a state convention
and pledged or committed beforehand to the
support of particular
candidates, is a grosa
violation of the first principles of republican
institutions, and an outrage upon the rights
and wishes of the great
majority ol the party.
We insist that the representation of the state
ut New York in that convention shall be committed to a delegation wholly unpacked and
unpledged, who shall be untrammeled and free
to choose from among all the candidates who
may be brought before the couvention, and unless this can be conceded to us we refuse to be
bound by its action.
If Messrs. Burnett and Wilson had been
adroit politicians they would not have allowed
this resolve to be so overdone. The talk about
“a gross violation of the first principles of re-

fatigue of

registration and attendance at the polls, and in
a Presidential canvass nearly all of them nerve
themselves to the performance of the quadrennial

duty.
They are

a

thoroughly houest, upright,

meaning body of

men.

They have

no

well
forbear-

towards wrongdoing of any sort. They
have been successful in life by honorable practices, aod are worthy exemplars of integrity
and fair dealing. They are thrifty and well toance

do and pride themselves especially on holding
themselves aloof from politics and politicians.
Their knowledge of public men atd public
affairs is derived almost wholly from the newspapers. It is not to bo wondered at therefore
that it is a good deal muddled, for they are
inveterate readers of those equivocal sources of
information. They peruse the fabrication of
yesterdav and the contradiction of to-day with
equal credulity and interest. Both furnish
themes of gossip which are tamed to good
account in spicing the evening conversation
which takes place among the groups assem-

pablican institutions” and “an outrage upon the
rights and wishes of a great majority of the
party,” is not only very offensive, but it is very
uuuaDuoio.i
rp|,« rights and wishes of a
great
majority of the party cannot be ignored, and
that is tbe reason why tbe delegation will be a
unit.
If the gentlemen who passed this
resolution are Republicans they have precisely

bled iu the reading room aud picture gallery.
The men ol Athens, of whom mention is made
in the 21st verse of the XVII chapter of Acts,

the same rights and immunities as other members of the party, and it is very easy for them
to try conclusions in respect to ths choice of

intent “either to hear or to tell
thing” than these well dressed and
well conditioned gentlemen when they have

some new

sauntered

dinner,

into their

Club

afler

a

the {organization in the matter of the presidency. Bnt the truth is, they are perfectly
well aware that as an army cliDgs to its gen-

luxurious

extremely good terms with tho
world in general and themselves in particular.
But ot course a society of this descriDtioo is
singularly liable “to be put upon,” and there
on

eral so a party adheres to its trusted leader and
chief—that our Senator has tbe supreme coofi-

file, and they not only mean to present bis
to the Cincinnati convention, but to ad-

occasional instances in which it is unconsciously set to turniug a grindstone for the purpose of sharpening somebody’s axe, which is
are

Three years ago Mr. Randall was arguing
that he could not live decently on a salary
less than $7,500. As he now proposes a salary 40 per cent, less it is evident, either that
he was lying in 1873, or that he proposes to
live indecently

The

the Taunton

In-

drown herself yes-

name

here to him

nnitedly, until it is
other standard-bearer
will better concentrate the forces of tbe Republican phalanx. Tbe only possible effect of
this ill-timed and ill-natured murmur will be
to intensify the purpose of tbe state conven*
tion to prevent any man from getting upon the
national delegation who is not thoroughly reli-

A case

of the kind oornrred last
which is amusing enough to
deserve belog chronicled.
For some weeks past a movement has been
on foot for pushing forward the candidacy of
Mr. Bristow. The New York agency for this
branch of tbe business of President-making was
assigned to H. L. Burnett, formerly of Cincin-

Thursday evening

nati, but

obeyed.

a

I don’t imagine that one in five of the men
who voted for these resolutions had any conception of their origin or covert purpose. They
were accepted as a general denunciation of
official misconduct and hurried through without criticism or analysis. The ease with which
such things can be done in New York is proverbial. I bold in my hand at this moment a
paper which I cut from a daily print five years
ago. It is headed a “Petition of Property

paigu. He has occasionally showu symptoms
of Republicanism since, but they were invari
ably followed by relapses. These two gentle
men have been circulating a subscription
paper
in tbe interest of tbeir chief. It occurred to
(bem that it would be a good thiug to tnru the
Belkuap malfeasance to practical account, and

Owners,” and prays the Legislature of the
state to enact a law which vested tbe exclusive power of levying taxes and issuing bonds
in A. Oakey Hall. William M. Tweed, Richard
B. Connolly and Peter B. Sweeney! It contains
331 signatures, and among them are at least a
hundred of the most eminent merchants, bankers, and men of high standing the city contained. Tbe signatures were all
obtained
through the personal solicitation of Nathaniel
Sands.
Tbe signers were good natured and
did’ct like to disoblige Mr. Sands; they were
thoughtless and did’ nt take time to consider

*

they got together a little caucus of members
of the Club and prevailed upon it to adopt aod
introduce in tbe monthly meeting a series of
resolutions, in which the offense of Belknap is
not even alluded to, bat a declamatory attack
is made upon the administration without a
so

single specification

or distinct charge.
That I may do no injustice to the authors of
this wild and incoherent arraignment, I quote
the first paragraph entire:

that the power they were proposing to confer
this extraordinary quartette was greater
than a free people bad been willing theretofore
to resign to any human beings.
Whenever I
see or bear of eccentric things done by distinguished citizens, I take their list and look it
over and I conclude after that not to be surprised at anything of that sort which may hap-

That in view of the recent and repeated exposures of corruption and Iraud iu the administration of public affairs, the welfare of the
Republican party, as well as of the country,demands a searching aud thorough investigation
of the condition and conduct of every branch
of the public service, to the end that all corrupt practices may be brought to light and that
ail who have abused aud betrayed tbeir public
trusts, whatever may be their statioo, may be
exposed end punished.
Recent and repeated exposures!
Fraud in

on

pen.
It may he as well, perhaps, gently to remind
friends of parties supposed to be ambitions of
Presidential honors, that their chances will net
be improved by attacks upon tbe administration of Gen. Grant.
One thing may be set
down for a certainty. No Republican who is an

tbis sounds like a stump speech from a Tammany Hall platform. What recent exposures af.
tecting the administration can be cited? A
Cabiuet officer has been shown to have com"
milled a flagrant traasgression.
He atones for
his sin by the loss of official ami racial position*

enemy of

administration can be elected
Whatever else the Cincinnati Convention may do it may be trusted not to present
a candidate who has ever whined and snivelled
about the corruption and frauds of bis party.
A mao who has done his utmost to rectify errors
and eradicate abuses wherever found,
whose hands are clean, and whose record
pure, who has talked little about reform and

ate a sweeping and vituperative assault upon
the executive and his advisors? Certainly there
were four members of the Oabinent, when that
resolution was written against whom no charge
of corruption or fraud had ever beeu made.
And as to the President if any body in the light

accomplished much in furtherance of it, will
command the suffrages of tbe convention, and
deserve the endorsement of the people.
The
Republicans will not select a leader, who has
hovere I between their camp and the enemy’s,
sometimes inclining to the one and sometimes
to the other, leaving It al ways a matter of
doubt wbat his true color was.
Here is a cheerful extract from one of tho
‘independent” organs, that is worth copying:
“The average Republican newspaper reads
now like a file of the Independent press in the
summer and spring of 1872.”
This was not intended as a rebuke to Republican journalism, but it would be difficult to

of his civic life has the slightest doubt of his
personal probity Ue must either be destitute of
ordinary intelligence, or a believer in the doctrine that there is no such thing as human

virtue.
And then suppose we consider for a moment
the nature of the allegations made against the
two ministers who have not escaped ribald abuse
and cslumuious imputation. These are Secretaries Fish andKobeson. The latter is charged
with a variety of misconduct in the most vague
and intangible fashion, but the most searching
“investigation'’has f riled to elicit a scintilla
of evidence impeaching bis character. Tbe as
saults on Mr. Fish have beeu excessively gross
and impudent, but anybody who believes them
must be m re different kinds of a fool than are
apt to be concentrated in a single person. He
has been accused repeatedly and in the most
direct terms with having sold the honor of his
to

embody

aseverer censure in so small a space.
Recall for a moment what the anti administration newspapers were doing fire years ago—

wbat a perfect avalanche of shameless falsehoods of every species and variety they belched
forth, until at last the recoil came, and they
were buried beneath the toppling pyramids of
mud they had reared to fling at the dominant

put fee3 into the pockets of

his
husband. Is this one of tbe “repeated exposures” which “demands a searching and thorough investigation”? It is the
mere rubbish and offal that floats in tbe sewers
of that portion of the press which sticks at
nothing in the way of libel of the existing administration.

party. If any Republican prints arc emulous
of the fate which befel the cabal that piloted
tbe Cincinnati movement of 1872, they have
only to justify the imputation cast upon them
in the foregoing extract. Newspapers are ad-

daughter’s

mirable institutions so long as they are kept
free from slander and evil speaking, but when
they are run in tbe interests of cliques and indulge in indiscriminate, licentious and menda-

For more than four years the bu.-iness of in-

vestigating abuses has beeu pursued with unremittirg pertinacity. Every braoch and da"
partment of the public service has been subjected to a vigorous and usually unfriendly

calumniation, they soon lose their influand become the organs merely of the ignorant and vicions.
As a specimen of the kind cf literature
which is now in favor among the “independents”, I quote this “choice extract” from a
newspaper that makes especial pretensions to
“tone”. The writer is speaking of tbe President of the United States, and describes him
cious
ence

What has been the result?
liss than to establish conclusively
that the servants of the government are for
the most part upright and faithful, that in"
stances of dereliction are rare and
exceptional*
that all the stealings from the federal govern-

scrutiny.
ing more

nor

as:

throughout

its entire territory for the
years since Gen. Grant became President
do not amount to as much as the citizens of

ment

“An ignorant soldier, coarse in his tastes,
and blunt in bis perceptions, fond of
money
and material enjoyment and of low company.”

seven

xuitt.

were ruuueu ui

annually during me

It is charitable to suppose that the writer of
this brutal sentence was utterly ignorant of the
subject of it. Otherwise he would simply be sup*
plemeuting gross indecency with wilfal false*
hood. To impute ignorance to a man of Gen.
Grant’s education is a piece of gratuitous
stupidity, but every Other feature of the picture
is equally inaccurate. Everybody who knows
the President is aware that he is thoroughly
self-respecting and circumspect in his behav-

decade which preceded the downfall of Tweed.
And here it is well to remark parenthetically
that one of the leading members of the Union
League Club, who aided and abetted the above
quoted diatribe agaiost President Grant, Secretaries Fish, Bristow, Bobeson and Chandler,
Postmaster General Jewell, and Attorney Gen.
eral Pierrepont was not so awfully indignant

against “corruption and fraud” in the summer
of 1871 but that he consented to become a broth'
er director with Tweed, Sweeny, Connolly and
the rest of the Bing thieves forty days before
the explosion which brought them to destruction. He is a thoroughly estimable gentleman
amiable of manner and exemplary in conduct
but you see bow much greater exasperation he

ior—a gentleman by nature, without having
bad occasion to study the rules of etiquette.
Nobody ever saw him practice or permit a

familiarity that had the slightest

savor of rude*
ness, and his perceptions are altogether abova
the comprehension of an editor whose spitq
could betray him into such an outrage as £

feels in reference to imputed misdeeds at a disthan to actual robberies committed with
in a stouc’s throw of his own couutiDg room.

have cited above.
Happily the American people manifested
their disgust at this sort of slang in 1872, and it
is not at all certain that they may not stamp it
out with similar scorn and wrath next Novem*

tance

The fact is, the Clnb, by suffering itself to ba
the catsptw of the electioneers for a presidential aspirant, missed a great opportunity.
The crime of Belknap should have been dealt
with by itself and with a severity of opprobrium which would have left no doubt in the public mind as to the views of tha organization in
respect to the obligations of every incumbeBt
of a public trust to
lous fidelity.

discharge

it with

ber.

scrupu-

the CiDcinuati convention for their especial
favorite. Now, nine out of ten of the Bepublicaos of this state prefer Boscoe Conkling to
aDy other named candidate for the presidency.
So very decided and determined is this prefer
ence that no delegate can go to the convention
lrorn New Turk who is not a Conkling man
contest about the matter simply because of the unauimityof the party on

Yabmouth.

The Fryeburg Assault.
Lovepp, March 11, 1876.
To the Editor of the Press:
Sir:—I noticed an article in the Pbess of
March <Jth relative to a kidnapping affair at
East Fryeburg.
Please let me give some of the facts in thg
case in justice to the father.
The boy’s fatheg
paid ail of his bills until he was four years old,
and as he moved away from his father’s at that
time would have taien him then, but his fath.
er wished him to leave the
boy there for a time,
which he did on these conditions: That he was
to have him any time he asked for him or chosa
to take him, without
any charge. And he oau
prove the same by two as reliable witnesses as

But the little screech against “corruption
and fraud” was only a bit of buucombe intro
duced by way of prelude to the re al subject iu
band. It is a part of the mission of Messrs.
Buruett aud Wilson to get up delegations to

There will be

the

President.

aud by a fall as pitiable as it is remediless.
Does that isolated instance of turpitude palli-

country

and

some

able in his advocacy of Senator Conkllng.
That is the will of the party and it must be

law partner of Judge Emott,
of this city, and to Geo. Jas. H. Wilson, a
brother of Bluford Wilson, the solicitor of tbe
Treasury. Mr. Burnett was one of the originators of the Cincinnati bolt of 1872, bat after tbe
nomination of Greeley he retired from that
circus and remained passive during tbe cam
now

heartily

proved clearly that

kept neatly concealed while the operation is in
progress.

IS ADVANCE.

the question. Nobody ventures to enter the
lists as an opponent of the
Senator, because
there is scarcely a district in
any one of the
fifty-nine counties in which there are enough
Republicans against him to make a respectable
••scattering” vote. All this is perfectly well un-

were not more

One of the gushing Washington correspondents in moralizing over Mrs. Belknap writes
“It never seemed to me that the soul of that
proud lady had any message for my soul.”
Probably the same idea occured to Mrs. Belknap some time since, and that is what’s the
matter with the

Our New York Letter.

ANNUM,

no

|

ihere are in the town.
This winter he asked for his son and his fath*
He then got a
er refused to let him have him.

writ and went with a sheriff, and the elder
WASHINGTON.
Smith stepped oat with a guD, loaded and cocked, and told them if they attempted to enter
Compensation ol Postmasters.
the bouse be would shoot, and stood with the
March 13—Assistant PostWashington,
till
his
shoulder
at
left.
to
save
gun
they
Theu,
master General Marshall has addressed a letter
farther trouble, went to the school house and
to the Postmaster General on the subject of
called his boy out and took him home.
compensation to Postmasters, his plan being to
Your informant states that the boy cries most fix salaries oq the basis of commissions, peron incomes an l box rent
at the resof the time.
That is false. There isn’t a boy centagesoffices.
I
in the county who is better contented, better pective
f*eu<lleton’M Stxaininalion Postponed.
used or happier than he, as I have good chanca
The committee on expenditures in the war
to know, as I see him every two or three days,
Mr. Pendleton
department met at 11 o’clock.
was
and have been fishing with him and his brother
present, but as the books and papers of
the accounting officer of the Kentucky Central
one day, the second after he came home, and
Railroad will not be brought to this city uutil
have worked a day at his father’s and the boy
late tonight, aud as the papers called for from
and his brother have as good times as any boys the war department has uot yet been f urnisbed
the examination of Pendleton was postponed
I ever saw.
Now as to the lonely bouBe. It is a little out until tomorrow.
The Government’s Display at the Centenof the way, bat they have neighbors within
nial.
half a mile. Where his grandfather lives it is
The House Committee on Appropriations to
one and one-half miles to their neighbor’s.
day heard Col. Lyford, Commissioner John
These things I can prove, but your informant Eatan and Prof. Baird, representing the govwith preparations for
of last week made false statements, either ernment board, cliaiged
the exhibits to be made by the several departthrough ignorance or malice.
ments of the government at the Centennial, in
A. M. Richakdsox.
advocacy ot an additional appropriation of
$500,000 for this purpose, The board asked
a million of dollars last
about
!
Blaine in Missouri.—In a long article on
year, but ConMissouri Republicaa preferences for candidate ; gress appropriated only $500,000.
They now
ask for the remainder of tha sum needed and
for President, published in the Chicago Trithat with its aid the government
exposition
bune, the following observations are made re- will be a magnificent display worthy of the
aud
of
itself
natioo,
alone
sufficient to make
lative to Mr. Blaine:
the Centennial a success.
The most impressive and significant fact in
The Genera Award.
the investigation of the political problem from
The House Committee on Jndiciar.v will toa Repnblican standpoint in this state is the
outspoken preferences everywhere manifested morrow make a report ameudatory of the act
for the distribution of the Geneva award.
for James G. Blaine. Having boldly asked
It
will be recollected the former Coogress providnot less than one hundred Americans Rein
this
ed
of
for
them
of
inmany
trom
actual
city,
publicans
payment
losses, excluding
the interior, and some of them honored
surance companies, unless it was shown that
with the confidence of the parly m the past
their losses by reason of the acts of cruiseis
it has been the experience of the writer
were greater than their gains from war premthat three out of four have preferred Blaine.
iums.
The majority will report in favor of
The ODly exceptions are those who follow the
distributing the amount which will remain ot
the award after paying the claims already adGerman Liberals in supporting Bristow, and
the federal officials or colored men after Mor- judicated and now being adjudicated by the
Court of Commissioners of Alabama Claims to
ton. The St Louis county committee,—nearly
all the Republican candidates of the past four
three classes, namely: Actual losses ou the
high seas by reason of Confederate cruisers;
years. Republican members of the legislature,
actual losses to those who paid war premiums;
and men who koow the temper of the party,
and iusurauce companies as secondary losers ou
are friendly to Blaine by the "score.
Io fact, it
the principle that although as a whole they
is impossible to ignore the decided tendency of
realized profits, their profits would have been
the Republicans to sustain the Blaine movement in SL Louis. A prominent Repnblican
greater but for the destruction by cruisers of
leader told me on ’Change yesterday that every the particular vessels they iusured.
There
day he heard fresh expressions of preference would, in case of the passage of the bill, be distributed to the first class $1,500,000; to the secfor Blaine over everybody. The Belknap scandal bad rather intensified the desire to see
ond $5,000,000; to the third $4,000,000.
Blaine elected. The absence of obiec.tum.-tn
The minority of the committee agree with
the majority ou me question as to Hie pvircr w£
Is
of
BUice oo account of locality
006
the
marked Deculiarities of the Republican situaCougress to distribute the entire amonut, but
recommend that the balance of the award,
ation. It is evident that the party in this state
would hail his nomination with unbounded
namely, $2,500,000, be covered into tho treasuIt is understood that a second minority rery.
gladness.
port will be submmitted.
various Matters.
The Secretary of the Treasury informs th9
House that there are no records in his departments relating to the Babcock court of inquiry.
Representative Fort introduced a bill to day
that on and alter July 1st,there shall
providing
MATTERS IN MAINE
be levied and paid a tax on all sales or contract
for sales, verbal or written,of gold or silver bul; lion and coin at the rate of l-2Uth of 1 per cent.
! ot the amount.
The Secretary of the Treasury says an appro[ priation of 31,000,000 will be necessary for extra
reuenue officers at Philadelphia in
consequence
of the importation of goods for the Centennial.
The report that an arrangement has been
made by which the government is to purchase
A
SWEEPING REPUBLICAN the entire bullion product of the consolidated
Virginia and California mines for a year for
use in the resumption of specie payments is
TRIUMPH.
pronounced incorrect by the treasury department, although it is admitted that a proposi*
tioD of this character has been received and is
under consideration.
Senate appropriation committee to day took
up the consular and diplomatic appropriation
bill but reached no conclusion concerning any
point of importance.

j
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BY TELEGRAPH.

MORE VICTORIES!

Bangor Redeemed.

ESTATE POOL.

THE REAL

AUGUSTA OVERWHELMINGLY
REPUBLICAN.

The

Investigation Blocked by

Belfast and Camden Give
lican

Hccus-

Witness.

• anl

Washington,

a

Mar. 13.—Hallett Kilbourne

appeared before the Real Estate Pool Committee this morning an 1 again declined to produce the private books and papers of the firm
of Kilbourne & Latta, in relation to their real
estate transactions, ou the gronnd that be and
his partner are engaged in private business and

Repub-

Majorities.

have

connection with the United States expay taxes and obey the laws. They are
not conscious of having violated any law nor
Large Republican Gain in Bid- are they charged with any fraud, and the production of their books and papers would reveal
deford.
their transactions with their customers.
If,
however, any respectable citizen would allege
that their business had any relation with the
public interests they would submit all their
books and papers to the committee, but not
[.Special Despatch to the Press.]
otherwise.
Bangor.
The room was then cleared for deliberation,
Bangor, March 13—Bangor sends Portland with the exception of the counsel, and the
proceeded to make up the case
greeting and 329 majority, and six aldermen committee
against Kilbourne to be reported to the House.
oat of seven. Wm, B. Hayford, Republican, !
The committee have decided to report todefeats Mayor Laughton, Democrat, by 1952 to
morrow Mr. Kilbourne’s refusal to answer to
j the
House, together with excerpts from the
1523. The fight was a very lively and exciting
records, showiug the questions to which he reone, bat from the start it was easily seen wbat j fused answers and
accompanied with a resoluthe result would be on the mayor.
On the
tion directing the Sergeant-at-Arms cf the
House
to
the
recussant witness before
aldermen the Republicans fairly outdid thempresent
the bar of the house for its action,
selves by carrying all their own wards and two
of the Democratic wards.
The Republicans
THE SAFE BURGLARY.
appreciate the glorious victory and are accord-

cept

no

to

ingly jnhilant.
An euthuaioetic

meetiug

was

held

tonight,

District Attorney Wells’ Testimony.
Washington, March 13.—District Attorney
Wells to-day again appeared before the House

closing with enthusiastic cheers for Hon. J. G.
Blaine for President of the United States
D.

[To the Associated Press.]
Augusta.

Committee on Judiciary, now investigating
the causes why the Harrington safe burglary
conspirators have not been tried, as also into

Augusta,

t.Ua nonanirn/io

March 13.— The Republicans elect
All the
mayor here by 350 majority.
wards are Republican.

Belfast, March 13.—At the municipal election today, Nathan F. Houston, Bepublican.
had a majortiy of eight over Israel Cox, Demo,
The vote was unusually largo.
Albert
C. Burgess, Geo. Woods and Daniel R Mad.
crat

and Jacob Y. Cottrell and
Joseph Williamson, Democrats, were chosen
aldermen.
Republicans have a majority in
the council.
Camden.
Camden, March 1.3.—The election passed off
A full
quietly, a large vote being polled.
Republican board of town officers was elected,
excepting the first selectman who was supported by both parties.
Biddeford.
Biddefobd, March 13.—The city election today was the most hotly contested for years

docks, Republicans,

Last year Warren, Democrat,

was

tanl

F

rv

v,

.1

_1

confession made by Nettleship and Cunz, and
the statement made by Harrington himself,
Harrington’s statement is not in the nature of
a confession but more a
denial of the main
facts set forth in connection with Nettleship.
Several other witness were also examined. It
is anticipated that the developments are creating considerable anxiety in certain quarters
here. This investigation, Mr. Knott says, will
be thorough.

the

POST TRADEBSMPS.
The

Souse Committee’s Investigation.

Washington, March 13.—Alfred F. Ferry,
formerly engaged in steamboating on the up-

per Missouri, testified that he carried goods for
Casselberry to Standing Bock and to other parties at trading posts
He knew of no transactions between Orville Grant and Durfee A
and
never
said
or reported
that Grant
Peck,
was
interested wiih the Secretary of War in
the disposal of tradicg posts. He knew of no
money having been paid to any of the traders
for tbe purchase of their posts, and said he
was subptenaed on the strength of
newspaper
articles, which were full of falsehoods.

elected may-

by 159 majority, while the Democrats carried
six wards. To-day on a large vote Burnham,
Democrat, is elected by about 40 majority—a
or

AN

Republican gain of 119.

The Republicans gain
Ward 4.
Ward 1 is a tie as to aldermen,
while the Republicans elect two couucilmen.
In Ward 4 John Butland, a Democratic fraudulent voter, was arrested and committed to
jail. Two others were frightened away by the
arrest of Butland.

ALMS

HOUSE

Fourteen Inmates

BURNED.

Pcrisli in ilse

Flames.

Norwich, Conn.,

Much 13.—It is believed
that fourteen persons were burned in tbe alms
house, Sunday. Most of them were old people
irom GO to 70 years of age.
Seven bodies were
taken from the ruins to-day burned to a cinder
and unrecognizable. Five inmates were injured by jumping from windows, two of them
iatally. The ehtire number of inmates was54.

Reform meetings.

Camden, March 13.—The Auburn reformers
held three enthusiastic meetings here, closing
Saturday night with

a packed house and three
hundred names on the pledge.
Fire in moscow.
Skowhegan, March 13.—The dwelling house
and ell, owned and occupied by R. V. Ham of

MISSISSIPPI.

totally destroyed by fire today
with their contents.
The fire originated iu
the chambers and is supposed to have
caught
from the chimney. Loss about 81300; insured
Moscow,

were

Conviction of Lieul Governor Davit,
Jackson, Miss., March 13.—The Senate by a
vote of 32 to 4 found Blent. Gov. Davis
guilty
as charged
io the articles of impeachment.
One colored and 5 five white Republicans voted
in tbe affirmative and 4 colored in tbe
negative.
The flndiDg will be formally announced Wed-

for 8500.

Postil.

Washington. March 13.—Clement L. Mildram has been appointed postmaster at
Wells,
York county, Me.
Rockland City

nesday.

and

Casualties.

Congress—First Session. !

SENATE.

■Washington, Mar.

13.
Several bills and petitions were offeted and
referred.
By Mr. Boutwell a memorial of the New
England Association asking for a general svstem of weights and measures,
lteterred to the
Committee on Finance.
By Mr. Morrill ot Me., a petition of the citizens of Portland,
Mainp, against the repeal ot
the baukrupt law and asking its modification.
Beleired to the Committee on Judiciary.
By Mr. Anthony, a resolution to priut and
bind 300 copies of the report of labor iu Europe for the use of the departments.
Beferred
to the Committee on Printing.
On motion of Mr. Morton the Senate took up
the bill to provide for and regulate the counting of votes for President and Vice Presi-

dent.

Mr.

Bayard briefly

addressed the

Seoato

in

opposition.

Mr. Morton said the bill presented three important changes from the old method, which
he ptoposed to point out. The bill provides for
debate or explanation while the vote was being
counted.
Mr. Eaton said that the second question of
the bill provided that the returns from such
slates shall be counted which the two houses
acting separatelv shall decide to be the true
and valid return, and asked what would be the
etfect if the House decided that one set of returns were correct and the Senate decided that
another set were correct, in a case where there
were two sets of returns from one state?
Mr. Mortou replied that in such a case as
that the vote of the state would fall to the
ground and the state would lose its vote, for
there was no outside tribunal constitutionally
qualified to decide the matter.
Mr, Boutwell said he had not the faith in the
wisdom of the bill that the chairman (Moiton )
had, although he should probably vote for the
bill. Be did not assume that the Vice President had any other duty than simply to open
the returns. For nearly a century the o'd
method had been under the constitution and it
was not possible for congress to delegate it to a
court or any body else.
Mr. Thurman said it was time some such
measure as that should be adopted for he could
easily foresee that votes of stales might sometimes be thrown out to such an extent as to
plunge the country into anarchy and rebellion.
It could not happen once in a thousand times
that the Vice President would not know just
what package of returns contains the votes of
his particular party, and he could pick that up
and open it. It was through his (Thurman’s)
solicitations that the Senator from Indiana introduced the second section of the bill, and he
cuusiderea u necessary.
If any Senator could
devise a better plan he would be glad to hear
it.
Mr. Whyte said he would have it left just
where our fathers and the constitution left it.
He held that the Vice President had the right
to decide which was the correct set of returns.
The two bouses were present as witnesses of the
t.ra

nqsinfiinn
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nrnnM rmf-
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nnnlvrv/1

rr

meddle with the matter, but would much raththe House would do it than the Senate. The
House represented the people and came from
the people every two years, while tbe Stnate
did not.
Mr. Cooper entertained the same opinion and
moved to amend by adding after the words
“tbe two bouses acting separately shall decide
to be the true and valid return,” the following
words, “and if the two houses cannot agree,
then the House of Representatives, voting by
states in the manner provided by the constitution when the election devolves upon the
House, shall decide to be the true and valid return.”
Mr. Ivernau dissented from tbe Senator from
Maryland (Whyte.) He did not think the
President pro tempore had the right to decide
which was the true and valid returns, and he
did not think the constitution warranted such
a conclusion.
It said be should open all the
returns and they should be counted.
If any
should
ever arise, as has been spoken
question
of, then he would prefer to have the House decide the matter as they more clearly represented the people.
Mr. Morton said that if the House voted on
the question by states the state which had but
one representative would have just as much
voice in the matter as the state of New York
which had 33 representatives.
He said he had
once made a computation of the matter and ascertained that 45 members of the House, voting by states and representing 8,000,000 of the
people, could outvote the other 247 members
Could anyrepresenting 35,000,000 of people,
thing be conceived of that would come further
from the will of the people? The principle involved in this bill is precisely that upon which
all the legislation of the country depends. II
the two houses cannot agree upon a bill before
Congress it fails of course aud there is no power to refer it to a third party.
If the power
can be delegated to the House to decide
upon
valid returns 1t can be delegated to the Vice
President or President and the entire will of
the people be set aside. The idea of selecting
an umpire or referee to decide
a question of
this character was an absurd one.
Mr. Erelinghuyseu said that as absurd as the
idea was there were several precedents for it
and he instanced the case of Iowa, wherein the
governor had been elected and a question arising the court of claims was delegated as umer

pire.

Mr. Aliison introduced a bill
providing for
the agreement with the Sioux Indians in regard to a portion of their reservation and for
other purposes. Referred to the Committee on
Indian Affairs.
At 4.10 the Senate went into executive session and at 4.50 adjourned.
_

HOUSE.
A large number of bills were introduced and
referred. Among them is one to allow twenty
days vacation with pay to all govcrnwcufe employes to attend the centennial celebration.
By Mr. Pierce of Mass, for tbe relief of sick
aud disabled seamen in the district of Cape
Cod, Mass.
By Mr. Blaine of Maine, regarding the regulation of commerce aud navigation and of
steam vessels; also by request,
declaring the
14th of April, 1876, a legal holiday in Washington city; for more certain resumption of specie
uu

payment.

.January rst, joju.

Mr. Whitthoine of Tenuessee offered a resolution directing the Committee ou Appropriations to inquire into the formation of the division in the Treasury Department having charge
of the proceeds of captured and abandoned
property. Adopted.
Mr. Southard of Ohio offered a resolution
calling on the Secretary of the Treasury for information as to the defaulting internal revenue
collectors. Adopted. Also a resolution calling
on the Secretary of War for information as
to
whether promotions in the army since Jnne 22,
1874, have been in accordance with section 1204
of the Bevised Statutes, and if not, why not?

Adopted.

Mr. Baker of Indiana offered the
following
resolution:
Resolved, That the people of the United
States constitute one nation and not a mere
confederacy of states or nations; that the constitution was formed by the people acting in
their primary and individual capacity through
their delegates there to duly constitute; that
the government under the constitution is one
of the people and for the people and that in its
appropriate sphere the government of this nation is sovereign and supreme; that in its natuie it is permanent and indissoluble except by
the action and consent of the whole people;
that no state has any right or authority to
judge of the constitutionality of laws enacted
by Congress or to nullify the execution of the
same, and that all overtacts by any state or
people thereof, or seccession therefrom, or of
rebellion for the dismemberment of the Union
was causeiess and indefensible on
any theory of
right or of constitutional law.
He moved that the rules be suspended and
the resolution adopted, and called for the yeas
aud nays, which were ordered.
Mr. Stone ot Missouri, moved to adjourn.

Bejected.

Mr. Cox of New York asked whether it was
in order to read|trom the Constitution these
wotds:
“Done in convention by the unanimous consent of the
states—Seorge SVashington.”
The Speaker replied that it would be in thj
nature of debate and not in order.
The motion to suspend the rules and adopt
the resolution was rejected, yeas 91, uays
72,
two-thirds not having voted in the affirmative.
Very few Democrats voted for it. Among
them were Durand of Michigan, Uardenbergof
New Jersey, Jenks of Peuusyluania, New of
Indiana. Phelps of Connecticut. Potter of
Michigan, Vance of Ohio and A. S. Williams
of Michigan. All the Bepublicans voted for it;
all the southern Democrats against it and most
all of the nothern Democrats refrained from
voting,

Crimes

Government.

Fort) -Fourth

rserore mo vore was

Baker called the attention of

announced
the Chair to

Mr.

these

facts, that many members were present who
Engineer Moore of the Cincinnati, Hamilton
were not voting aud he made a point of order
and Indiana Railroad was killed at Indianapolis veslerdav liv the PYnlnsinn nf
lnor,m„i;
I that they be compelled to vote.
The Speaker overruled the point.
was inaugurated mayor
and delivered his inboiler.
Mr. llandall of Pennsylvania remarked that
oiHrnral aildraaa
(’
A
Tlmia
Ninety five rum-sellers were arrested for there was a good deal of truth in the resolution
violating tbe Suuday excise law in New York.
and also a good deal of false principle.
city clerk. Rev. L. D. Wardwell was chosen
The result of the vote was then announced.
There was a heavy rain storm Sunday night
president of the Common Council, but as he
in New York, and
had not been present to take the oath of
heavy showers The following is the negative vote:
office, about four o’clockexceedingly
Messrs. Ashe,
Monday morning, which
Atkins,
Beebe,
Blackburn,
the election was subsequently declared
Bland, Blunt, Boon. Bright, Brown, (Ky.) Coveil,
illegal, were accompanied by lightning and thunder.
Caldwell (Ala.) Caldwell, (Tenn.) Cardiler, Cate,
and the board adjourned without farther ac" I
The mangled remains of Daniel Lyons, emClarke, (Ky.) Cook, Cowan, Culberson, Debait, Dibtion.
ployed by Rice & Wright on the Rock Cut at
rell, Douglass, Ellis, Faulkner, Fellou, Forney,
West Deerfield, Mass., on the Troy and GreenFranklin, Glover. Goode, Gunter. Hancock, Hartfield R,R.,were found yesterday forenoon beside
ridge, Harris, (Ga.) Hewett, (Ala.) Hill, Hooker,
NEW YORK.
the track, two miles west oi Greenfield. He
House, Hunton, Hurd, Jones, (Ky.) Knott, Levy,
Lewie, Lord, Meade. Milllkcn, Mutcbler, Odell,
was probably intoxicated and killed by the
Payne, Pbiilips, (Mo.) Pi|ier, Kea. Began,
extra
Failure of Daniel Drew,
freights that were running Sunday Parsons,
ltice, Biddle, Bobbins, (N. C.) Bobbins, (Fa.) Boss,
New York, March 13.—The failure of Dan- night
Scales, Sbeakley, Singleton, Smith, (Ga.) Stone,
iel Drew is announced.
Terry, Throckmorton, Tucker, Vane. (N. CJWaddell,
Liabilities $300,000. ! A mad dog, supposed to belong in Taunton,
Stock speculation did it.
Walker, (N. V.) Ward, Williams, Williams, (Ind.)
with a collar marked F. Fiyuu, 548,rau a muck
Wilbs, Yates and Young. 75.
in Mansfield, Mass., Sunday
Bold Bobbery.
forenooD, biting
Mr. Cox then offered the
17 dogs, 3 of them so savagely that they died
Five masked men entered the house of Jas
following resolutions:
Crosby, a wealthy farmer living on the Dally- i almost instantly. He was finally slaughtered
Resolved.
That
a
the
after
chase. There is much excittement
town road near Farmer’s
people in the United
station, on the North- in the long
States constitute a nation in the seuse to the
ern New Jersey railroad
neighborhood.
early yesterday morn- 1
extent and for the purposes delined in the feding and took off $20,000 worth of bonds and
Josephus Sooy, a defaulting ex S.ate Treaseral constitution.
$10,000 worth of silver ware and jewelry The urer ot New Jersey, wac sentenced yesterday
Resolved. That the government of the United
robbers intimidated the family with revolvers
to three years in the penitentiary. He wept.
States is a lederal umno and was formed by
and beat Crosby until he showed them where
Patrick Calahan. about 50 years of age, comthe people of the several states in the sovereign
his valuables were. After the robbery tbev
mitted suicide at Salmon Falls, yesterday
by capacity; that the rights aud powers of the
took Crosby’s horse and buggy and drove off !
Rockland, March 13.—The city government
was organized this forenoon and C. G. Moffit

n

the Democrats aod a few Republican voted for
the resolution. Among the Republicans vuting
aye was Kelly, Leavenworth, McDill, Phillips
of Ky„ Piatt, Townseod, of Pa., Willard, B.
Williams of Mich., and Wilson of Iowa. The
rest of the Republicans voted no.
Mr. Buckner of Missouri from the conference committee on the hill to provide for the
payment of interest on the 3.65 bonds of the
District of Columbia, made a report and proHe stated that tbe
ceeded to explain it.
amount of these bons issued to the 25th of Janfrom that time
that
aud
was
uary
813,558,700
up toj tbe 3d of February ithe additional
amount of 884,350 bad been issued, but that
since that time no bonds bad been isssued.
Mr Holman argued in favor of recommitting tbe bill to the conference committee with instruction to insert a proviso that
nothing in the act be construed to create an
obligation on tbe part of the government of tbe
United States to pay the interest or principal
of the bonds or give any validity to any bonds
that may have been issued without authoiity
of law.
After discussion the report was agreed upon
—yeas 108, nays 78.
Mr. Blaine presented a memorial of the citizens of Texas protesting against the upjust and
illegal manner in which the state of Texas is
apportioned into Congressional districts. Referred.
Mr. Kelly of Pennsylvania offered a resolution declaring it the sense of the House that
the issue of gold interest beariug bonds for the
pnrchase of silver and its manufacture into
coin, is an unwise and wasteful expenditure of
public money aod ought to be discontinued.
Referred to the Committee on Appropriations,
Mr. Hopkins of Pennsylvania offered a resolution calling for information as regards the alleged irregularities in the custom house at

Dbp’t,

Office Chief Signal

Officer, Washington. D. O.,
juarcu

i*, u

ii..

)
/

drowning.

plunder.

Frinlcr* on a Strike.
strike has gone into operation today. Thus far it is coofined chiefly to the
Evening Post office, where 70 men refused to
work at a reduction of ten per cent., to the
b
a.nd i°b Panting house of John Polbeans,
an“ a few bands at the office
of Douglas TayThe average reduction is from 15 to 15
per
cent, lno strike is
likely to be maintained.
A

j

printers’

»°rv

MARINETTE WS.
Launching

at

Severe Snow Storm.
March 13.—Passenger trains due
yesterday at Bitter Creek passed there today,
about fourteen hours
late, having pushed
through the scow and storm on Crestou Hill,
about thirty miles east of Bitter Creek.
Tbe
storm is represented to be a fearful
one, snow
being three and four feet deep ou the hill with
a great ga'e blowiDg.
There are eighteen inches of snow at Bitter Creek. All the rest of
the trains, emigraut and fr-iglit, are laid
up on
side tracks at different points, aud will not be
likely to move till it cleats up.

Omaha,

Bath.

Bath, March 13.—There was launched this
afternoon from this pop, rigged
ready for sea,
by Hogan & ihurlow, a schooner of 170
tons
named Santa Oteri, iulended for a
privateer’
The vessel is owned by parties in New
Oilcans
and will be commanded by Capt.
Sebatore Piz’
zati.
i

Rcnucnpliou of Work iu the Coni Region.
Pottsville, March 13 —This morning two

of the Reading Coal Company’s colleries resumed work, giving employment to a large
number of men.
Preparations ate in progress
for a general resumption next week. The railroads have already begun the distribution of
ears to the various mines and business
shows
signs of improvement.

1

M.J J

FOREIG N.
The Abyssinian Expedition.
_

King

Kassa and 5000

Egyptians,

Abyssinians

Slain.

and programmes without distrust but also withconfidence.

out

ENGEAND.

Milwaukee, March 13.—Flour is quiet and unchanged. Wheat quiet; No 1 Milwaukee 110; hard
do at 11C; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 024; teller for April
at 1 03$; seller May at 1 07$; No 3 Milwaukee at 89c.
Cornis8carce and firm; No 2 at 434c. Oats—No 2
cash at 32c; seller May at 344 @ 35c.
Barley steady
nrwl in ioi,.
XJ.. *» C,..in«
~

Severe Storm on the Coast
London, March 13.—The storm of Sunday
did much damjge at Portsmouth, Weymouth,
Dover and other seaports. Six hundred vessels
took refuge in the Downs. Tbe mail boat from
Calais and Oatend was compelled to put back.
The French steamer Labrador from Havre for
New York, remained at Plymouth for some
hours.
The storm extended to the continent.
The telegraph wires in the north of France are
prostrated, and communication between Paris
and London is interrupted.
HUNGARY.
The Distress Increasing.
London, March 13.—A telegram from Pesth
to the Daily News says the waters show no
signs of subsiding and the distress is increasing. A large dam has burst and 50,000 additional acres, on which are several villages, are
inundated.
Foreign Notes.
leaders Lujbibraties, Petrowicb, Fuella awl Cesari were arrested by the
Austrian authorities Thursday at Vierguanie
village iu the Dalmatian frontier, uear Imoschi.
Robert Buchanan, the poet, suggests in the
London News that British friends subscribe for
500 copies of Walt Whitman’s book to relieve
his impecuniosity.
A London despatch savs the Marquis of
Blandford last week eloped with Lord Aylesford’s wife.
The financial crisis in Peru is getting worse.
The Presidents of Guatemala and Salvador
have made a bond of peace.
Tbe excitement in Bogota has subsided.
The

!

insurgent

FINANCIAL AN6> COMMERCIAL.
Portland

Wholesale market.

Monday, March 13.—The markets are firm to-day
and show but little change. Sugars are firm at
10fc
for granulated and 9|c for Extra C. Potatoes
are
dull and bring 40 @ 45c by the car load. Flour is
steady and shows do change. Pork and lard very
firm.

Forcisu Imports.
MATANZAS. Bark Emma F Ilarriman—81 lilulq
U(IS

sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True & Co.

Orleans, March 13.

lands at
New

Second Call.

31 Eastern Railroad....
.
40 Boston & Maine Railroad..

.' .1002

New ¥ork Stock and Money Market.
the United States government are defined and
New York. March 13—Evening.—Money was easv
limited by the lederal constitution aud these
3
at
@ 4 per cent. Foreign Exchange was firm at
and
powers cannot be elarged or diminrights
485| @ 486 for bankers long aud 489$ @ 4892 for ,ic_
ished except by the amendment of the constimaud sterling.
tution.
Gold opened at 114$ and closed at U4f—all sales
of
Resolved That the rights of states have the
the were at these figures. The rates paid for
carrv
same sauc'ion of security in the constitution as
ing were 2, 2$, 3,3£ and 4 per cent.. The clearances
at the Gold Exchange Bank were $20 090,000.
the rights and powers of the federal governThe
Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $41,000 cn acment and that local, domestic government by
count
of interest aud $139,000 in
the several states within the limits of the constiredemption
of
bonds.
Customs receipts $477,000.
Governments
tution is absolutely necessary for the presevafirm. State bonds are dull and steady. Railmn/i
tion of the liberties of the citizens and the conbonds strong and higher.
tinuance of a republican system oi government.
At the opening of business on the
Exchange Pacific Mail was weak and declined from
Resolved. That the doctrine thataoy state has
182@igi
This had a depressing effect on the general
the right to secede from the union is iu coufliot
market
but
shortly after a firmer feeling set in and prices
with the idea of a perpetual union as contempadvanced from \ to 2f per cent; Pacific Mail rising to
lated by the constitution and should be regaidunder
large purchases. At the second call prices
201
ed as being forever extinguished by the result
showed a reaction of i @ 1 per cent, from the
highest
of the receut civil coDflict,
point. There was a rally afterwards, but the course
of the market was in
Mr. Holman of Indiana called for the yeas
egular late in the day. Grander
shares
and
aDd nays and they were ordered.
Western Union being firm and the reMr. Blaine of Maine expressed a hope that mainder of the list was weak and lower; Erie was
most heavily dealt in and rose from 2U to 23a
failevery union man in the House would vole t ing under
realizations to 22. At the close Pacific
against the resolution.
Mail sold largely at 18J, 18£, 20J, 19J and
20g;
Lake
The motion to suspend rules and adopt the
Shore j°se from C5J t'J C5J, fell to 65 and closed
at
resolution was adopted, yeas 150, nays 42. All
wi> Western Union advanced from 67§ to 68, fell to

strong; Mid-

12$c.

York, March 13.—Cotton is dull; Middling

luconum,

pairs.

Sch Billow, from Newcastle, Del, for Rockland,
went ashore on the South end of Dutch Island. Rl,
10th iust. She came oft'next day, apparently without damage.
Sell E G Willard, Simonton, trom Portland, arrived at Philadelphia llth with loss of foreboom and

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO —Ar 12th, ship Undaunted,
Dinsmore, New York.
GALVESTON—at 6th, sch R W Denham, Carter,
Vera Cruz.
Cld 6th, brig C F Eaton, Radford, Pascagoula,
NEW ORLEANS—Ar lltb, sch Sargent S Day,
McFarland.-.
Cld 7th, sch Sami E Faben*, Lyman, Ruatan.
Sid fm SW Pass 7th, ship Vigilate, Fulton, Hampton Roads.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 7th, sch Webster Bernard,
Smith, Mobile.
KEY WEST—Sid 9th, sch Mary A Holt, Grant,
(from Maracaibo) tor New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 4tli, sch Sabao, Lamson, for
New York.
Ar 6th, schs Ligbtboat, Wood, New Orleans; Nettie Walker. Drew, Baltimore.
PENSACOLA—Cld 8th, sch Olive Crosby. Hutchinson, Philadelphia; Stephen G Hart, Pierson, for
St George.
FERNANDINA—Cld 6th, sch Lnnet, Hinds, for
Philadelphia.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 7th, sch Susan Stetson,
Lewis. Poito Rico.
Cld lltb, sch Wm Jones, Robinson, Cadiz.
CITY POINT, VA—Ar 9tb, sch Henry Whitney,
Sheppard. Crooklaud Island 10 days.
NORFOLK—Cld 8tb, ship Reaper. Poole, Liverpool : brig P M Tinker. Bernard, West Indies.
FORTRESS MONROE-Ar llth, sch Ralph Carlton. Ilarkness, Cardenas for New York, (with loss of
mainmast.)
BALTIMORE—Cld llth, sch T J Trafton, Hoyt,
_

Boston.
Sid llth, shiD Palmyra, for San Francisco.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar llth. brig Caroline Eddy,
Dodge. Zante; ech E G Willard, Simonton, Portland,

(see Mem.)
Ar llth, brig Liberty, Devereux, Matanzas; sebs
Catbie C Berry, Seavey.Sagua; John Douglas, Parker. do; Kate Newman, Newman, Calais
Cld llth, brig Juliet C Clark, Shaw, Havana; sch
Wesley Abbott, Milliken, Nevis.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, schs Sarah W Hunt, McFadden, Georgetown, Me; Sarah B Smith, Smith,
Kennebec: Agnes. Hodgdon, and Ellen Morrison.
Dodge, Harmon’s Harbor. Me; Hyue, Oliver, and
W II Jones, Falkingburg, Providence.
Ar lltb, barque Neversiuk, Jarvis, Cardenas 12 ds;
brigs Kossack, Smith, Messina 71 days; Abbie Ellen,
Harding. Cardenas 12 days; Manzanilla.Walls, Portland ; schs Juliet. Small, Pernambnco 36 days: D S
Siner, Huntley, Philadelphia for Providence; Leona,
Jordan, Corpus Cbristi; J W Sawyer, Orchard, Fortune Bay. NF; Geo B Somes. Norwood, New Bedford; Fair Dealer, Loriug, Portland; Allen Green,
Green, Georgetown, Me; Benj English. Chase. Wiscasset; Z A Paine, Jones, Eastport; H N Squires,
Baker, Bath.
Below, barques B Webster, Trince, trom Matanzas;
And us, Standisb, from Cardenas ; brig Charlotte
Buck. Smith, do.
Ar 13th. brigs Five Brothers. Tburlow, Cardenas;
E H Rich, Paine. Sagua; schs Robt T Clark. Hutchinson, Tonala: Julia A Brown, Nickerson, Cardenas;
Mary E VanCle3f, Thorndike, do: James A Potter,
1

Oftici,

Jo,

Aitwna,

ritzBcmiu, yyimiiugtuu,

wo, ivi

Bucksnort.
Cld lltb, sebs Hannah McLoon, Keen. Liverpool;
Pilot’s Bride, Eldridge, Havana; Cherub, Fletcher,

Boston.
Sid lltli. barque Jose E Moore, for Sagua.
Passed through Hell Gate lltb, barque H S Jacksou, Bacon, im New York for Wiscasset; seb Julia
Newell, Sheppard, Newcastle, Del, for Kockport.
NEW LONDON—Ar 10th, sch Albert Dailey, Nason. Brunswick Ga.,
PROVIDENCE—Cld lltb, sch Ulalume, Tbeail,

[Latest by Europen stcaamers.]
Liverpool Feb 24, Ralph M Hayward, Doane,
Galveston; 25th, Camilla, Humphrey. Altata; WA
Campbell, Curling, Mobile; Tarifa. Brown, Norfolk.
Cld 24tli, Bombay, Barter, Key West.
Ar at Gloucester 26th, Ariadne, Hanson, Baltimore
Sid 26th. Acorn, Piper, Portland.
Ar at Barcelona Feb 16, Dirigo, Blair, Mobile.

Savannah, March 13.—Cotton is quiet;

uplands 12$c.

Middling

European markets.
London, March 13—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds. 1867, at 108; United States
10-40s, 106; Eric at 18|; do preferred 31.
Liverpool,March 13.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
is
buoyant; Middling uplands at 6 7-16d; do Orleans
at 6$d; sales 20,000 bales, including 4000 bales tor
speculation and export.
Standard medicine lor curing Bright’s Disease,
Dropsy, Kidney, Bladder and Glandular Maladies, is
Hunt’s Remedy. Female Weaknesses, Pain in the
Back and Loins, Gravel, Diabetes, Intemperance,
Excesses and Prostration of the Nervous System, are
cured by Hunt’s Remedy. Hunt’s Remedy imparts tone and vigor to the constitution when it bas
become debilitated. Hunt’s Remedy restores tbe
invalid to health.
marlOeod&wlw
A

married.
In Gorham, March 12. by L. L Ferris, Louis Douglass and Miss Frances H. Fogg, both of Gorham.
Ju Bath, March 2, C. A. Pcaslce aud Miss A. M.
Hill, both of Bath.
In Alt. Vernon. Feb. 19, Randolph Towle of Mt.
Vernon and Miss Alaria Spaulding ot Belgrade.
In Nobleboro, March 5. Jacob A. Johnson of Jefferson and Aliss Laura A. Rice of Nobleboro.
In Rockport. March 6, Geo. W. Crockett of Vinalhaven and Josie Wentworth of Rockport.

SPOKEN.

agricultural

mining emigrant soon learns, when he docs not already know
that the Bitters afford the only sure protection
against malaria and those disorders of the stomach,
liver and bowels to which climatic changes, exposure,
and unaccustomed or unhealthy water or diet subject
him. Consequently, he places an estimate upon this
great household specific and preventive commensurate with its intrinsic merits, and is careful to keep on
hand a restorative and promoter of health so implicitly to be relied upon in time of need.
or

city March 13th, Airs. Martha Tobey, aged

Funeral services Thursday at 2J p. m. Burial at
convenience of the family.
In Gorham, Alarch 12, Henry B. Files, aged 24 years
8 months.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon at 24 o’clock.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Porter, Alarch 4, Col. John Aloulton, aged 82
years.
In Scarboro. March 10. Mrs. Ann L., wife of Wm.
Moses, aged 60 years 10 months.
In Bridgtou, March 4, Airs. Deborah, wife of James
Bickford, aged 72 years 9 mouths.

FROM

DATE

FOR

are

are

opening

a

large assortment

of

Plain Colored Uh in Choice Shades!
ALSO

per

..

Uiunlnre Altuauar. ..March 14.
San rises.6.13 I High water...... 2.15 PM
Suu sets.6.06 I Aloou rises.11,15 PM

G5c, 70c,

75c

The finest goods at the price ever shown in the market.

|

Black Brilliantines at decided bargains.

ienal

One Case White Pique at 10c per yard.

Arc sold in

perfect goods*

18c.

nt

EASTMAN” BItOS.,
534

Congress Street.

mbll

-'ll t

f

|

EASTMAN
534
mhl4

BROS.,

CONGRESS

OO

50

of such nolicv must he mspJ

ninnl*

ns a

unless the premium is paid when due.
When yon iDsure your life, insure iu the Company
that

For Information, Documents

use in cases of Cats,
Bruises,
Scalds, keep Forest Tar Salve always in the
house.
For Salt Eheum, eruptions of the skim
chapped hands, dressing wounds, shaving, or the toilet, use Forest Tar Soap. Ask your druggist for these
preparations.

Burns

Insurance

apply

to

General

Agent New England Mutual
Life Insurance Company,

or

octl5

or

V. C. TARBOX,

venient. For immediate

office:

snPm

CALLED G0M11MT BOM

COR MIDDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.

Highest rates paid for Called Government Bonds or later Issnes, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 5-20’s of 1862,1864, and 5,000,000 of the November Issnes of 1865
have been called in for redemption.

BdP'A few

J. W.

Woodbury & Moulton,
67

deodsnly

Cape Elizabeth.
The Republicans cd Cape Elizabetn,

d&wtf

MUSIC 2
Ne? Sleet

requested

are

liUSGER, Agt.,

feb25

CAUCUSES.

to

meet at the Towu House, on SATURDAY
iota, at o o'clock P. M., to nominate Town
officers for the ensuing year.
ivfaicii

Music,

Boots.

received

daily by

C. K.

TOWN COMMITTEE.

P“0Iter°f
Cape Elizabeth, March 10,1876.

Active Agents Wanted.

OFFICE 160 FORE STREET.

Exchsmg'c Street.

nov29

more

PORTLAND, ME.,

BANKERS AND 8ROKEHS,

malOdtd

Middle

177

North Yarmouth.
TLe Republicans of North Yarmouth, are
requested
at the Town House, in said
toj^t
town, ou
WEDNESDAY, March liith, at 3 o’clock P. M. to
nominate candidates for Town officers, for the

&a

Folios,

HAWES,
Street, Portland.

The larges! Slock in (he City.
A. L S O

—

ensuing year.
TOWN COMMITTEE.
x«r order.
North
Yarmouth, March 7,1876.
ma8d&wtd

I Pianos, Heed Organs, cheap for cash or install[ ments, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
Flutes, Banjos. Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,
Cornets, and all instruments for Brass and String
Bands, in great variety; extra > iolin Strings, Ketail
and Wholesale.
requested to
Particular attention given to orders.

Yarmouth.

The Republicans of Yarmouth are
meet at lustitute Hall on FRIDAY the 17th
inst., at
7* o clock, p. m. to nominate candidates for town
officers, and to choose a town committee.
Yarmouth, March 6, 1876.
Per order.

Jan31_deodly*

CENTE1PIAL 76 !

Cape Elizabeth,

CAL.I. IN AT

The citizens of Cape Elizabeth are
requested to
meet at the Town House in said town on
MONDAY,
Match 20tb, at 3 o’clock P. M., tor the
purpose of
nominating town officers lor the eDsuing year.
Per order
CITIZENS COM.

Cape Elizabeth, March 12th, 1876.

FERNALD’S

mhlldlw

Tailoring Emporium

NOTICE.

and

VICKERY&LEIGHTON.
MIDDLE
will open

a

at

STREET,

FOR 1876.

Also all tlie Nobby Styles lor Spring.
A. S.

BOSTON PRICES, this day.
snlw
The largest and
sortment in
the

best

_

GRASS SEED !

ITERS,
CRUTCHES.
'INDIAN CLUBS
and
LORI NO,
Apothecary mill Practical Trnss Fitter, Cor Exchange and Federal Sts.
Jan26eodsntf
BELLS.

&

have now on hand an extensive Stock ot
Prime Herein (»rn«t«. Red Top Clover*
Alaike
Clover, Orchard <»rnMM,
Blue
Grnnn, Hungarian GraNN and TO filet Meed,
which we otter at the CoweNt Canta Prices.
Wc
also have a large assortment of Vegetable and

WE

GAGE,

GOtJHSELLORS-AT-UW
Have Removed to Office in Hon.
Thomas’ New Block,

Flower Meeds.

W. W.

Kendall &

311-2 EICHAME ST. COR Of BLR
S. C. STROUT.
dec30
a

It
and

purely vegetable, general family remedy

in the house to use in case of emergency.
TRY IT INTERNALLY,

cures Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Cramp,
Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Sore Throat,

Paris

&c.
UKK IT EXTERNALLY.

Neuralgia. Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains,
Cuts, Bruises, Old Sores, Headache, Toothache, au<l
in fact almost all the aches and pains human flesh is
heir to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprietors, Pittsfield, Mass
cures

JT. W. PERKINS
General
aul7

11H

A

the

Hi K

1

COmSlLTED

PARIS
,

BE

—

CHARGE

Building.

Awnings, Tents,Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Letterings.
Oceorutiosjs, Ac.,

marctS

EXCHANGE

A.

owner

of Smuggler,

Merrymeetieg Farm, Bowdoinliam

!

!

to serve his own marc9 kept their. He will be limited
to 30 good mares for outside parties. Ho has put the
price within reach of everybody. Only $,?•> per
Nca»on.
If not in foal, to have the use of horse
any time he is in the stud. Smuggler, Jr., is one of
the most remarkable colts of his age (5 years) iu New
England.15 bauds 3 inches, beautiful bay, perfect picture of his sire, but finer
gaited exactly like
him and very fast.. Grand good pasture ami best of
For further particulars adcare of broed marcs.
F< A, F» A BA.llNi
dress

grained,

mch3

eod2m«&w3ml0

Inyest Now According to Yonr Means
$10, $23, $30, $100, $200.
How to make money is in
clined to tell the reader

order, and we arc inone
of the secrets.
FKOTIIINilllATI
&
New
Wnil
12
Mlreei,
York. Hankers
t'O.
ami Brokers, re prepared to invest in Stocks and
other profitable ventures of a legitimate character
This firm is famous lor mouey making, and it numbers among its natrons thousands who are well off.
ami aro so because of their emplovnunt
of
FHOTniNTt.tV A ?1 Ac CUt to procure investments. Semi tor their explanatory circular. Stocks
purchased and carried as long as desired, on a margin of from three to five per cent.—From Boston
Saturday Evening Express,
February, 19, 1876.
ma26
deodly

ALEXANDER

STREET,

LEAVITT.

sneodtt

olsix rooms, Scbago water with every
modern convenience. Stable has Sebago waand well
ter, cemented cellar, stalls deep, wide, light to
Clark.
ventilated. On new street trom Brackett
near.
Apply at
Spring Street Hor^e C<*rs pass very
No. 70 Brackett

HOUSE

St._

Money to Loan.

IN

—

COL. II. H. RUSSELL,
Jr. has sent him to

a

9 to Jii A. M., 1 to 5, and O
to 8 F« Ms
lebl7sne<xltt

1-2

by

SMUGGLER.

OF
FREE
at bis rooms in

Hall

CO.

mlil0eod3w

SMUGGLER, JR.,

—

has been in extensive practice for twenty years. Disof the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic digeases, warrants the assertion that he never faiIn
to cure where a cure is possible.

F.

FLOURING

Philadelphia,
CAN

Rotcn,

Portland. March 9,1870.

eases

Office SIourH
deU

business of said firm will be closed by

who alone is authorized to sign in liquidation.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
■/ate of

Flouring Co.,

Roswell F.

CO„

Agents, Portland, Me.
febl7eod«jfew3m

T JtL A

.

^

having withdrawn himselt and capital from the
firm of

Coughs, Colds,
It

ME.

SKILLINGS

FRANK II.

charm.”

Renne’s Magic Oil !
a

Whitney,

^PORTLAND,

GAGE.
snd&w3m

H. W.

“II works like

d2w

as-

SHOULDER
BRACES,
SUPPOR.

STROUT

FERNALD,

237 middle Street, Up Stairs.

Slate.

Also

is

the

fine assortment of

mhl3

DUMB

seo

Centennial Goods

NEW SPRING GOODS,

ST.
sntf

507,000

for the money yon hare Paid.

House and Stable to Let,
and will

reserve

TAR.

For beneficent effect on the system, no preparations
equal those of the Forest T3r Co., of Portland, Me.
For Consumption, Catarrh and diseases of the mucous membrane, Forest Tar in Solution
(with the Inhaler) are unexcelled. For Bronchitis and Throat
affections, Forest Tar Troches are excellent and con-

yard.
caie

1,375,000 00

Guatnuicra yon the Heal I.ifc Imanmace

FOREST

49

These goods have been selected with
he sold as low as in any other market.

00

1,000,000 OO

premium to purchase a term insurance, tho length of
which, to be determined by the age ot tho insured;
thus securing to every policy holder young or old
rich or poor, a fair equivalent for the money paid.
In addition to the above safeguard, this
Company
will give, if desired, a paid up policy for said net value, or will pay it in cash if preferred.
In all other State companies (with the exception of
tho paid up ins urance feature) this net value, or legal
reserve which belong to the policy holder, is forfeited,

One Case 4-4 Dress Cambrics, slightly
imperfect in printing, at 8c per yard.

—

Black Silks from 85c to $3.00

OOO OO

The dividends of this old Company are not larger
Company in this country or the world, but
they are as large as any Company can pay whoso
surplus is not swollen by fo:feitures.
The Life Insurance Laws of Massachusetts require
Massachusetts companies to give in Life Insurance
the value of every dollar paid into its treasury, without any action on the part of the policy holder.
If a parly insured in this Company fails to pay the
premium on his policv when due, the net value or

of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

EASTMAN BROS.

3,1*1

1,393,000

than any

Graduate

Silks, Silks, Silks.

OO

300,000 OO

Income for 1875.
Returned to policy holders in
1875.
Accumulation in 1875

snt I

selling

Black Cashmere for (!0c,
and 80c.

Aspinwall.... Alch

15
.New Voik.. Liverpool
Partbia...
Alch 15
Crescent City .New York. Havana.
.Alch 16
Celtic. New York Liverpool.... A1ch 16
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool... Alch 16
Accapulco.New York.. Aspinwall .Mch 16
Aloravian .Bo:«Ian J... Liverpool_Mch 18
Pereire. New Y ik .Havre.Alch 18
Elysia.New Yoik. Glasgow.Alch 18
Ciiyof Montreel....New York..Liverpool ...Mch 19
City of Havana.New Yoik. llav &VCruz.Mcb 21
vViscousin.New \ ork .Liverpool... .Alch 21
Abyssinia .New VorK.. Liverpool_Mch 22
City of Vera Cruz.. .New V ork.. Havana.Alch 23

Portland

BROS.

The Doctor is

—

NAME

EASTMAN

Mechanics’

DEPARTURE O' STEAMSHIPS.
Etna. New York

ure liabilities) amounting to
about.#15,009,000

Market value ot which, more
than cost, Jan. 1, 1876.

to 1*) returned to policy
holders in 1876 as their premiums fall due.
Ratio of expenses to mean
amount insured in 1875.

—

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Accumulated fund (to meet fut-

Surplus

This

The

Chase,

an

liabilities January
Surplus
1,1876.

Keep it

freshets.

1, 1876,

uary

over

The Western Settler* Chosen Specific.

subject to

J.

Exchange Street,

mill 3

With every advance of emigration into the far
West, a new demand is created for Hostotter’s Stomach Bitters. Newly peopled regions arc frequently
less salubrious than older settled Realities, on account of the miasma which rises from recently cleared
land, particularly along the hanks of rivers that are

DIED.
In this
74 years.

31 1-2

Ar at

Jan 30, lat 1 N, Ion 23 W, ship Titan, Berry, from
Cardiff lor Hong Kong.
March 6, lat 33 30, Ion 8110, brig Sarah V Nichols,
Chase, from Matanzas for Portland.

No permit required for change of Residence or Occu
pal ion. This Company possessed Jan-

GENERAL AGENT,

jibboom.

uplands 12$c.

Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Mch. 13.]

25.do.||*

Cotton

Charleston, March 13.—CottoD is quiet and
firm; Middling uplands 12$c.
Mobile, March 13.—Cotton active; Middling up-

Roston fetock

67 Boston & Maine Railroad.
25 Eastern Railroad

hwiu

oruauu.
for March 79c; No 3 do 47 @ 48c. Rye is easier with
Sl(l llth, scbs Pavilion, Leach, lor Philadelphia;
better supply; No 1 at 69c.
Provisions nominally
unchanged. Lard—prime at 13$ @ 14. Sweet pickleil Nicola, Randall, Machias.
hams at 11$ @ I2$c. Dry salted meats—shoulders 8$
BOSTON—Ar llth, sch Maggie Todd, Richardson,
Calais.
@ 8$c for loose; midales at, 11$ @ 121c for boxed.—
Ar 13th, sch Ringleader, Snare, Bucksport.
Dressed Hogs nominally at 9 00.
Cld 13tb, brig Kremlin, Wyman. Kingston, J; sch
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 12,000 bush wheat.
Village Belle, (Br) ltiley, Portland; Alfred Brabrook,
Shipments—10,000 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat.
Phillips, Portland, to load for New Orleans.
St Louis, March 13.—Flour is dull and drooping.
SALEM—Ar llth, sch Silas Me Loon, Spear, RockWheat inactive; No 2 Red Winter at 1 47$ for cash;
land for New York.
1 47$ bid seller for March ;No 3 do at 1 33$ bid. Com
eebs J F Carver, Bray,
GLOUCESTER -Ar
active; No 2 Mixed 40 @ 40$c for cash; 40$ (a} 41c for | Boothbay for Baltimore;llth,
Florence Dean. Westcott,
seller April; 43$ seller May.
Oats dull aud lower;
L Sturtevant, Adams, do for New York.
Bath;
No 2 Mixed 33$c bid cash; rejected 31 @ 31$c. Barley quiet and unchanged. Rye dull at 63$c bid
FOREIGN PORTS.
Receipts—4000 bbls flour,17,000 bush of wheat, 107,Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, Jan 18, barque Escort,
000 bush corn, 11,000 bush oats, 17,000 bush barley,
Carver, Yokohama.
1,000 bush rye, 000 hogs, 00 cattle.
Ar at Auckland Feb 11, barque Marathon, Emery,
Cincinnati, March 13.—Pork is auiet and firm at
New York.
Lard in fair demand and firm; sales country steam
Arat Port Chalmers Jan 26th, brig Ned White,
refineu at 13$; city do held at 13$; kettle 13$ @ 14.
Thombs, New York.
Bulk Meats steady and in moderate demand; shoulSid tm Messina prev to 10th inst, barque Alaska,
ders at 8g @ 8|; clear rib sides at 12 on spot; 12$ for
Perry, New York.
buyer April; clear sides at 12$. Bacon is quiet and
Sid fm Cadiz 3d inst, sch Sarah L Davis, Cottrell,
steady; shoulders at 9fc; clear rib sides at 13c; clear
New York.
sides at 13$c. Freights to New York—grain barrelled,
*Ar
at Lisbon 2d inst, barque Kalalis, Brown, from
100 lbs; same to Baltipork, beof and oil cake 33$
New York.
more 25$. Hogs dull and quality poor; sales common
tm Rouen Oth lost, barque Arizona, Conant,
Sid
light at 7 40 @ 7 45; fair to good light at 7 90 @ 8 25;
for United States.
fair to medium heavy at 8 30 @8 50; a few choice
Sid fm Liverpool 10th inst, ship Cuba, Theobald,
heavy at 8 75 @ 9 25; receipts of 740 head; shipments
for United States.
590 head.
Ar at Dublin 10th iDSt, barque Carrie Wyman, GilDetroit, March 13.—Flour is dull and steady.—
key, Philadelphia.
Wheat is quiet and held higher; extra White MichSid fta Glasgaw Oth inst, barquo Isaac Hall, Ryder,
igan at 1 41 bid; No 1 White at 1 32$; No 2 White is
for United States.
nominally at 118 @ 1 20; No 1 Amber Michigan 1 28.
Ar at Queenstown Feb 25, ship Humboldt, Wiley,
Corn is dull and steady; No 1 Mixed held at 50. Oats
Samarang.
are quiet and steady; Mixed ottered at 35$c.
Ar at Victoria March 4th, barque Antioch, Merrill,
Receipts—718 bbls flour, 6,83J bush wheat, 691
Sau Francisco.
bush com, 2070 bush oats.
Sid 1m Pernambuco Feb 7, brig Elizabeth, Stubbs,
Shipments—700 bbls flour, 5650 bush wheat, 4,000 (from Montevideo) lor New York; 13th, ship Sontag,
bush corn, 7.480 bush oats.
McGilvery, (trom Palermo) for Queenstown.
At Port Antonio, J, Feb 25, sed Sunbeam, Bunker*
Cleveland, March 13.—The Petroleum market is
tor Philadelphia soon.
firm: standard White at 10$; Ohio test ll$e; prime
White legal test at 12$.

dling uplands 12gc.

Andrew

Equitable.

PREMIUMS.

Apply to any Agent, or write to the Company, at
Hartford, Conn. Accident Policies sent by mail.
Rates, Blanks, etc., furnished for the asking.

reports, heavy weather iu the Mediterranean Jan 12, |
Put into Gibraltar tor reaud lost and split sails.

a

New

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Henry Hart, formerly agent of the Pacific
Mail Company in Japan and Chioa, has commenced a suit against tbe company tor $125,000
which he claims is due him as commissioner on
sales of steamers to the Japau government, effected by him.
The passengers who were wrecked oa the
steamer Galveston have arrived.
They state
that the tug sent from Nassau by the underwriters refused to take them from the island,
where they were obliged to stay with some two
dozen almost naked negroes, and obliged to
sleep out of doors.
The New York Commercial says the demand
for exchange in London has been increased
since Saturday to the extent of about £175,000,
or $8,75000 by the purchase of
40,000 or 50,000
Erie common stock for the New York market.

LOW

Brig Abby Ellen, Harding, at New York from Cardenas. reports, 2d inst, lat 31, Iod 79. encountered a
severe gale from NE veering to SW, lasting 22 hoars,
during which lost foreyard and split sails.
new

Policies Liberal and

DEFINITE CONTRACT,

MEMORANDA.

a

ludcr writing.

AMPLE SECURITY,

Hatteras

at

Nearly Ilnll Century Eipciiencc in Life

Also grants tiife and Endowment Policies of I
approved forms, of the Rest Quality, on the Rest !
Plan, and upon the Best Terms.

Sid fm Cienlnegos 9th inst, barque Alex Campbell,
Bunker, New York; sch Annie JoDes, Portland.

OIUIUI,

BOSTON.

INCOHSPOJCATEO ISI 1S35.

all

(FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Philadelphia 13th, brig M A Berry, Berry,
Cardenas; sch John Douglas-*, Parker, Sagua.
Ar at New York 12th, sch Jed Frye, Langley, from
Portland
Ar at Key West 13th, ship H S Gregory, Liverpool,
(Jan 18) and sailed tor New York.
Ar at Havana 12th, Sch L W Wheeler, Lewis, from
Glasgow.
Sid llth. sch Ella M Watts, for New York; 12th,
brig Cbas Denni9, do.
Ar at Matanzas lltb, barque Sarah Hobart, Pickham. Boston.
Sid llth, barque Norena, Nichols, North of Hatteras; brig Clytio, Dow. do.
Ar at St Jago 2d, sch Flora E McDonald, McDonald, Curacoa.
Ar at Matanzas 10th, sch Minnie C Taylor, Taylor,
Pascagoula.
Sid llth, brig Lena Tliurlow, Corbett, for North of

Dns

MI,

'

OF

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

Schs Keystone, from New York for St John, NB,
and the Allegliania. from Boston foi Rockland, which
put into this port 2d inst alter being in collision, have
made temporary repairs and arc ready to proceed.

seller

moderate demand. Wheat is and higher; No 2 White
Wabash 1 38*; No 3 White Wabash 1 25; No 1 White
Michigan at 1 29; No 2 do at 113; extra White Michigan at 1 384; Amber Michigan on spot and seller for
March 1 254; seller April 1-74; do May at 30; No 2
Red Winter at 1 1254; No 3 Red at 1 08; rejected Red
Dayton and Michigana 83gc. Corn is steady with a
moderate demand; High Mixed at 474c; seller May
at 5t»4c; seller Juno held at 514c, 51c bid: Low Mixed
at 46$c; no grade Dayton and Michigan at 44c; damaged at 404c. Gate—No 2 at 31c; seller April at 354c;
White at 334c; Michigan at 34c. Clover seed at 8 75.
Dressed RoaB d»n oua oominai.
Receipts—000 bbls Hour 6,000 bush Wheat, 22,0C0
busli Corn, 0,000 bush Oats.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush Wheat, 27,COO bush Corn, 4000 hush Oats.

THE TRAVELERS INSDRAHCE COKPANV,

Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, Eastport and St
John, NB—A R Stubos.
Sch Mahaska, Williams, New York—Albert Cole.
Sch Mary Susan, Snow, Providence— Kuigbt &
Whidden.
Sch J C Roker, Sawyer, Isle of Shoals— Berlin
Mills Co.

f...

Toledo, March 13.—Flour is steady with

New

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, New York—Henry

Life

1

IN’ THE WORLD,

Fox.

higher

Ministry.
Pakis, March 13.—A meeting of Republican
Senators and Deputies was held last evening,
about 300 being present.
They resolved to uphold the resolution previously taken, affirming
the necessity of superseding those functionaries
opposed to the Republic. Gambetta made a
speech insisting upon the necessity of this
measure.
Referring to the new ministry he
Baid the Republican party should await its acts
AmaaMiy.

An

CO.,

Accident policies writleu.40tt OOO
■site policies written. 44,000
CiihIi u*set« Jnn. 1, 1870.$.‘1,750,000
Surplus lo polio holiler* over.. $ 1.000,000
ft*aid in benefit* (ncc’t policies).$4,.‘400 000

CLEARED.

46jjc

FBANCE.

(tu>l Ccucral

1

Mutual

Largest Accident Insurance Company

Sch D Ellis, Torrey. Rockland for New York.
Sch Equal. Xitus. Rockland for New York.

GLAND

EH’

HARTFORD, CONN.

HazeltoD, Rogers, Bath for New York.
Geo W Brown, Howard. Rockport for Norfolk.
Atlanta. Sprague, Rockland tor Portsmouth.
Pennsylvania. Savage, Rockland for Salem.
Ariosto. Elwell, Rockland for Boston
Watchman, Simonton, Rockland for New Bed-

York.

Chicago, March 13 —Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is active and higher; No 1 Chicago Spring at
1 08; No 2 Chicago Spring at 98$c on spot; 1 004 tor
seller April; 1 04$ seller for May; No 3 do at 83 @
85c; rejected at 73 @ 75c. Corn is firm: No 2 Mixed
regular at 433c; strictly fresh 43gc on the spot; 43*
bio
@ 43fc seller March; 43$c seller for April;
seller tor May; rejected at 344c. Oats firm; No 2 at
32$e od spot; 34$ @ 344c seller for May. Barley is in
good demand at full prices; sales at 564 @ 57c on the
564c seller for April; 56c seller May. Rye firm at 634
@ 64c. Pork steady with a moderate demaud at 22 15
@ 22 20 on spot; 22 25 for seller April; 22 4 '4 @ 22 45
seller May; 22 65 @ 22 70 seller June.
Lard is quiet
and steady ai 13 25 @ 13 274 on spot; 13 30 seller for
April; 13 474 seller May; 13 65 seller for June. Bulk
Meats are very firm and holders asking
rates;
shoulders at 8$; short rib middles 121c; snort clear
middles at 12$.
Receipts—6,000 bbls four, 27,000 bush wheat, 55,000 bush corn, 13,000 bush oats. 6.000 bush barley,
1000 bush of rye.
Shipments—9,000 bbls hour, 23,000 bush wheat, 67,000 bush corn, 19,000 busn oats,.10,000 bush barley,
2000 bush rve.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
a shade lower; l UU| seller April; 1 04$ @ 1 04$ seller
May. Com Jc lower. Oals unchanged. Pork and
Lard 5 lower.

Gambetta and (be

H«g«

in___

A'pril

have been killed in the trenches. Prince Hassan escaped unhurt.
The Egyptian losses were
heavy but their victory was complete.
Reuter’s Company have the following account
of the battle:
Cairo, March 13.—Oo the 7th inst. the Abyssiuians attacked the Egyptians’ intrenched
camp at Goodrah and were repulsed. The next
day Prince Hassan with severai battalions made
a sortie and captured an adjacent position and
afterwards returned to camp.
Thursday the
Abyssinians renewed the attack and were again
repulsed with great loss.

Vicl*r

fain nrin|.A.

350 do seller
at 13 65 @ 13 674; 2500 do
May at 13 85 @13 874Freights to Liverpool—market is quiet.

London, March 13.—A postscript edition of
the News contains the following:
Alexandria, Egypt, Sunday, March 12—9 45 p.
m.-On Wendesday night last the Abyssinian
army crossed the river Decassa (Dekk j and attacked the entrenched camp of the Egyptian
army,when a severe fight took place. On Thursday the Abyssinians were repulsed and retreated to Adowa. King Kassa,’the Graud Vizier,
six chiefs, and 5000 Abyssinians are reported to

On Saturday next Victor Hugo will move in
the Senate for a general amnesty for offences
committed since 1870. M. Rashail will make a
similar movement in the Chamber of Deputies
on the same day.

Sell

Penn.; 1 04 @ 1 07 for rejected Spring; No 2 Chicago
nominal at 1 23 @ 1 26. Rye quiet.
Barley dull and
heavy; 2-rowad State at 81 @ 82c instore; 4-rowed
Jeflerson Co. at 974c. Barley Malt is quiet and declining. Corn-receipts 82,191 bush; the market is a
shade easier with a very moderate business: sales of
86,000 bush; 58 @ 59c for no grade Mixed; 624 @ 63c
for graded Mixed ; 614 @ 61|c for steamer Mixed; 59$
@ 63c for ungraded new Wester Mixed; 624c for new
Western Mixed in settlement of contract; 62c for new
Yellow Jersey; 62 @ 634c for new Yellow Southern;
63c for Kansas Mixed and new Pa. Yellow; also 15,000 bush of graded Mixed last half April at 63c. Oais
—receipts 40,352 buih; the market is dull and slightly buyers favor; sales 37,000 bosh; 43 @ 47c for Mixed Western and State; latter extreme; 45 @ 50c tor
White Western and State; 53c for White Seed; 434c
lor No 3 Mixed New York inspection; No 2 do at
46c; light Mixed do at 47$. Hay unchanged. Coffee
is quiet and unchanged.
Sugar is quiet at74@7$c
for fair to good refining; 74c for prime; refined at 9$
93c
for
standard
A; 10$c tor granulated; 10$c for
@
crushed and powdered. Molasses quiet. Rice is unPetroleum
is nearly nominal; crude 8$c;
changed.
refined at 14c; cases at 184 @ 21c. Naval Stores—
Rosin is steady. Turpeutine steady at 39c. Pork is
dull; 250 bbls new mess at2300; 100 bbls uninspected extra prime at 18 50; second call seller lor
March at 22 75 bid. 22 95 asked: seller for April at
22 90 biu, 23 05 asked; seller May 23 10 bid, 23 20 asked ; seller June 23 20 bid, 23 40 asked; seller July at
23 30 bid, 23 45 asked. Beet unchanged, Cut Meats—
middles are dull; Western long clear at 124; 150 bxs
city long elear at 12$. Dressed Bogs steady at 93 @
10 for Western. Lard closed heavy; 850 tcs prime
steam at 13 624 @ 13 65 ; 60 do seller March at 13 62*;

Death ol Mrs. Belknap’s Sister.
Louisville, March 13.—The Courier-Journal’s special from Harrodsburg announces the
death today of Mrs. A H. Bowir an, wife of
Collector Bowman and sister of Mrs. General
Belknap. The funeral is set for Wednesday, to
give time to Washington and Keokuk relatives
to be present.

Victory for the

OK

OF

& Cianmar, Morris, Parker’s Head for

Sch
Sch
ford.
Sch W II DeWitt, Bell, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Nettie Cushing, Irving, Thomaston lor

Domestic Markets.

_

A Great

Sch
Sch

New York, March 13—Evening—Cotton market is
dull and easier; quotations unchanged; sales of 520
bales; 12}c lor Midland uplands. Flour—receipt 14,6Glbbls;tlie market is firm with a fair export and
home trade demand; sales 14,100 bbls; No 2 at 3 10 @
3 90; Superfine Western and State at 4 10 @ 4 60;
extra Western and State at 4 90 @ 5 25; choice do
at 5 30 @ 5 75; White w neat Western extra at 5 80
@ 7 00; Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 05 @ 7 75;
extra Ohio at 4 90 @ 7 25: extra St Louis at 5 25 @
9 00; Patent Minnesota extra goodto prime at 6 60 @
7 35; choice to double extra at 7 40 @ 9 00, including
3400 bbls shipping extra at 5 00 (aj 5 10; 2600 bbls city
mills extra at 5 10 @ 6 00: the market closing quiet;
Southern flour at 4 90 ® 8 75. Rye flour is steady at
4 20 @ 5 10. Cormueal is auiet at 2 55 @ 3 40.
Wheat
firmer w*tfi a fair limited improvement, chiefly on
No 3 and grades below Receipts 56,875 bush; sales 17,800 bush; t 00 for no grade Spring; 1 04 @ 116 for
Mixed Spring; 98c @ 110 for ungraded Spring; 110
@ 114 for No 3 Chicago; 1 24 @ 1 25 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 35 for prime No 1 Spring in store and afloat;

For New England.
and Middle states generally clear weather with
stationary or slight fall iu temperature, with
westerly winds and rising barometer during the

day.

Sch

__

TWENTY FOUR

TRAVELERS HIM

Philadelphia.

Providence Print Cloth* Market.
Providence, March 13 —Priming Cloths market
held at 3} cash to 4c for thirty days tor best standard
aud extra Cl x 64’s and dull.

HOURS.

War

Seb Mair

NEW

THE

Barton, McNeilly, Kennebec for Phila-

Sch Anna

delphia.

..

HETEOKOLOK1G4L.
PltODAIilLITIES FOR THE NEXT

pbia.

INSURANCE.

Morton, Rockland—lime to C A B

Sch Polly & Clarissa. Ball. Bootlibay.
Sch .1 H Bartlett, Kelley. Boston tor Kennebec.
Sch Calista, Whitten. Spruce Head for New York.
Sch Farragut. Hart. St George for New York.
Sch Z L Adam-, Robinson, Kennebec for Pfciladel-

....

adjourned.

House at 4.30

ARRIVED.

Barque Emma F Herriman, (of Seargport) Whittier, Matanzas Feb 22, with 531 hliils sugar to Geo S
Hunt & Co.
Sch Moutictllo,
Morse & Co.

NOTICES.

Please tell the people that you saw thei
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

Monday, March 13.

Currency 6’s.126}
The fullowing were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.
674
Pacific Mail. 20}
New York Central & Hudson II It .consolidated. 1154
Erie.22
Erie preferred. 38
Michigan Central. 64£
Union Pacific Stock.
63
137
Panama.
Lake Shore. 654
Illinois Central.103}
Chicago & Northwestern... 444
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 65*
New Jersey Central.106}
Rock Island.1114
St. Paul. 453
St. Paul preferred. 83}
Wabash. 34
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 19
Missouri jPaci tic. 13}
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 44
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.1O84
Union Pacific bonds.1054
Union Pacific Laud Grants
103}
Sinking Funds. 92
Hartford & Erie 1st. 12

Suite

SPECIAL

NEWS-

PORT OF PORTLAND

tions aggregated 242,000 shares.

Mr. Conger of Michigan offered a resolutiou
calling for information as to life saving stations on the ocean and lake coast. Adopted.
Mr. Willis of New York offered a resolution
calling for information as to the cotton claims
presented and paid bv the Treasury Department since January, 1865, requiring the names
and residences of the original owuers and of
their attorneys; also as to the manner of paying
fees fn such cases, and whether there has been
any combination to defraud the government in
respect to such claims. Adopted.
Mr. Willis also offered a resolution directing
the Committee on Civil Service Reform to ii£
into the alleged conspiracy on the part of
no. W.Wright aod others to defraud tbe
government in connection with the Indian claims.

Adopted.

MARINE

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coup Gs.1881.
1231
United States 5 20’s 1865, old.118}
United States 5-20’s,1865, new.119}
United States 5-20’s, 1867.
121}
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.123
United States news’s.118}
United States lu-408, coup.110

Pittsburg. Adopted.

v

with their

67J and cl< sed at 67}. The greatest change was in
Union Pacific, which sold down from 66} to 63 on an
increased business; Michigan Central rose from 63}
to 65* but reacted to 644» Northwestern sold at 44 (tt>
44}, closing at 44}, and preferred 65} 63} @ 65};
St Paul rose from 44} to 45}, closing at 45}, preferred
at 84 after an advance from 83 to 84}. The transac-

Rial Estate
Millie to suit pat-tips
h* B' hA VIM,
Ac Ac,
Keal ti»*«le nud Mortgage Broker.
OB

uov2iseodGm
JOB WORK of every description ucut
|y executed at this office

Side Lace Boots!
A full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Boots. Measures tpken aud nice fitting Boots made to order lor
men

or women.

M. G. PALMER,
ja28

dtf

the new cite council.

PEESS.

THE

Organization

TUESDAY MORNING, MARCH 14, ’71 I

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

SSg^onrilwJdnS’tb',B'
At
At
At
At

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, ot J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.,
New

The Board was called to order by the City
Clerk and HeDry Fox was chosen temporary
chairman.
Aldermen Cushman and Perry were chosen
committee on credentials, who repor;ed the fol-

Stevens & Co.

and

lowing

Advertisement* To-Dny.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Eastman Bros.—2.
M1SCELLANEOUS NOTIC E3.
Tried and Proved—Reader’s German Snuff.
W. C. Sawyer & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Just Received—Or in Hawkes & Co.
Dr. Kenison—U. S. Hotel.
City of Portland—To Owners.
Universal Life Insurance Co.
The Sprague Churn.
Notice—Southgate Dyking Co.
To Let—H. E. Thompson.
To Let—W. W. Carr.
For Sale—Rollius,
I^oring & Adams.
New Store, New Firm— D.
Harvey & Co.

Superior Court.
TERM, 1870, SYMONDS, J.,

to

general rulings during

the

trial,

temporary president.
Couucilmen Marsh from Ward 5, Cunningham from Ward 2 and Little from Ward 6 were
chosen committee on credentials.
They re-

ported the following

PRE

on

Washington

and also

Cliffords for plaintiff.
H. B. Cleaves for defendants.
Edgar S. Brown vs. Matthew Adams. This is an
action against a deputy sheriff to recover damages
alleged to have been suffered by the plaintiff to his
health and feelings by, as plaintiff says, the refusal
of the defendant to give plaintiff time to procure
bail, after he had been arrested on an execution, be.
fore carrying him to the jail. Damages claimed five
thousand dollars. On trial.
Cliffords tor plaintiff.
Mattocks & Fox for defendant.

Marshal

What Children Can Do.
In January, 1874, five children, about twelve
years of age, desiring to be useful, formed
themselves into a society, took tbe name of “St.
Nicholas Circle,” and have, Eince that time,

For

f.hp nrnppprls

were

wppp

Ipsa

than

railroad,

heating Almshouse and
Greeley
Hospital with
steam,

l»o.

enough to encourage them to

on

were

Less bonds paid during year
from sinkimr fund for reduc.
tion of city debt,
bonds cancelled and
Less
charged off by order of the

with

the

City Council, May G, 1875,

viz:
1700 shares Portland Gaslight
Company’s stock at par,
Trust l'unus on which the city
pays interest,
Amount of sinking fund,
Notes receivable, secured by
mortgage,
7113 shares Portland and Osrstock
densburg railroad

pital from the St. Nicholas Circle.

Ia order
that onr readers may see wbat these zealous
children have done, we append a list of the articles famished: Walnut chamber set, China
chamber set, 1 calico comforter, 1 white mar
eeiiles quilt, 1 pair blankets, 6 sheets, 12 pillow

systern received such a shock that be was unable
for some weeks to sleep without a light ia bis
room because as soon
as his eyes were shut in
a dark room, be saw the bars of the
jail windows. The case will be continued to-day.
It is
quite interesting for the spectators.
The School Committee.—The School Committee met ai 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon for

one eye of the tackle
knocked him
and inflicted a serious wound on 1 is
leg
A man named Libby, employed at,
Slone’s
was
West
End,
iu
ciugbt
the planing mamill,
chinery and suffered the loss of two himets.
Dr. Tolfurd dressed the wounds.

Select Readings —Last evening Miss Celia
E. Valentine gave a very pleasing select reading at the hall of the Young Men’s Chiistian
Asrociation. The selections were varied and
showed the iugennity of the reader. The eu
tertainmeut

Club.

was

for the bereflt of the Reform

05

787,000
$1,586,605 05

burdens did not arise from the necessities
of the war, nor from the cost of municipal
administration. They have been incurred by
engaging in enterprises which we might have
avoided. In our anxiety for progress, we
have embarked in measures of doubtful success, but which were undertaken in obedience
to a passion for enterprise which infected the
whole country.
The increase of expenditures for purposes
purely municipal has been but little beyond
the increase which was natural with the
growth of the city. The great increase of
expense which mu9t be met this year, is
owing to the failure of the railroads, constructed upon city credit, to meet the maturing interest of city bonds which those corporations had agreed to pay. The earliest

nervous

broke aud

$2,373,005

est

cross-examination. He could only recall one
pretext for malice on the part of the sheriff
and that was a conversation some time previous.
Mr.
Brown
was
in
jail about

over

:

Ogden sburg railroad.
An examination of the exhibit of the City
Treasurer justifies the remark that our heavi-

witness who testifiel.
Gen. Mattocks appear"
cd for the defendant and subjected the witness
to a very searching aud at times disagreeable

Accidents—As a mau named Daniel
Sprague was huisting coai on one of the English steamers yest-rday
for-noou, the tackle

13,500

$5,443,605,05

opened for the plaintiff by C. E. Clifford, Esq., and Attorney Brown was the only

clearly.

537,19115

to tuini tins undertaking occurred
about two years ago with the Portland and
Rochester railroad. By an agreement made
with this company, the city is to issue its
bonds runniiig for six years, to the amount
of $69,000 each year for the period of three
years; the company to pay the interest of
these interest bonds and to take them up at
maturity. This arrangement has been successfully carried out for two years, and has
one year
longer to run. Thus far the city
has not paid out any money, and it is to be
heped that this railroad will meet the expectations of its friends, and the city escape
further liability on its account. The other
failure of this kind lias but
recently been announced by an official communication from
the Portland and
Ogdensburg Railroad Company, which has notified the city that the interest on the $1,250,000 of city bonds, issued in aid of that railroad, cannot be paid
by the company and must be provided for by
the city. It is intimated that this inability to
meet the interest is temporary and is nccessary to enable the company to proceed with
the construction of the road. As the interest
of these bonds is not to be paid, for the preswe have to consider
I ent at least, the question
be provided. It is
j is, how shall this interest
the general opinion of our wisest citizens
that the amount necessary to pay the interest
of the $1,250,000 city bonds should be iueluded in the annual tax. We ought not
to
borrow.
The amount required for
this purpose is $81,000, which with the interest on the subscription to the stock of that
road, and the five per cent for a sinking fund,
is $77,000 more. In other words the city
I should raise $158,000 to meet its
obligations
for this road for this
year. This is an annual
of
about $5 upon
!
thousand
every
s collars of valuation.
Should it
that
failure

|

happen

making a total of $82,655.
some $8,000 less than the

The first item is
same item last
year. In the item for salaries there has been
an increase of some $3,000.
The expenditure
in the same department, for the year
ending in
1865, was for schools $12,551.04 and for
salaries $29,046.63, a total of $41,597.67.
The school houses, under the zealous and
intelligent supervision of Mr. Frederick Fox,
have been kept in excellent condition. It will
be greatly regreted, if so valuable a public
officer finds it impossible to continue to discharge the duties of that office. It seems to
be conceded that in some districts the school
houses are crowded to a degree that is inconsistent with health and good management,
and the question of an appropriation to
provide additional accomodations, of either a temporary or permanent character, will probably
require your consideration.
HEALTH.

The report of the Superintendent of Burials
shows a decided decrease in the number of
deaths during the past year, as compared
with
the
before.
An
examinayear
ination our death rate for several years indi-

that, although our population has rapidly increased, the death rate has diminished.
This may be attributed partly to increased and
better sewerage, and partly to the introduction
of water.
With our unrivalled situation, I
cates

confident that

could reduce the death
rate to a still lower point.
Every gain made
in this way is an addition to the wealth of the
am

we

community.
CONCLUSION.

The official reports are on file with the City
Clerk, and will soon be published for your
information.
Much has been said of the mismanagement
of municipal governments, and the
present
year is one in which the whole country is ex-

amining

its short comings, and seeking to return to the simplicity and economy which
marked the public administration of our ancestors.
An examination of our expenses
for purely municipal purposes duriug the
past twenty
years, will prove that our
uuutIO
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ministered, and that our advance in wealth
and population has been steady and uniform.
With our own State around us and the close
intercourse which is inevitable with the
Canadian provinces, we have only to conform
to the sound
principles of economy and constitutional law, to make the future advance
of our city us rapid as it has been in
the past
hundred years.
We
have
a
right to be proud of our onward
march
hitherto.
One
hundred
years
the
sun
looked
down
on
ago,
town
of
the unhappy
Falmouth, desolated a
months
earlier
few
by a savage bombardment,
its buildings destroyed, its people scattered,
and the scene rendered more dismal by the
Three short streets and
snows of winter.
nine small lanes were all that exercised the
care of the street department in those days.
In the century that has elapsed, the little
town has expanded into a city larger than
any city in the United States at the time of
the adoption of the constitution. Its population has multiplied twenty times. Between
1780 and 1870, it increased relatively as rapidly as Boston, whose growth we are accustomed to regard with amazement. It has
been developed into a city of unsurpassed
attractions, of great natural advantages,
which have been increased by the energy of
its inhabitants, and a home to which its citizens, in search of pleasant lands, return
with pride and
delight. May our labors contribute to its future growth and
prosperity.
At

the conclusion of the address the conven-

tion dissolved.
BOARD OF MAYOR AND

Whole number votes.

6

Necessary for a choice. 4
Henry Fox bad. 5
Lorenzo Taylor bad*. 1
Aud Alderman Fox was declared elected.
A message was received from the Council
announcing the permanent organization by the
choice of W. T. Small as President, and B.
Barnes, Jr. as Clerk.
A message was sent to the Council announc-

ing the permanent organization of the upper
board.
The bonds of James S. Gould aud Charles H.
Hall were received and approved.
The Mayor nominated Cyrus K. Bridges for
City Marshal, Seth Sterling first Deputy Marshal and C. C. Chase second Deputy Marshal.

The board confirmed the nominations.

Ordered,

That the rules and orders of the pre
ceding Council be, and hereby are adopted by
tins City Council; That the appropriation committees composed of members of the City
Council continue by a majority to approve in
writing bills aud claims against the city re
ferred to them for approval before the payment thereof; that the unfinished business of
the last City Council which was referred to this
City Council be referred at once to the appropriate committees when appointed; th.ttbe
rules and orders of the last Board of Mayor and
Aldermen be adopted by this Board until otherwise ordered; that a committee of two on the
part of this board be appointed with such as
the Commou Council may join to revise aud
prepare the Municipal Register, together with
the rules and orders of each Board, and Alder
man Fox
from ward 6 and Littlefield from
ward 2 were appointed on the part of the
that
a committee of two
on the part of
Board;
this Board with such as the Coramou Council
may join, be appointed to contract with some
suitable person to print the annual reports of
the several departments of the City Government for the past mun cipal year, aud Aidermen Perry and
Cushman were appointed on
the part of the Board.

Adjourned until 71-2 o’clock.
IN COSIMON COUNCIL.

The B iard proceeded at once to effect a perorganization. Couccilmen Leach from
7, Redlon from 5 and Andrews from 4 were appointed a committee to receive, sort aud count
vstes for President of the Council.
They reported as follows:
Whole number of votes. 20
Necessary to choice. 11
W. T. small bad. 15
W. W. Roberts had. 2
B. Barnes, Jr., had. 3
aud W. T. Small was declared elected. On
taking the chair Mr. Small thanked the Board
for the honor conferred, and stated that he
should ever endeavor to keep a watchful eye
for the best interests of the city.
The same committee were appointed to receive votes for a clerk. They reported as folmanent

lows:
Whole number of votes.
19
Necessary to choice. 10
B. Barnes, Jr., had... 19
and was declared elected.
He responded in a
few appropriate remarks.
A message was received from the Board of
Aldermen announcing the permanent organization.
oruer

passed that the rules and orders of last year be the same for the present
until otherwise ordered.
Papers Irom the upper Board were passed in
concurrence, and Councilmen BrowD, Sargent
and Dennison were appointed to join the comad

was

mittee of the Atlermeu on the preparation of
the municipal register, and Gallison, Hannigan
and Walker to join the committee from the
Aldermen on printing annual reports.

Adjourned to 71-2 o’clock.
Evening Session.
BOARD OP MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

The Board was called to order by Mayor FesThe bonds of Cyrns K. Bridges as
senden.
city marshal, an! Stepheu D. Hall as consta-

ALDERMEN.

On motion of Alderman Cushman the hoard
of chairman

at once proceeded to the election
with the following result:

S. B. Beckett. i t
Stephen K. Dyer. 4
and no choice.
The fourth ballot resulted as follows:
Whole number of votes.. 28

Necessary

to

donations by the people of
I the^ destitute
family of Mr.

choice. 15
Samuel Thurston had. 5
S. B. Beckett. 13
K. Dyer had. 9
d. C. Procter. 1
a

and no choice.
At the close of this ballot Alderman Fox
moved to drop the ballot for the time and proceed with the election of the other officers, but
the voting proceeded with the following result:
Whole number of votes. 28
Necessary to a choice. 15
Samuel Thurston had. 3
S. B. Beckett
14
Steohen K. Dyer. 10
J. C. Procter.". 1

and no choice.
The sixth and last ballot resulted as follows:
Whole number of votos. 28
Necessary to a choice. 15

Beckett,

had. 11
K. Dyer. 15
Thurston. 2

Stephen
Samuel
At the conclusion of the election the convention dissolved.

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

The Board met previous to the
convention,
but no business was transacted. At the close
of the convention the Board adiourned.
The Museum.—The storm last evening interfered with a full attendance at the Museum,
and a large audience was not present.
The
play selected was Sheridan Knowles’s drama,
“The Wife,” a nlay certainly not well adapted
to the Museum company, as it
requires, to use
the expression of one familiar with the
play,
“four leading men.” The play dragged until
the appearance of Mr. Wbeelock in the second
act, and excited no deep interest until the
close of the fourth.
Mr. Wheelock’s first appearance

TmvERSAT
LIFE INSURANCE
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provoked
hearty applause, which w*3 renewed every
time he stepped upon the stage.
His “Juiien
St. Pierre” was a finished and effective impersonation, admirable throughout, and in the
closing scene of the fourth act rising to great
power. In that scene, where he compels “Ferrado” (Mr. Waldron) to sign the confession,the
most was made of a very effective
situation,
and the audience, wrought, up to a high pitch
of excitement, insisted on his appearance be
fore the curtain. His acting certainly justified
his

reputation, and gave promise of many fine
impersonations during his stay here. Did the
play drag even more than it does, it would repay sitting through merely to sie the fourth
act.
The “Marianp.fi” of Miss Miles was a verv

ing

4,834,182
657,453
Anuual Income
3,391,645
Policies issued dur’g 1875
6,408

K ng William aud Queen Mary to
th Inhabitants of the Province of MaiTachufetts Bay in New Eoglaud.” It was printed in
1726. Ho also has in his possession a pair of
“pipe longs,” th it were made in the times
when matches were not so
plenty as now ard a
coal was used to light the pipe.
There are attachments to ilietn for clearing out the pipe,
pressing dawn the tobacco and holding the coal
ou it for lighting the weed.
Dtvelin. the anti-Ca holic lecturer, has bceu
creating disturbances in the tc mperauce meet-

worthy. la the closing scene of the
his playing was especially good and

fourth act
he fairly
divided the honors with Mr. Wheelock.
The
other characters require little mention.
It
might be objected to Mr. Snyder as “Father
Antonio” that his appearance savored too
strongly of the church militant, and that his
moustache set with ill grace upon the lip ecclesiastical. Mr. Shorey as “Looaardo” showed
emotion in his usual way by breathing hard and
looking up at th9 chandelier. Mr. Caluer as
“Bartolo” tried hard to be fanny and failed.
The play will be repeated this evening and
at the matinee tomorrow.
The acting of Mr.
Wheelock is alone sufficient to call out big
houses.

were

The election resulted in the choice of the fol-

lowing officers:
City Clerk—Hosea I. Robi nson.
Treasurer and Collector—Henry W. Hersey.
City Messenger—John L. Shaw.
City Auditor—Cyrus Nowell.
City Solicitor—Thomas B. Reed.
City Engineer—William A. Goodwin.
Street Commissioner—Theron H. Payson.

Harbor Master—Beniamin W. Jones.
Assessor—Stephen K. Dyer.
Assistant Assessors—Ward
1. Ezekiel H.
Hausou; 2, William Weeks; 3, William Huse;
4, John A. Brown; 5,Henry S. Trickey; 6, Wil
liam D. Mariner; 7, William H Plummer
Chief Engineer Fire Department
Frank
Merrill
Assistant Engineers— 1st, Nahum Littlefield;
2d, R Samuel Rand; 3d, John H. Russell; 4th,
Charles H. Shillings.
Engineer Steamer No. 1—Edward W. Porter.
Engineer Steamer No 2—John Cousens.
Engineer Steamer No. 3-Alfred Wiggio.
Engineer Steamer No 4—T. H. Williams.
Egineer Steamer No 5—Georrge F. Hayes.
—
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Consulting Physicians—John T. Gilman, N,
A. Hersom, Horatio N. Small.
Overseers of the Poor for Two Fears—Adam
Lemout; tor three year?, William A. Winsbip,
James E. Lnnt, Sewall Waterhouse, Charles J.
and Gaugers—Arthur M. Small,
George McAllister.
Weigher of Hay—Eli L Wing.
Weigher of Hard Goal and Plaster—Richard

Weighers

Cole.

Weights

Sealer of
P. Cross.

and Measures—William E.

City
eral

Marshal will meet with an approval as genhe is knowD. High minded, conscien-

as

tious, courteous and straight-forward, he is
well ca’.oaDied to discharge the responsible
duties of the office to general satisfaction.

Peatl street, last evening, and organized an
amateur base bail club called “The United
States Centennials
Mr. Wright was chosen

captain.

Daniel Torrey, Solomon Stuart, Benjamin
Fogg; Clerk, Thomas J. Eiggs; School Committee, Andrew J. Mosher; Auditor, George
H. Crocker.
men,

S.

Ringer of City Sett—William A Stilliugs.
Superintendent of Clocks—William H. H.
Hatch.
Truant Officer—Thomas A. Bowen.
City Constables— Charles H. Williams, Geo.
W. Parker, Arthur M Sawyer, Edwin A.
Leighton, Joseph Decellp, John L. Shaw, Cyrus
It. Bridges, Joseph A Perry, James S. Gould,
Adam W. Barbour, Wm. H. Plummer, Alonzo
H. Libby, John B. Smith, William B. Irish,
William Hayes.
Keeper of Powder Magazine—William H.
Bigelow.
Measurers of Wood and Bark brought by
Railroad and Water conveyance—Andrew M.
Benson, Benj. F. Brock, Albert J Merrill, J.
W. Stevens, Wm. Huse, Lewis L. Thurston,
Francis Tibbetts, Natbauiel Walker, Elias
Chase, A. G Sterling, Samuel Libby, Wm. H.
Walker, Paul Priuce, Simeon Shurlleff, Arthur
Libby, Geo. W. Burnham, Harris C. Barnes,
Chas H Pjke.
Measurers of Wood and Bark brought by
Carts and Sects—Francis Tibbetts,
Arthur
Libby, Wm. Huse, Orriu Thoits, Roland A.

Barbour,

Cullers of Dried Fish—Wm. H. Chase, E G.
Willard, Geo. Trefethen, Joshua W. Sawyer,
Emery Gushing, Francis O. Sawyer
Pound Keepers—James Powell, Eli L. Wing,
Isaac Libby. Josiah M. Haskell.
Field Drivers and Fence Viewers—Samuel
Cobb, James M. F. Johnson, John Taylor,
Franklin H. Ricker, John Weeks, Isaac Libby,
Lewis L Thurston, Josiah M. Haskell.
For Surveyors of Lumber,—Nathaniel Walker, Edward L Clark, George Worcester, Caleb H. Philips, Nabutu Libby, Nathan Dyer,
Isaac H. Parsons, Edmund Lanuagan, James
Carle, Jr., Lewis Thurstou, G. H P. Larrabee,
Edward Smart, William Mcltiguey, Harlan P.
Smart, Thomas Beering, Joseph L. Whitmore,
William S. Morgao, Joseph M. Gsrrisb, Roland A. Barbour, J. W. Taylor, Cyrus It.
James A. Leavitt,
Ladd,
Ueury E. Bacon,
Howard Winslow,
Nathaniel S, Baseltine,
Harris C. Barues, Henry Bullard, Josephs.
Roberts, A. M. Benson, Fred E Rowe, .Jerome
Rumery, M. W Ripley, A S. Legrow, Charles
Dyer, George P. Jordan, William H. Walk-w,
Frank M. Clement,
Heurv C Jla»ley, H N.
iiaouiuj;iuu UlllUU,

Charles E
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Merrill, John B. Thorndike, E. H.
VVidber, John Crowley, William H Broughton, Cassius D, K chardson, Edward C Merrill,
A. D. Smith, Thomas Holyoke, Simon M.
Sawyer, Edwin C. Libby.
Surveyors of Ship Timber and Knees—Joseph
W. Dyer,Nathan Dyer,Charles Jordan, Joseph
K. Merrill, William W. Dyer, Henry Trickey,
Lorenzo Taylor, William Curtis, D. W. Browo,
Nathaniel Walker, John B. Thorndike, Koiai.d
A. Barbonr, ,J. W. Taylor, Cyrus K. Ladd,
William H. Simontou.
Cullers of IIoops and Staves—George Burnham, Loriug Lombard, George Dow, Joshua
Hobbs, Emery Cusbing, Daniel Dacy, John
Brooks, James Dyer, Thomas T. Sawyer, Edwin Dow, George MeLellan, Levi j. Jones,
John 1’. Hobbs, Abraham W. Whitmore, Edmund Phinney, Albion Harmon, Charles D.
Thomas.

Surveyors of Plaster—Rchard Iv. Gately,
Joseph Craig, George H, Hanson.
The voting was generally straight, although

little cutting was done.
The trouble commenced on Street Commissioner, hut Mr. Bayson was elected. The next trouble was on Assessor, wheu six ballots were taken before there
was any choice.
The following shows the re„
suit of the ballots:
Whole number of votes .. 28
a

Necessary

to

a

choice..

15

Thurston bad.
"13
Stephen K. Dyer.
7
S. B. Beckett.S
and there was no choice.
The second ballot resulted as follows:
Whole number of votes.1.27
Necessary to a choice
14
Samuel Thurston had...12
Stephen K. Dyer.
S. B Beckett.
8
Samuel

and

no

choice.

At the thud ballot the
Whole number of votes... 28
Necessary to a choice..
15
Samuel Thurston had. 10

Maine Business Notes.
The Vassal biro’ Woolen Mills at North Vassalboro’ will stop operations the first of Jane

next, for repairs,

ft

is

stated that it will
take two or three mouths to make the needed

repairs.
For the week endiDg Saturday, March lltb,
the Auburn «boe factories shipped ItiOO cases of

shoes.

the axe business at West Waterville has leen very dull this year, so much so
that the largest manufacturers have stopped
the business, yet the demand for scythes is so
great that all the scythe makers are driven
with orders—probably more than they can fill.
The D. E. T. Co. have already shipped 4000
dozen, aud still orders are comiug. Both Hubbard, Blake & Co., and Emerson, Stevens &

Co.,

are

fully

Taking

as

busy

as at

any time for years.

Washing.—A very exem plary
minister of Maine is responsible for the following: During a season of marked religious in-

the same was washed and salted in first rate order
with the churn without the assistance ot tbe bands.
We consider the Sprague Churn the best in use and
cheerfully recommend it to the public
XV. D. Ames, of Nutter Brothers & Co.
S. II. & A. It. Doter, Planing Mill and Lumber

After

scltiDg aside an amount sufficient to
all actual and contingent liabilities, and a
premium reserve sufficient at 4^ per cent, interest to reinsure all of its risks iu force, in any
good company, the Universal still has a surplus of over $050,000.
This financial exhibit demonstrates the safe-

Dealers.

Alfred Woodman, Dry Goods.
F. O. Sawyer, Fish Dealer.
J. W. Sawyer, Fish Dealer.

j

unquestionably

reserve the privilege of receiving the right
hand of fellowship from a minister in another
town, and perhaps of different denomination.
The ieveietd gentleman hesitated a moment
and replied, “Yes, I could do it, but I don’t
take in wasbiog.”

March Meetings.
The

following

are

the results ot March meet-

ings held the 13th inst:

Watekbobo.—Moderator,

.las. H.

Downs; Selectmen,

Butler Libby; Clerk,

B

F.

Bennett,

C

W.

Smith, S. H Carl; Treasurer, K W. Bicker; Agent,
Charles Mills; Supervitor of Schools, L. H. Hobbs;
Auditor, John if. lord. All Bepublicaus by fifty to
xxiujwi.nj.

Saturday

at 10

xue

lueeuug

was

atrjourneu

—

NOBBY STYLES!

OPPOSITE

was

not present.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
The Journal says the Cushnoc Grange at
Riverside, is in a prosperous condition, enlisting the sympathies ami support of the farmers
in that vicinity. Regular meetings are held on
the second anil fourth Wednesday evenings of
each month.

HOUSE.
d3w

PREBLE

AT

THE

House,

tbe P. & O.

over

Wholesale Store,
the Thompson Block, Nos. 17 & 19
Good location below the Post
Middle Street
Office where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located. The'finest store in the
citv, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably if applied for a*ion. Apply to

IN

II.

E. THOMPSON,

32£ Emery St., on the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
mh!4
dli

No.

WATERS’
WATEKS’

mcn,i

fore them
SETH SCAMMON,
SEWELL MILLIKEN,
IRA MILLIKEN.
Scarboro*, Ma roll 10, 1376.

B
marGd2w*

PIKE,

53 Excliause fit., Cortland.

MARBLEIZED IRON-WARE
—

T.

JL

AT

MERRILL’S

—

Hardware

Store,

575 CougrcMH, Cor. of Green fit.
fel>21
dim
Wholesale aud Retail cheaper
than cau be bought at any other factory in
Maine. Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
if they will come to my Factory in Gorham, opposite
Wfcl ITM AN LF.S LIE.
Depot4
uov3
itf

SIjKIHHN.—At

name

act ot

incorporation.
mal4d2t

GOODS,

sucli as shoo dealers advertise ns
RUBBER UOODN, I will sell at

following prices:

H>p Boots
*3.00
•
men’s Heavy Bools
3.34
Boys’ Heavy Boots
3.34
....
men’s Overs
44
...
men’s Arctics
1.34
•
misses’ Overs
34
Ladies’ Overs
30
We also have a superior
Of RUBBER GOODS at

Hall’s Rubber
UNDER

rooms

at

HOTEL.
WEEK.

N.

UNIVERSAL

THIS

IN

(j’oYernment Bonds,
State and

City Securities,

BANK STOCK,

&c.,

32

Low

Figure.

UPPER

boston Infirmary for rupture.

2‘iO llurritton Are
BOSTON.
devoted to ihe permanent cure of Hernia

Hydrocele,

Rupture,

analogous surgical diteases.

Geo.
J. H.

mal4d4wt

Varicocele

undersigned, having purchased
business of ••The
Portland
Cement
THE
If rain
will coutioue the busithe

entire

Pipe Company”

of manufacturing and furnishing the above
named articles, which be is determined shall be the
bent in their line. Works at Junction of Western Promenade and Dan forth St.
Orders received througb Post Office, or bv KENDALL & WHITNEY, 0. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
and C. A. B. MORSE & CO.
mh11eod2w
J. %¥. (9TOCKIVELL.
ness

THE

AERATED

GENUINE

cure for Catarrh, Asthma, Rheumatism,
Lung and all Chronic Disis still ottered to all who arc afflicted, at 385
Coagrem Streel, Portland. Me., Room 3,
Gaboon Block, where a large number of testimonials can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
jal2tfls&wtfl0

A

Dyspepsia,

NICE-FITTING
All I# SHOOS

No.

AT

—

Elm

1

PREBLK^L>AV1S.T

I

Street.

LEAVOT & DAVIS.

jan6jal5codtf

Fireproof Roofing Paint.
The best and cheapest Hnnw 4k Daria Patrol
mate Roofing Paint for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Root#, ai#o for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or

applied by

N.

J.

MoCOY & co.,

'JN Spring St., Porilaua,
HOOPSB* AN It PAINTERS

jy24

HO

dti

l FOR A SLEIGH RIDE
The large and commodious Sleigh

and

Resolute
be eugaged on reasonable terms by inquiring at
No. I4» Conimcrrinl turret of NT JonN
B It On. Will accommodate 23 persons,
d2w
mcbl

can

rooms
without board, suitable
men, or a young man and his wife.

for

In
W. W. CARR,
197 Newbury Street.

mhlftf

Pipe,

ORNAMENTAL STONE EDGINGS

Heaton, M. D.
Davenport, M. D.

To Lei.

PLEASANT
young
of

Brain

—

half of new frame, slated roof dwelling
House, co Jtaining eleven rooms, with all moderu improvements, and located on Congress near the
head of State Street. First-class in every respect
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LORING A ADAMS,
mhl4dtf
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Specially

eodti

Cement

HISTORY

a

Exchange Street.

myCT

BOOTS

Pa.__lnhllHw

For Sale—At

quire

dtf

H. M. Payson& CO.,

eases

to the close of the first 100 years ot our National Independence, including an account of the coming
i,rarnl Centennial Exhibition, 700 pages, fine engravings. low price, quick sales. Extra terms. Send for
Circular. P. W. ZIEULEK & CO.. 518 Arch Slreet,

[
!

Store,

UAl.moUTH HOTEL.

Oxygen Treatment.

the

Centennial
Phila.,

quality

ocH_

Kcnison,

All diseases and difficulties ot the feet treated iu
the most skillful manner without pain.
Office Hour, from 9 A. EH. till S P. .11., M»lmhl4
dSt
urday till U P. H.

or

At price* that
Nice
defy competition.
broad Hold Hand Shade* with fixtures,
for 75 ceniK. E'aicitci If and* for 50 cent*.
All loud* of f«hadc« couHtaatiy on band
and m tdc ;o order.

[

Has

Clothing I

Window SSiades,

DANA.

S.

eodlmia

COAL TAct

CHIROPODIST.

CHASE

deodtt

Three persons
1 in the

)

)

Dr.

1

«
•«

IVo. 1 Elm Street.

W.

HIGHLAND STONE YASES,

NOTICE.

would inform her old customers and friends that she
has reopened the store Corner Cortland anil
Mechanic Mtreet*, where she is prepared to
cm and make Boys* Clothing in the latest stylos.
Trimmings constantly on hand. Old Maxim—‘‘First
come first served.**
mcbldtf

febl9

OFFICE OF

received

rTlHE Members of the Southgate Dyking Company,
JL are hereby notified that their first meeting will
beheld in tbe School House, at Dungton Corner.
Scarboro’, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, March
22d. inst., at 1 o’clock, for the purpose of accepting
their CLarter, organizing under the same and acting
upon any other busiuess that may legally come be-

50 CENTS

DAVIS,

WHARF,

DEALERS

A Liberal Discount to Teachers, Ministers,
AGENTS
Churches,
Schools, Lodges, etc.
WANTED.
Special inducements to the trade. Illustrated
Nent.
HORACE
Catalogue
WATERS
IS I
SONS,
Broadway,
New York. Box, 3397.
mal4d4wt

M. «. PAL.TIER.

LEAVITT-*

ON

between 10 and 12 A. M. at

nial_

Concerto,

ORGANS,

II.

IMobby.

St.,

WHARF.

Storage and Wharfage at Reasonable
RateM
Deposits ot Rock, Earth, Ashes,
Ac
Received. Apply at

PRICES EXTREMELY I «>W for canh
Monthly Imtalldaring; this Month.

If you want Coal Tar Rubbers you can
get iheni where they are advertised.
We keep ouly FIRST QUALITY GOODS
and shall continue to sell

Celebrated Newark Hand
for Beats’ H ear, New and

—

75 feet Front, 232 feet Deep, containing
18,700 feet.

/or NIX 1EAK8.

arranged,

of the
Mewed Work

ON

IQERBILI/8

PIANOS,

NEW
ORCHESTRAL,
VE«P*K,
CHAPEL. VIALE* i'E, and ClfflBKLId A, cannot be excelhd in ton cor beauty.
The CONCERTO s*TOP is a fine IMITATION of the HITMAN VOICE. Warranted

com-

line

Property

Commercial

rPBIGHT
ARE
THE BENT
MARE; ihe Tone, Touch, Workmanship,
and Durability lJn«urpa»wed.
nnd

to be Let.

a

mb9eodtmhl8

men’s

Number 115 Centre Street, recently
NEWpleted,
clem and ^ew, and conveniently
with modern

received

finish, shall be
second to none

LEASED
—

Railroad semi-

D. HARVEY & CO.
dtf

mhl4

40 Broad Street, Near (*old & Stock Exchange, New York.
janl2
d&w3m4

just

BE

OFFICE

tbe Summer months direct
from some ot the besc dairies in Vermont, made
from pure imported Jersey stock, and shall offer the
same lo the trade at fair market rates.
Truth! a I
Statement* aud Square Weights will be
our Motto*

on

Hand Sewed Hoots.

TO

lefrgerator cars through

SMEDLEY & CO.,
BANKERS & BROKERS,

We hare

Valuable

plans

weekly through the Spring months and weekly by

CHARLES

fTcT

Boston, March 1st, 1876.

We shall receive shipments of Gilt-edged Vermont

Butter and Cheese

repeated every month in the year. $10,
$20, $50, $100, $1000 will pay as well for amount invested. Gold Stocks, Cotton and Tobacco b >ught and
sold oncommission; advances on consignments; send
for price lists and circulars. P. O. Box 3774.

Custom

be found.
Our Garments, in point of fit and
FIKSf-CLASS in every respect, and
in the city

or

be

Boys’

Stock will be complete March 20th, and is selected from the finest qualities and newest styles to

113 Center Street.

put @107, which were
against
sold @114.
Selling at the same price the other ICO
shares called @108 Netting profit of $1250; this opera-

elldtf

Opposite Park Street

—

WMesals Proice Commission

customers purchased
100
spread
of N. Y Central, the put @106 call @‘08,
ONEshares
100 shares
the

BCBBERS,nll aizrx,

NO. 125 TREMONT STREET,

Church.

New Store, New Firm!

buying

MEN’S

NO 5 J SCHOOL STREET,
TO CHAMBERS

HEAD

on
investment of
$206.

••
<•
WOMEN’S
55
“
MISSES’
50
and other Ruober Goods in proportion.

Have Removed from tbe old stand,

1876.
f
named

March 13
that the

according

M. N. RICH.
F. G. RICH.
matlisdlw

conveniences; situated near
Price $500.
Congress Street, aud has 18 rooms
Also Brick Houses in Pine Street Row, to the right
Also
persons, the rents will be made satistactory.
two Houses in Tnlman Place, $250 each per annum.
For further narticulars inquire of B. SHAW, No. 217
Commercial Street, Agent for J. B. Brown.
ma8
dlwis*

Brothers Fairbank,

will do well

in tbe City Civil Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that tbe numbers so designated must be affixed to the buildings on said
streets within sixty days from the first day ot April
next.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk,
mal I
dtd

share of public
efforts and care

8500.

The Journal repoits a frightful tragedy,
enacted at Mechanic Falls Friday afternoon,
March lOib
Mrs. Eila Clark was recently divorced from her husband, Frank Clark, ou account of domestic difficulties.
They had two
children, bo1 h of whom the husband took, as
Mrs Clark found herself unable ta care for
them, she t aviug do means of support.
She
toon regretted the
separation and pleaded for
him to marry her again. This ue refused to
do, whereupon she drew a pistol, pointed it towards her heart, discharged it, and tell upon
the floor. The wound is thought to be fatal.
All that uight she was delirous, beseeching her
husband to take her ba k, although Mr. Clark

FINE TEXTURES!

i«

entirely satisfactory

Boarding: House

deowlylp

BEMOTAL.

above
hereby given
streets have, by order of the Board of Mayor
NOTICE
and Aldermen, been renumbered
to

No. 1 Exchange, Cor. Fore Street.

e?n

St.

City Clerk’s Office,

For the purpose of carrying on the Printing business
in all its branches at their former old Stand

tion

Congress

MERCHANT TAILORS,

To Owners or Occupants of Buildings and Lots on Alder. Brackett,
EIui, India, Myrtle, Treble and
Smith Streets.

M. N. & F. G. RICH,

a

DELIVERY.

ON

Our

of

our

“

City of Portland.

mHE undersigned would respectfully announce
X that tbey have this day formed a copartnership

of

4.00

493

w oar.

mhll

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

$1250 Profit

1.

apr28

^‘Cutting

dtf

Portland, March 1,187G.

“

each.

TERMS.

ST.,

—

Gentlemen in want of stylish garments
to give us a call.
done to order.

Congress St. Cor. Brown.

invite a
our personal
a manner

3.50

CASH

OWEN & MOORE,

MBS.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

FOR

Spring

—

in

No. 2,
No.

—

TRIMMINGS !

magnitude of his

respectfully

$2.50

OVERCOATINGS,

| Woolen Hosiery.

We would

3,

No.

SUITING*,

new

to exeente all orders
to our customers.

Made to Order!

dtw&w2w

482 & 484 CONGRESS

These special features of the Universal with
its sound and prosperous condition mast be a
source of satisfaction to the company’s successful Geneial Agent of this state, M. L. Stevens,
Esq., of this city, as also to the many policy
holders nnder his jurisdiction. With this favorable annual exhibit, if would seem to depend

patronage and pledge

Real

IRIS

rtnjuihivihjj
AT

of

OrinHawkes&Co.’s, Charles Custis &Co.,

The low rates of
the Universal would seem to be in the interest
of the people.

10 next

The Y. M. C. A. delegates for Lewiston and
Auburn are holding a meeting at Livermore
Falls.
The County Medical Association reports that
diseases of the luDgs are prevalent at the present time.
The members of Androscoggin Grange of
Greene, bad an antiquarian sapper and entertainment at Grange flail, on Thursday eveuiug
Maicli, 9tb. It was a very pleasant occasion
Mr. C. M. Washburn exhibited a wooden box,
madeinlG83. The date with initials of the
origiual owner are carved in the wood.
l'he Journal reports that the net proceeds of
Lewiston’s centennial jubilee were not far from

i

—

sarily tend to extravagance.

o’clock to finish tlie business,

STATE NEWS.

u o

I3lh
dtf

S

Maine, except the counties ot Penobscot,

may call,

March

Monday,

Portland, Jan. 31,1876.
B^“*The above sale was postponed till THURSDAY, March 16th, at same time and place.
ma3
deodtd

Aroostouk, Washington, Hancock and Waldo, is now
prepared to dispose of county rights at a fair rate,
aud in a few weeks will be ready to fill orders for the
churn. The inventer has a sample churn on exhibition at the City Hotel, where be is ready to explain
its operation to any who
mail

Exhibition

THURSDAY, March 2d, at 12 o’clock M.,
pursuant to a license from the Probate Court
of Cumberland County, I shall sell at public auction
if not disposed of sooner at private sale, house and
lot, No. 5 Oxford Street, in the city of Portland; the
same being all the real estate belonging to Hannah
T. Adams Jate of Portland, deceased.
PERCIVAL BONNEY, Adro’r. c. t. a.
F O. BAILKY Sc CO., Auctioneers

MR CYRUS COLE of Cape Elizabeth,
having purchased the right to said chum for the

State of

Paintings

ON

d3w

having seen the operations of
Sprague Chum, now on exhibition at the
City Hotel in Portland, hereby certify that a
prime quality ot Butter was produced from ordinary
cream int-ide of three miuutes ami a half, and that

meet

Oil

Fine

Administrator's
Male
Estate.

undersigned
rpiIE
JL the

during the preceding year of over one
million dollars, notwithstanding it had returned, we are reliably informed, to its policy holders or their legal representatives over two million dollars, and an annual increase of over $3,000,000.

name

lOO

malO

Sprague Churn!

crease

—

F, 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

THE

which we call attention. As will be seen
by
reference to it, the company had nearly $6,000,000 accumulated assets January 1, 1876, an in-

AT

shall sell about

we

On

CHARLES P. GRIFFIN, General Manager.
SAMUEL I. KNIGHT, Superintendent.
mhl4

Universal Life Insurance Company.—We
our readers today a brief but comprehensive annual statement of the Universal
Life Insurance Company of New York, to

under the firm

—

Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange St,

APPROPRIATELY FRAMED.

AGENCY DEPARTMENT.

lay before

in

terest in said minister’s town a melancholy
maiden came to him with downcast eyes requesting baptism. She wished to know if he
could perform the ceremony, but allow her to

14,575,219
35,907,240

WILLIAM WALKER, President.

party.

<lec29

Deebing.—At the election in Deeriog yesterday the Citizens' ticket was elected as follows: Moderator, Liberty B. Dennett; Select-

1876

HENRY J. FUUBER, Vice-President.
.JOHN H. BEWLEY, Secretary.
GEORGE L. MONTAGUE, Actuary.
EDWARD W. LAMBEhT, Medical Examiner.

Having decided to sacrifice on several lots of Win;
ter Hosiery which we wish to close out, we shall
Young Men’s Christian Association —At
offer
them at prices which cannot fail to induce our
| customers
to buy. even if they do not need them bethe monthly meetiug last evening the thanks of
fore next fall. We offer
the Association were extended to Mbs Tinkham and Mrs. F. H. Carpenter for donation of
One Lot for Children at 2 pairs for 25c25 bound volumes of Litteil’s Living Age. SumOne Lot at 20c per pair.
ner C. March of Mechanic
Falls, and T. A.
One Lot at 25c per pair.
Oakes were elected active members.
Messrs
One Large Lot of Full Finished All Wool
Stevens, Weston and Sbaylor were appointed a
Hosiery in all sizes for Ladies, Misses
committee to nominate officers for the ensuing
and Children at 37c per pair.
•
year to be presented at the aucuai meeting in
The above is a reduction of from 25 to 50
per cent,
April.
from our regular prices, anil presents one of the best
to Hosiery buyers we have ever offered.
opportunities
Base Ball —A number of amateur base
on

on Tuesday, March 14th, at
11 A. M., and continuing* at 11 A. M.
and it I'. M., each day,

OFFICERS.

Baugor, by introducing politics, talking
insultingly of President Grant and the entire

upon Mr. Stevens to fix the
business daring 1876.

Comiiiencinir

reserve

Ain’t of new insurance
Am’t of Ins. in force

at

The cheaper the rates consistent with safetv
the more within the reach of
mass is life insurance.
Surplus premiums without individual accounting responsibility neces-

r

1st, 1876.

January

Surplus Jan. 1st,

Maje>ties

formance. The support was in genera’, uo more
than fair. Mr. Waldron, however, was a very
effective “Ferrado.” At times he too ranted,
but in the main the impersonation was praise-

o. w. 1LLHI.

COMPANY,

Accumulated Assets
$5,492,635
Gross Liabilities,includ-

were attending services.
Charles Pearl, Esq. of Bangor, has a volume
containing “The Charter Granted bv Their

ty of its low rate of premiums charged, ahont
20 por cent, less than usually charged by mutual companies, a reduction equivalent to an
aunual cash dividend of 25 per cent.

bailit.

Kegular gale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dt

BY

COUNTY.

At times it showed great
power, at other times it was sheer rant. Taken
as a whole it was hardly a satisfactory
per-

performance.

Malcaroonu :J3 and 3T Exchange Ml.

19 IVarreu Slreit, N. V,

A:

Statement

A horse belonging to Mr. S. C. Harlow was
stolen trom the First Parish church, llaogor,
Sunday March 12tb, while the owner aud his

Republican

F. O. BAILEY A CO,

Auctioneer* and Commission Merchant*
'•

enjoyable

ings

AUCTION SALES

tion of which, per month, exceed i 100,000,

The Journal says that an
unique and very
entertainment in the burut-cork aud
white-faced line, wag; given in the new amusement ball at the Iusane
Hospital ou Friday
eveBing, March 101b, by the National Home
Minstrels, the minstrels kindly volunteering
their services for the benefit of the patients at
the hospital.
Another glorious tueetiug of the Augusta
Relorm Club was held Sunday afternoon, ~Mar.
12lb, at Granite Hall, which was filled to overflowing, ever/seat oeiug filled and all the
standing room occupied. The iron clad pledge
cow numbers nearly 400 names.
Benjamin Maxim of North Wayne, has killed ninety skunks, besides some foxes aud
minks. He sold the skunk pelts fo- $70; be
sells the oil for $4 per gallou.
PENOBSCOT

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Please tell the people that
you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circula-

family

BOARD or MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

The bond of John D. Smith was received and
approved, after which the Board adjourned.

uneven

NEW

portion.

Stephen

S. B.

Vassalboro to

Jerold, recently

burned out, were so large in
clothing and provisions that Mr. Jerold wag under the necesof
the
sity
stopping
collections. Among the
artic.es contributed was 150 pairs of stockings,
35 pairs of sheets, and everything in that pro-

W. 0. Sawyer & Co., No. 22 Market Square,
approved.
has received their stock of pure Vegetable and
The Major appointed Lyman A. Batchelder
Flower Seeds. Our annual catalogue of Seeds
as inspector of flour for one year.
The Board
mh24eod3t.
Openings.—Today Messrs. Bines Bros, will sent free to all.
confirmed the appointment.
A petition from I. P. Farrington for a sewer I open their new store at No. 255 Middle street.
Tried and Proved.—The enormous demand
This is a very pleasant store, and the enterprison Chestnut street was leferred to the commiting proprietors have filled it with fina new i for Header’s German Snuff proves beyond a
tee on sewers when appointed.
goods, which are worthy the attention of those doubt that it is just what it is represented to
A message was sent to the Council proposing
be.
who wish anything in their line.
a joint convention for the election of
subordiD. Harvsy & Co., from Vermont, have opennate city officers. The Council returned a mesAttention is called to the fine lot of Pictures
ed a new produce store at No. 113 Ceutra street,
sage signifying their readiness to assemble in
i now on exhibition at rooms of F. O Bailey &
for the sale of gilt edge Vermont butter and
The two Boards then went
joint convention.
Co., 35 and 37 Exchange street, to be sold by
nice cheese.
Mr. Harvey has been engaged in
into
auction this day at 10 and 21 o’clock.
the butter busiuess in Peacham, Vt., for twenJOINT CONVENTION.
and
is well posted in this line of
On motion ot Alderman Greeley, the conventy-five years
‘Only a Sweet Little Letter,” is the title of
tion at once began the election of subordinate
goods.
; Ihe latest popular song.
It can be obtained of
city officers. Two committees were appointed
the publishers, Collins & Buxton, 522 ConPersDual.
j
to receive, sort and count the votes.
The first
Gen. Henry G. Thomas is detailed for duly ; gress street.
tf
committee consisted of Councilmen Marsh and
in the United States Department of the InterRoberts, the second of Councilm»n Leach and
national Exhibition at Philadelphia.
FANCY GOODS.
Sargent.
The appointment of Cyrus K. Bridges to be

ble,

Pennell.

The expenditure upon schools during the
year was $21,005 and for salaries $61,650,

Included in the balance of the municipal loan is
the $138,000 of bonds issued the past two years for
interest on bonds in aid of the Portland and Rocli
ester rai road which the railroad company agree to
pay at maturity; also $40,500 of bonds issued for
March interest on bonds in aid of the Portland and

case was

DEPARTMENT.

SCHOOLS.

13,000

Balance of municipal loan as above,
$1,580,605 05
Bonds issued to Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad Company,
7S7.000
Bonds issued Building Loan Commissioners, secured by real estate mortgages, being balance of loan uncancelled,
570,000
Bonds issued in aid of Portland and
Rochester railroad, secured by mortgage aud sinking fund.
1,150,000
Bonds issued in aid of Portland and
Ogdensburg railroad, secured by
mortgage,
1,350,600

malicious imprisonment, is
trial and is quite interesting.
Mr
Brown was arrested by Mr. Adams on an execution for about $35 aod costs, and committed
to jail.
The plaintiff claims that the officer
was actuated by
malice aod consequently did
not give him an opportunity to get bail.
The

F. Hale has just published a set of pocket photographs of the scenery of this city, which are
meeting with a ready sale.
They arc bo clear
and distinct no glass is needed to see them

$85,000

Summary of Municipal Liabilities.

nowon

Photographs op Portland —The magnificent scenery of Portland and viciuity furnish
the artists an endless fund to work upon. F.

$3 022 300

sinking fund,

$5000 for alleged

Mr. Curtis ou the committees.
The Superintendent was appointed to have
charge of ringing the bell for long session of
school in unpleasant weather.

$ 80,200

Duduct municipal bonds issued to Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad
Company, secured by mortgage and

An Interesting Trial.—The suit of Edgar
S. Brown, Esq., a member of the Cumberland
Bar, against Deputy Sheriff Adams, to recover

Schools and will act as secretary of the meetings of the Board. Mr. George C. Burgess is
the member from Ward 1 this year in place of
Mr. Curtis.
The committee will make up nearly the same
as last year, Mr. Burgess taking the place of

$13,700

648,094 95

stand, Loving Words for Lonely Hours, vase,
The whole cost $218.53, but as all of
carpet.
the articles which were bought were furnished
at cost, $300 is tear the value.

the purpose of organization.
The chairman
ex officio this year is Major Fessenden.
Ephraim Hunt was re-elected Superintendent of

have received liberal and thorough repairs
during the year, rendered necessary by the
wear and tear of
several seasons in which
little work was done upon them.
We ought
to receive the benefit of this, and save in this
item of city expense.

$3,102,500

Balance municipal loan March 7,1876,

BUILDINGS.

The Eire Department is reported to be in
good condition. In discipline, in equipment,
and in numbers, it is believed to be prepared
for all emergencies which will probably occur, or which can be controlled by any
agency which the city can afford to maintain.
j.ne urumury expenses
curing me year \yere
$22,400 and the salaries $12,000 more, making a total of $34,400. This amount compares well with the expenditure of the preceding year, there being some advance in
salaries only. The losses by fire during the
year were but $15,200 which were nearly
covered by insurance of $13,907. The Chief
Engineer recommends the purchase of 2000
feet of hose.

(value undetermined),

cases, 20 towels,.4 Turkish wash cloths, 1 rabbet sheet. 1 rubber water bag, cushion and mats
for bureau, cornucopia, match safe, cologne

twenty hours, but in that time bis

PUBLIC

applicable by ordinance only
for payment of funded debt,

the carpenters' work at the hospital they were
obliged to wait. Still it is their Christmas offer’
ing all the fame, notwithstanding the delay, a
Christmas offering to the Maine Geueral H >s-

THE POOR.

I.learn that the public buildings of the city

136,000

Less available assets of the city

OF

The amount expended for the support of
the poor, to March 1, 1876, is $25,736.78.
This sum is less than the expenditure for the
same purpose ten
years ago, and an examination of the items shows that while the poor
have not increased in number the cost of administration is greater. The new hospital at
the Almshouse has proved to be of great
service to the poor who require accommodations of that kind. During this hard year,
no one will oppose a liberal
appropriation to
help the poor, and we should furnish them
with more frequent opportunities for making
their applications to the overseers.

40,500

60,500

is

ledge

FIRE

7,500

made

city
up
and the necessity for increased
caused
the
of
introduction
water
sewerage
by
we may congratulate ourselves
upon the
small expense the city has been obliged to
incur for sewers.
Yet the great increase
in the use of water and sewers makes it essential to the good health of the community,
that the sewers should be carefully constructed and carried to suitable outlets. A general
system should be followed, and every sewer
constructed with reference to the sewers it receives and the sewer it enters. The Gity Engineer has devised a general plan for a section
of the city, on Munjoy Hill. This should be
followed out with reference to other portions
of the city. The question of carrying off the
sewage of large portions of the city has already been confronting the city authorities.
The expense of preparing the plans for the
drainage of different areas of the city would
be trifling, while it will save the city from
costly blunders in future. The total expenditure for sewers during the year is $14,292,10
of which $6,114,17 has been received for assessments. This a moderate expenditure and
much less than the sum expended in former
of hard

SUPPORT

14,000
1 ,ooo
2,500
1,500

For

for sewers will be
When we consider

of the

area

years.

sidcnulkn and

For street damages,
For schools,
For public buildings,
For interest due March 1,
1876, on city bonds in aid of
Portland and Ogdensburg

their work. As these children
first to propose furnishing a room,
they were allowed a choice. Their plan being
to make their offering at Christmas time, their
room was to be called the ‘'St. Nicholas Koom,”
for their Patron Saint, good old St. Nicholas,
whom the children all love.
Everythiog was
ready in December, but owing to some delay in

keep

streets,

bridges,

ral Hospital. It was granted.
Again in April, 1875, they held a Parlor Fair

fore, they

[

the year, 1 first invite your examination of
the statement of the City Treasurer, who has
prepared the following exhibit of the financial condition of the city:
Funded debt at close of year ending
March 31,1875,
$2,906,300
Amount of bonds authorized to be issued since March 31, 1875 :
For i terest due July 1, 1875,
and January 1, 1876, on city
bonds in aid ol Portland
and Rochester railroad (to
be refunded in six years),
$60,000

These little people were determined
courage.
to go on with their work. They asked the privilege of furnishing a room in the Maine Gene-'

and. althnnali

now mucn ot the

In calling your attention to the different
subjects which will demand your care during

together nearly every week. From the earliest start they earned tbe money to buy all the
material for their work, and during the two
years have received ouly about three dollars as
donations (in sums from five cents to one dollar.; In April, 1874, they held a Drawing Boom
Fair, from which, after paying all expenses
they realized tbe sum of one hundred and sixty
dollars, ODe hundred and forty of which they
gave to tbe Portland Fraternity.
They then
put into tbe Savings Bank $20 to start a fund
any time if needful in the future.
Tbe success which attended their efforts aud
tbe kind patronage of friends gave them new

A moderate expenditure
required during the year.

olcn

THE FINANCES.

met

at

Mownr

The present year finds our city, in common with the whole country,
suffering from
the depression which has fallen upon every
kind of business and labor. While we may
congratulate ourselves that this community
has felt more lightly than many others the
misfortunes incident to the times, and that
Providence haB tempered the usual rigors of
our winters with
a
merciful mildness, we
shall find nevertheless that our condition demands all our energies to ease the burdens
which the administration of our city affairs
imposes upon our fellow citizens. There has
never been a time when the attention of the
country was so turned to the good government of cities and towns.
The same contraction and economy now being practiced in
private expenditure is demanded for the public business.
We shall find upon examination of our
affairs, that in spite of the exertions of preceding administrations to lessen the expenses
of the city, some heavy additional burdens
must be met and borne by us, and it will
therefore be in harmony with the
feelings and
neccessities of our fellow citizens for us to
curtail in every undertaking which is not for
the immediate advantage of the city.

The police seized a barrel of beer at a dwelling house on tbe upper end of Cumberland
street last evening.
The White family will sing at Saco to-night.
A number of persons at Cumberland Mills
are sick with the small pox.
Tbe disease was
brought in the rags which came to the mills

use

fhn

In

to the Aldermen and Councilmen. Rev. Dr.
Carrutbers ottered pr.iyer, after which the
Major delivered his.inaugural address as follows:

runaway horse demolished a portion of the
railing around tbe Custom House yester-

to

SEWERS.

the Mayor
The City Clerk ad-

ministftrPfl t.hp nnfh nf

day.

or

to construct the streets, or where the rights
of persons who have built upon the streets
entitle them to have the streets constructed.

Ex-Mayor Kicbardson introduced
elect to the convention.

amount

The report of the City Engineer recommends the construction of some of the new
streets, which have been laid out by preceding city administrations. I would suggest
that new work of this kind be confined to
cases where it will pay the
city immediately

committee retired and soon returned with the
Mayor elect, accompanied by ex-Mayor Bichardson and Bev. Dr. Carrulhers of the Second
Parish church.

Bridges.
A

of valuable work has
large
done during the past year upon the
bridges, and it is to be hoped that we may
receive such advantage from it as to effect
a
reduction this year in the expenditure
ture
of that
department. There is a
belief
in
the
communprevailing
ity that a large saving might be made in
the appropriation for streets. This
may be
done, but riot to the extent that is imagined.
The topography of our city, the increase of
our business, and the consequent wear and
tear of the streets, demand a more expensive
system of repairing, grading, and paving.
The large number of horses for the Fire Department involves the maintaining a large
number of teams and a large number of men
to work the teams.
A saving might be made
by putting work upon those streets only
where safety and convenience of travel render work necessary. Any expenditure upon
a street
beyond the sum of $200, should have
a specific
appropriation. This is required by
the ordinances.

Alderman Perry and Councilmen Andrews
and Walker were appointed a committee to
wait upon the Mayor elect and notify him of
his election and request his attendance. The

Brief Jolting*.
It is said that the small pox has broken cut
in Mechanic Falls.
S. C. Edwards, a prominent citizen of Gray,
died suddenly Saturday night at the tea-table.
Cause, heart disease.
A eulogy on St. Patrick is to bo delivered in
the Cathedral and at St. Dominic’s at early
mass, and a concert at City Hall in the evening of St. Patrick’s Day.
The finish of the Libby bouse on Deering St.
is known as Eastlake, after a celebrated Eng-

iron

STREETS AND BRIDGES.

A
been

JOINT CONVENTION.

Verdict for the defend-

and

the expense.

those

The convention organized by the choice of
Alderman Fox as chairman.
The City Clerk read the official record of the
vote for Mayor, which showed that Francis
Fessenden had been legally elected Mayor for
the ensuing year.

ants.

lish architect.
It is now Mayor Fessenden

of

names

nouncing the temporary organization. A message was received from the Aldermen proposing a joiot convention.
The Aldermen then came in and the two
boards went into

a

street.

the

as

elected members of the board:
Ward 1, Wm. E. Dennison, James Knowlton, John E Noves; Ward 2, Jann-s Cunningham, Wm. H. Sargent, John Gooding, Jr.;
Ward 3, L. M. Cousens. John Cammett, Wm.
W. Boberts; Ward 4, D. D. Hannegan, J. S.
Bussell, B P. Andrews; Ward 5, Charles
Walker, Stephen Marsh, N. E. Kedlon; Ward
G. Cyrus L. Gallison, B. C. Somerby, Albion
Little; Ward 7, Wm. T, Small, A, Q. Leach,
Harry B. Brown.
A message was sent to tbs upper hoard an-

colored man and a seafaring man, was in the habit of bringing her liquor
when he returned from a voyage.
Both parties re-

side

time they are enjoyed more by the other
people of the county than by us : and in view of
the large share of the county tax
paid by
Portland, it is only just that the care of these
bridges should be assumed by the country,
and the rest of the county bear a
portion of

The board was called to order by the former
clerk, B. Barnes, Jr. H. B. Brown was chosen

portion of the charge to tbe jury.
Daniel R. Busli vs. Isabella Murray and Michael
Murray. This is an action to recover damages alleged to have been sustained by reason of tbe defendants furnishing the plaintiff’s wife with whiskey,
whereby she became intoxicated, broke crockery,
furniture, and spent a large sum of money. Damages claimed $2000. The action was brought undei
section 32 of the laws of 1874.
The defendants denied that they sold the plaintiff’s
wife the whiskey at this time; and said they never
let her have anything intoxicating but once, except
at the request of the husband.
They put in testimony tending to show that the wife was in the
habit of purchasing liquor at other places, and that

husband,

ing, and the bridge at Stroudwater. The
burden of maintaining these bridges was put
upon the city before the days of railroads and
when the greater part of the travel over them
was to and from the city.
At the present

COMMON COUNCIL

a

sometimes her

the election of a temporary chair-

The Board then went into joint convention
with the Common Council for the qualification
of the Mayor.

Monday.—In the case of Merrill vs. Merrill, reported yesterday, the defendant's counsel files exto

legally

man.

SIDING.

ceptions

as

announcing

Dauchy’s Advertisements—4.

CIVIL

the

elee'ed members of the
Board : Ward 1, It. Greeley; Ward 2, John B.
Littlefield; Ward 3, Lorenzo Taylor; Ward 4,
I. II. Cushman; Ward 5,Ezra Perry; Ward 6,
Henry Fox; Ward 7, Samuel Waterhouse.
A message was sent to the Commou Council

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Rajmond’s Social Assembly.

MARCH

Fencndcn.-Election

The members of both branches of the city
council met and organized yesterday morning.

THE PRENft
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Denote of PVs
eendeH Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei & Co. Andrew!
K™arick> a"a Dhisboli
l trains that run out of
tbe city.
ur?f-b?V,a
3
At

city

on

would have to provide for the interthe $1,100,000 of bonds issued to aid
the Portland and Rochester
railroad, the
sum of $09,000 would have
to be added,
making a total of $227,000 annual tax. This
W'ould be a yearly tax of nearly $0,50 on
every thousand dollars of valuation.
It
must be remembered however, that the
$81,000 of interest of the $1,250,000 of
city
bonds, is the only part of this sum which
will come as a new burden this
year.
The constant increase of our debt beyond
the increased expenditure due to the
growth
of the city, suggests the wisdom of a constitutional restraint upon the power of the
city
to contract debts, and the
imposition of a
limit to the percentage of our tax for any
purpose. Such a restraint has already been
imposed in some of the larger States, and a
petition from the city government to the legislature might obtain this wholesome safeguard for our people.
I would alse suggest that an application be
made to the legislature to impose upon the
county the care of the bridge at Pride’s cross-

oi' Both Branches— Inaugu-

ration of Hayor
of City Officers.

CITY AND VICINITY

the

est

Portland Turnverein.
f¥1HE Annual meeting of the Portland Turnverein
A for the choice of officers and the transaction ot
the usual business will 1m) held at their llall, on
FRIDAY EVENING, March 17th, at 8 o’olock. A
lull atiendauce is requested.
Per order
raal3d5t
OSCAR U. WISH, Seo’y.

—

at

—

Davis’ Photograph Gallery,
.Riddle titicct, Nrar the Pout Oder'
you can get
12 Card Photograph* for SI .OO. 1!) Cord
size Tin-type* for SI.OO. Children onder
I SO

*crcn

year, of age

uiaSdlw*

extra.

For Sale.

To

without
Street.

rooms

47 Danfoith
ASCII'of

Let.
hoard.

old measWILLIAM ARTHUR, 175
SCllR.
urement, carries 13.i M. I
lumber, and 220
tons
ions

Vpply at No
my24diitl

ng

coal.

fcb29d3w

Apply

to

DAV1I) KEAZKrt,
117 C mmercial St.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Pbess to March 8,1876.

POETRY.
Snow-Flakes,
BY HARRIET

Apples.

shoe Steel...

PRESCOTT SPOFFORD.

Ashes.
11 @
Pot.
71@ 10
Beans.
Pea. 1 75 @ 2 00
Mediums.... 1 50 @ 1 75
Yellow Eyes. 175 @ 2 00
Box Mhooks.
Pine. 60 @ 75

Pearl, V ft

Fall thickly, dallying snow-flakes, tall,
Nor longer sport in dazzliDg
showers;
The earth is waiting for your kiss,
You phantoms of the flowers!
in spicy dews, you rolled
From leaf to leaf along those hours,
Sweet with wild roses’ breath, you learned
The secret of the flowersl

When, orbed

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Male-rial* for Bot-brd*.
The best material for hot-beds is horse manure well mixed with leaves; but tauners’
bark, flax and cottou waste are often used,
and serve the purpose remarkably well. Any
of the kinds require considerable preparation
before being used in the liot-bed. Stable manure should be turned and mixed with about
one-third its bulk ol leaves, oak leaves being
the best. Before being used, if the manure
is very dry, it requires a good deal of water to
wet it evenly, so that fermentation will begin
Manure alone ferments
the more rapidly.
very rapidly and creates a strong heat, but
does not last so long as when mixed with
leaves. They are not so quick to ferment,
but keep a more lasting heat after being
built into the bed. After the manure and
leaves are thoroughly incorporated, allow
them to lie in a heap for a tew days, then
turn again if fermentation has taken place;
and add more leaves If the beat is very strong,
and if it shows any appearance of burning
give more water, as it is generally when the
materials are dry that burning takes place.
Flax or cotton waste, mixed with "the ma-

Maple.

Cheese.
13

Lind

cl

La!

ID

AH

A

Vl A

Spruce, 35
in.
Soft Pine..
Hard Pine
AT

Manila

Large 3.. .11 00
Shore No.l 24 00
No. 2....16 00
No. 3.... 8 50
Medium... 8 50
Clam Bait... 4 00
Flour.
4 25
Super6ne
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75
xx Spring... 6 50
Pat’t Spring
wheats— 8 00
Mich’n Winter best... 7 75
...

Low grade

Portland Streets.
Smith Street, west side, between Cumbeiland and
Oxford Streets.
Plum Street, east side.
Adams Street, south side.
Pearl Street, east side, near Laurel Street.
Lincoln, No. 22.
Cross Street, east side, near Middle Street.
Franklin Street, west side, between Fore and
Middle Streets.

Spring Street,

south side, corner May Stroofc.
Congress Street, north side, corner Congress Place.
Portland Street, corner Brattle Street.
Brattle Street, east side.
Fore Street, Eastern Promenade, east side.
Washington Street, east side.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
-—■■■

Vity ol Portland.
City Clkbk’s Office, I
March 11, 1676. {
of
the
pursuance
foregoing order, I hereby give
notice that on MONDAY, the third day of April
next, at seven and a half o’clock P. M., at the
Aldeimen’s Room, in City Building, the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen will hear all parties interested in the Asesssments above referred to, and will
thereafter establish the same.

IN

did

COPARTNERSHIP.

Copartnership.
of

was dis1, 1876.
A. E. Cnase is alone authorized to sign the firm
name in settlement of all accounts.
mal3d3t*
Portland, February 23, 1876.

DISSOLUTION MRTM11P.
partnership heretofore existing between the
undersigned under the name and style of
GOODHID6B. NTEVENB & CO., lor the
manufacture ot Britannia ware, is this day dissolved

THE

mutual consent.

CHARLES L. GOODRIDGE,

STEVENS,

THADDEUS J. NOBLE.
EDWARD C. STEVENS.

Deering, March 9,1876.

business of the late firm of Goodridge, Steveus
& Co., will be continued by the undersigned who have
formed a partnership for that purpose under the
name and style of BTEVEEN A SVIAKT, and
the aflairs of the old firm will be settled by the new
firm.
ALFRED A. STEVENS,
NEHEMIAH SMART.
March
1876.
9,
mhlld3t*
Deering,
The

are

as a

FOGG.

cessful.

no

In

JOHNSON.
feb24d3w

mir

is made unless

foou

Paints.
Port. Lead..
PureGr’ddo 10 25
Pure Dry do.10 00
Am. Zinc..
10
Rochelle Yel.
3
3
Eug.Ven.red
Red Lead....
10

Plaster.

White,fy

@

ton

@
Blue.
@
Grou’d.in bis 8 00 @
Calcined,bis. 2 75 @
Produce.
Beef Side....
9@
Veal.
8 @
Mutton......
12 @
Chickens....
15 @
Turkevs.
18 @
Eggs,$>doz. 20 @
Potatoes.... 38 @
Onions,bbl.. 1 50 @

Cranb’sP'bl.

3 00
2 75
9 00
3 00
12
10
13
18
20
22
45
1 70

none

Round hogs..
9
8@
Provisions.
Mess Beef. ..11 00 @1150
3
Ex Mess.. 12 00 @13 00
7
Plate.14 00 @15 00
7
Ex Plate.. 16 50 @17 50
3 Pork,
Backs ....26 00 @27 00
2* Clear.25 00 @26 00
Mess.23 50 @24 00
2*
14 @ 14J
5* Hams.
Bice.
2*
9
Rice, lb...
7J@

@

@
@
@

@ 5 00
@ 30
@ 23

Liverpool,
Duty paid.

2 25 @
In bond... 1 50 @
Gr’nd butter 1 50 @
Liv.fine sack
@
Seeds.
Clover, !b....
14}@
Red Top bag
@
H. Grass.bu. 2 87$@
Canary Seed 8 25 @

@12 50
@2G 50
@18 00
@ 0 50
@ 9 50

Noap.
ExSt’m R’t’d

@

Family.
Vn 1

5 00

@ 4 75
@ C25
@ 7 00

@i0 00
@8

00

38
55

62
00
00
25

15
4 75
3 00
9 00
8
7

@
@

Spicei.

Cassia, pure.
Cloves.

2
2
2
2

62
62
62
00

@

@
@
Mace. 1 65 @
Nutmegs.... 1 25 @
Pepper.
@

Ginger.

Cl

42
60
20
1 70
1 30
25

Starch.

Daily

POPLAR

pantry

on

Dlacli.

Sebago water; good wood bouse and large
garden. Inquire at No. 18 High Street,
PETER HANNA.
mabdtf

gas and

To Let.
RENTS, $10, $15, and $20

SMALL
Apply to
mar8tf

J. K.

per

month.

KING,

Pleasant Rooms to Let
board; also a few table boarders

WITH
accommodated at

To Let.
nt O I S Dow Street.
tbe premises.

can

be

dti

A W

kj

Be. A

I

Room tn tha Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON * CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
dtf

ocl2

7

A

SHOES, SHEDS, Arc.
This property is offered for less than the co.t
of improvements. Titles perfect and terms liberal
The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

UPHAM & GARDINER,
Patterson’s

G,

F.

Central Wharf.

dtf

No. 55

!

_LET

MONEY

or

uov2dtf

JIENRY
39

HOTEL TO

ON

DEERING,
Exchange St.

two Stores; is
station of the
Railway, and the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the
city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.
Portland. Me.

PLEASANT unfurnished front room for a gentleman and wife. Also rooms for gentlemen at
MRS. MERRILL’S,
fel)25dttNo. 62 Free St.

A

House to Let.
25 Paris St., containing ten rooms.
Inof
W. H. NEAL,
quire
febl8dtf
At Lord & Haskell’s, 135 Middle St.

HOUSE

TELLER_Madame
FORTUNE
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant,
Teller and
be consulted

Doctress,

N.
A.
Fortune
at No. 3 Quinexperience m tell-

can

Madame m. Das naa large
out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, «&c.t and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the age. Persons entering intoany
Dew business or profession, the conducting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
tnat nesn is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels ?ince she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $100; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
trom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dti
at.

ing fortunes, searching

Main

CENTENNIAL

HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN,
Corner Irvine Place and 16h Street, New
V orU.
One Block lrom Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all nil Kiel 11 improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. H. VEBHIK. Prop.
Bep27d&wly40

MHIIMM—m—Ea^aqp

KOSSMORE HOTEL,
Junction of Broadway, 7th
Aye.

and

42d Street.

NEW

YORK

CITY,

Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, nea, the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modem improvements.
Rates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delev an House, Albany, N. Y., ana Cl akendon

Hotel, Saratoga.

KA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
t#v/ CARD"*, with name, kiOc. or 50 Snow
Flnke, Marble, Damask, Rep, Plaid and Scotch granite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this in.

E

PV]

LOOK The Wonderful Blessings of God on
Labors of MOODY dr SANISE Y in Europe
and America. Best book and chance for men or
women wanting a good business and do good
offered this year. Also new maps of U. S. A.,
World and all Bible lands and Centennial
Apply at once to D. L.
Pub., Concord, N. H.

118$

febl6d4wt

1.000 AGENTS, Teachers, Students. Men and
to
sell
Women, wanted
CENTENNIAL
GAZETTEER of the IJ* S. shows grand
results of lOO Yearn Progress A mhole library. Boston Globe.—Not a luxury, but a neccsity.
Inter-Ocean.—Best selling Book Pub. Good Pay.
Want Gen. Agt. in every city ol 10,000. Address,
JL C. lffcCLRDY dr CO., Phila , Pa.
feb!6d4w»

OATMEAL.

tion.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent,
Portland. June 21,1875.
Jnel7dtf

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG RR>

changeTof

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AJfD ALL TIIHOAT DISEASES,
TJSJS

Wells’ Carbolic

Tablets,

BySend Stamp for our “Guide for obtaining
Patents,” a book of 50 pages.
Address:—IjOUIH BAGGER A CO,, SOLICITORS OF PATENTS. Washington, 1). C.,P. O
Box
dec28dtf
441._

by Druggist, generally,

fell)

Get the Genuine!

Beware

Imitation.

!

THOMSON’S
WOKLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting Corsets

And nil

C. J. W HEELER,

!

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AIJENT

PROVIDENCE,

.Stamped

‘THOMSON”

BATES
New.paper
34

TRAD

MR1 & MRS. DR. WELCH,

MARK
C RO
1-unL.uv.luu.

J'UIJ IdUJ

WUU

IMS

them recommends them. Re ««re to get the
genuine, A novelty, Thomson’s patient fastening
capped corset steels They are unbreakable, and
their fastenings do not abraid the dress. For sale by
first class dealers everywhere.
THOMSON.
LANODON Or CO.. N. V., Sole Importers
and Patentees for the C. 8.
feb29tl2w
worn

A Farm of Your Own

THE BEST

REMEDY5 FOR HARD TIMES!
are on

On and after WEDNESDAY, 22d, inut.
and until further notice.
TRASIYS WILL RIJN AS FOLLOWS:
GOING

'WEST.
8.15 A. IH.—Passenger train Irom Portland fora
stations, rnnning through without change to St.
Jolmsbury, Danville. Hardwick. MorrisviJle, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
C. & M. R. R. for Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton,
Well’s River. Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albaus,
&c., &c.
2.40 P. NI.—Passenger train from Portland for
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING EAST.
8.00 A. M.—Passenger train from Uppor Bartlett
and intermediate stations, arriving in Portland at

Newspaper
Advertising.

Portland, Me.

by

Dr. Welch’s
mail 50 cents and stamp.
d3w*

Homoeopathic Dispensary.
CHANGE
the

j

HEREAFTER
Caboon Block,

OF

UNION

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Kow, New Tork.

-ype,

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

s. ML. PETTENGILL * CO.’S

IN

ADVERTKMING

STAGE

RAILROAD.

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 .Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Provinces.

—

S. R. NILES,

NEBRASKA.
Full information sent FREE to all
parts of the
world. Address
<j jr DAVIS
fe29d4wt Land ConTr U.P.R.R..
Nebraska,

Omaha,

$65 Sewing Machine*,
X „We»re 8fviug
VT5
T
Hunting Case

Watches, Velvet Vesta,
^,T1<1 Black Silk Dresses, free with our
Greenback
Packages. Send to Inventors Union, 173 Greenwich
Street,
New York.

_

feb29f4w

The Greatest Selliug Centennial Book Is

A

CLAIR VO Y A N T
MBS. L. T. B. KING,
RELIABLE: Clairvoyant can be found at the
rear of 30 Danforth St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case demands. Term. *$I.0O. She will visit those who
Mrs.
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
King, in addition to her clairvoy nee and remedies,
possesses a remarkable healing power which makes
febl7dtf
her very successful.

A

a

OVERTIMING

AGENT.

OlA

in Wall
fA
IV QPtnn
l/* leads to

72 page Book,
Wall Street,

entitled. Men

nn«l

Street often
fortune.
A
Idiom** off

explaining everything.

SENT
FREE. I,V?G
and Brokers, 7'Z

Broadway,

Ncvr

SFor
mar4

a case

of Cough, Cold

or

Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
PERSONS
“Home” ot W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making,
copyiug, cmbrolderng and fancy-work in

U4wt

<*c29t*

§10 Per Day
be made by energetic salesmen with our
goods. Call at 42$ Exchange Street, between
9 and 10 A. M., or enclose $1.00 foi
sample, directions,
«S'c., to Box 1932, Portland. Maine.
i t 20deodtf

C~‘AN

Asthma that

ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.
Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
Dr. F W KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine.

wools. &c., &c.

Pasture
fenced Pasture within
A NEWLY
City to let for a term of years.
„lo1
feb21eodtf

_

one

mile of the

J. B. THORNTON,
Oak Hill,

as

follows:

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Daily, at 7 o’eloclt P. M„ and INDIA
WI1ARF, BOSTON, dnily at 5 I*. M.
(Sundays excepted).

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable right’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the Wost by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage 815.00. Excursion Tickets 825.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E.

SAMPSON, Agent,

OF

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K.

night.
Tickets and State Kooms for sale by 1>. H. Young,
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
dec2I-75
J. R. COYLE, Jr., Gen’l Agt,

CONTRACT

leave

Portland daily at 9 2C

CONVEYANCE OF

oct25dtf

Boston & Maine
SPRING ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing March 6,1876.
Passenger

Train* will leave Portland far
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. m., arriving
at Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12,30
3.30 p. m., arriving ut Portland at 1.15, 5.
8.15 p. m.
For Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3,10, p. m.
For Manchester and Concord and Upper
Railroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p. m.; (via Lawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For threat Falla at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p.m.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bar at 6.15. 9.00 a. m.. 3.10 d. m.
■' or Scarborough Beach, Blue Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeforri and
Kennebnnk at 6.15, 9.00. a. m., 3.10 5.30 p. m.
morning Trains will leave Keuuebuuk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running bpfween Portland and Baugor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at first-class dining rooms.
Parlor Oars on 3.10 P. M. tr-tln from Portland
and 8.30 A. M. train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Sap
S. H. STEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.

au5dt

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervill
Belfast and Dexter at 712.35 a. m., 1.40 p. m.

Skowhegan 1.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, Brunswick

m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland 77.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath 77.00 a. m., 1.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 77.00 a. m., 1.35, 5.15 p. m.
Farmington 1.40 p. in.
The 712.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halifax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
7Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland, October 25,1875.
oc25dtf

AUGUSTA.

Angnsta House, Stalest. Harrison
er,

Proprietor.

Cony Dense,

G. A. A

to

Darts, Proprietors.

Rath

Hotel,

BATH.
itf. Plummer,

C.

Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker *

Is., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker,
Proprl.
Ar

Co.
TEE

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Rooms, W. It. Field.

Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH,
Mouse—J. P.Chamberlain, Proprl-

London-

40
passage.
in Gold or its equivalent.
Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Drafts
on
Sight
England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMEll,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 23, 1875.
uov21dtf
or

CALAIS.
notel, W. D. Simpson,

International
Proprietor.

the Portland Daily Press
the largest anil fullest dally paper published
in Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the
For several years

has been

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B. Daria, Proprietor
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, 91. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Intermediate

Payable

House, Tremonl St.-Chapin,
Co. Proprietors.

**• * “• Dining

Pro turn Tickets

For Freight

Rak

n. Cony. Propric

BANGOR.
Franklin House,—Harlow St., Mcl.angh
Im Ac

Tremont

grouted at reduced rates.
The Steamship
MORAVIAN, Capt. Graham,
Will leave this pert for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, March ISth, 1870,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the previous day from Montreal. To be followed by the
Steamship Circassian, Capt. Smith.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 070 to $80

ELLSWORTH.

City Hotel.—N.

H.

Higgins A Sons, Props,

VOXCROPT.
Poxcroft Exchange, P. 91. Jeffords,
prietor.

Pro-

BEST NEWSPJPER IN

_

Ea.tport, Calais

and

John, Digby,

St.

Windsor and Halifax.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

TWO

TRIPS

PER

WEEK !

On and alter Monday, Pecemher 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,
'every Monday at 6.00 p. m., for

"

Returning will leave

St.

Thursday.

RAILROAD.

Proprietors.

Guruey

United States Mails.

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland. Dec. 21, 1875.

Steamship

FOR

1876.

AUBURN
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. A A. Young,

etor.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Falls and
Fieedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

DIRECTORY,

at

John and Eastport every

Until further notice the Steamer Chase will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at 1 p. m.
Connections made at Eastport tor Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
r_jp-Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock, p.m.

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
.nai-21dtf

FOR

HARPSWELL,

landings.

Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.

ray8

dtf

Steamers,

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

nd

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in

Philadelphia and beyond. Through
are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
with

9IACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard.
Prop.

making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to

NAPLES'
Elm House, Nathan Church A
Sons, Pro-

the Press more valuable and desirable.
Press has a larger editorial corps than any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities for colecting news in all parts ot the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Main*
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing Importance of Portland as a distributing center for Maine, and its fast increasing wholesale trade, make a daily paper at this point of special
importance to every merchant and business man In
the state.
make

The

prietors.

nobridgewock.
Dnuiorth House, D.Danforth.
Proprleio
north STRATFORD N. H.
Wtllnrd House, C 8. Bailey A Co. P
prictors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Colon House- W. T. Jones.
Proprietor.
PAKIS HI I, I..
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard. Proprietor

Uancy Home—Fletcher
ton*

A

Gale, Proprle-

PHILLIPS.

**etoren

n®u*e’ Wa,nn*l Farmer, Propri.

As

rates
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.’s
and to all the principal cities in the South and South\*est. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full intorraation given by D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J, B. COYLE, Jr„

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue. Philadelphia.
janil ly

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam
Proprietor.
Albion House, 11T FederalSt.J.G
Perry7

P

®««t«ress and Green St.
Martin, Proprietor.
‘ ®“*rr"‘ »«• Gibson

“pr"tTm.’

AC*.,

«or- Middle and
lS?,elJ
Ward, Proprietor.

the Press will be devoted as in the past toa dcscrimminating support of the Republican Party. During
the pending important
campaign, the Press wl,
give special attention to the publication of politics

Plnm

U. S. Hotel**Vunction ofConcrcMand Ved.
eral Sts.
Commercial House-1,. O. Sanborn A
ci.,1
Proprietors.

iimolby Wolemtfpro^rUto?.

news.
As

^Proprietor.

A

an

advertising medium, the Press stands firs I

among the journals of Maine.

Ml’U.HMNE ISLAND.

CsMcrw.od,

SKOWHEGAN.
W* G. Heselton, Propri.

Tetot,rIIOU*e’

WILTON.
Wilton Honse.II N. Green.

Proprietor

MAINE

a.

Political Journal

a

House, India St. E. Gray, Pre-

PHILADELPHIA.
Iron Lino of

Proprietor

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. U. Tkayer, Proprietor.

CyT
J.K.

•ASD-

Maine,

LEWISTON.
DeWili House, H. B. Wing,

MB,

Proprietor.

PORTLAND

Clj<ler8

hirad.
Ml. Cutler House,—Hiram Baslon, Pro
pr£etor»

PITTSFIELD.

On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Cant. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpsvrcll Mondays and Saturdays at
8 a. m., touching at Chebe&ene, Little Ctaebeague and Lons Island. Returning, will leave
Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above

Reduction of Price to

STEAMSHIP

CO.

Mail

Subscribers.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

TO

MEW

YORK.

Portland & Rochester R. R,
Arrangement of

Trains, commencing

X'ov. 8, 1875.

Portland

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTIA NT)
7.50 A. 1T1. Tor Koch,-filer. IVanhua and
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern aDd Boston & Maine Roads
at Nashua with Express Train for Lowe I
and Loston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express
Train for Fitchburg and ffloosac Tun.
cel Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P

connecting

with trains South and West.

2.00 P. m. Train connects at Rochester
with B. & M. trains for Dover, Boston, <$c.
4.00 P. m. New Work Express Drawing
Broom Car to Worcester and Sleeping car from
lYorcester to New York via Springfield all
rail connecting at €-raud Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R. II. from Bangor, Rockland, and all intermediate Stations, at Nashua tar Lowell and
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Boston & Albany Railroad for Springfield,Albany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at
New York about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
0.20 p. m. train for Gerham.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan

points.
Express Train

leaves Worcester nt4.35 P.
m., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M., and New York at 10.00
A. M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
HSFTickets can be found at BARNES BROS., No.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.

York.

Passage

in State Room $5, meals extra.
forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
(^“Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the
days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf
Goods

feTOJUINGTON
FOR NEW

LUNT, Supt.

the

"VIA

South

Railways,

Leave New York 3 and 9 P. M., all rail via Washington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or Columbia, Augusta, Savannah, Jacksonville, etc.; 8,40
and 9.30 A. M. (Limited Express) via Bay Line from
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, thence
as above; and 3.00 P. M. Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Portsmouth, Va., and as above.
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at night over
the entire line
Baggage checked through.
Information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
Passenger A gent,General Office, 229 Broad Tway, N
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Office
Connecting Lines.
dec31d3m
A. POPE, Genl. Pass. Agent.

EASTERN

AHEAD

RAILROAD.
1875,

Boston 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m.,3.10 p. in.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect wilh New York and Western trains,
ILynu, Nalein, Ncwburyport nnd Portsmouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
Gloucester and Kockport at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. ra
Dover at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. in.
Woliboro Rochester and Great Falla at 9
a. m., 3.10 p. m.
Kittery, Eliot. Mouth Berwick Junction,
North Berwick, WcIIm and Keunebuuk
at 9 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
BiJdcford. Maco, West Mcnrborough, Mcarb'’rough and Cape Elizabeth at 9 a. in..1
3.10, 5.20 p. m.

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE
KSonIou at 8.30 a. m., 12,30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15, 5.00 p. in., 32.15 (except Mondays

EASTERN RAILROAD TRAINS
directly through to points on the Maine Central
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroads
diverging therefrom.
Pullman Parlor anil
Sleeping Puri are
run on all through trains.
Stops lor relreshmen
made at the usual places.
eelMtf
OEd. BACHELDER, Supt.
run

BO cents.

OFFICE

§ant

US'* Special

ratesjtolcampaign

clubs.

MAIL LINK TO

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Posters,

Hand

Rills, Bill Heads,

IHT A local agent is wanted in every b*i,

With conmctioos to Prince Edward Ia>
laud, Cape Breton and felt Johns, IV. F.

The splendid new iron steamship

will
“BERMUI)A,”Capt.Clcaver,
Grand

leave

Trunk Railway
Wharf, every SATURDAY at
4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway,
to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Picton, and
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,
N. F.
(^RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUES-

DAYS, at 4.00 p. ra.
No freight received after

10

6 Bt“Specimcn copies sent free. Address,

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

at short

day cf sailing.
J. B. COYLE,

a. m. on

For further information apply to
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

PORTLAND

H O ST O 1ST
AND

PHILADELPHIA
§tenMishi|> Line.

A©
i». m.

OTHERS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Bos-

Leave each port every

ui.

Dover at 10.40 a. in., 4.45 p. m.
<4real Falls at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. ni.
Kennebnnk at 12.10, 4.03.11.20 p. m.
KiLI-fonl at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20,11.38
Haco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36, 4.25, 11.42 p. m.

bag been enlarged |and greatly improved the past
year, and is now one of the largest, fullest and beau
weekly paper in Maine. Terms $2.00 per year in
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for

YORK,

ALL

I

LINE

ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleami popular steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49J Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocll *73
dtf

a. m.

Lynn at 8.50 a. m., 12.58, 8,27 p. m.
Hali-iii at 9.12 a. m., 1 lo, s.40 p. m.
Fortsniouili at 11 a. m„ 2.57,10.14 p.

Printing

the Only Inside
Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORT LAND FOR

OF

Job

This is

—

Atlantic Coast Line of

Daily Press

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River, New York, every MONDAY aod THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations tor passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New

dtf

and

Despite tbo tact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Press is offered foe
$7.00 per annum in adrauce; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

—

-orU_inelfieod&wly*
and IS* treating of our history ana
government, varied soil and climate, vast mountains,
lakes, rivers, great cities and manufactures, wealth
m minerals, internal improvements, free
schools,
wonderful achievements, agriculture, commerce,
A
HPliKN f»l l>
finances, curiosities, etc.
MIGHTY
ibiM
VIEW of
YANKEE
NATION, RICHLY ILLUHTKATEI),
Nothing like it extant. Large size, low price.
Terms easy.
Agents wanted quickly.
Address
HUBBARD BROS Springfield, Mass.
ma2|4w

COININJECTIONS.

At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Comer.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar

m.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United States, Canada
nd British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

Bankers

As it WAS

Johnson, Vt.,

Ca and after Monday, Oct. 11th,

AGENf%

—

the Line of the

—

Homoeopathic Dispensary in

ueally executed

THE

PACIFIC

FRTJP.
-1- AI/AJ l_i

TIMES.

Cor. of Congress and Myrtle
Streets, will be open every day (Sunday excepted)
from 4 to 5 o’clock P. in. Advice and medicine will be cheerfully given those who apply at the
rooms at the above time.
feb25dlm*
S. E. SYLVESTER, M. D., Sec.

JOB PRIINT5IVG
this Office.

AND

a. m.

—

AGENTS

will, until further notice, run alternately
Leaving

Canadian and

LOCKE,

PAi.K POW, NEW YORK.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS

NEW CONNECTIONS.

Honda

Advertising Agent.,

% OVERTIMING

SECURE A HOME MOW.

504 1-4 CONGRESS STREET,
Corner of Brown, St.,
Bunion Ointment
feh21

I.

r.EOBCE P. ROWELL & CO.,

HOMESTEADS

Best and Cheapest Bailroad Laud

Chiropodists,

&

K.

CAMPAIGN

Boston.

HOTEL

UNDER

my?

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. K. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

-*

time.

J. M.

No. 5 Washington Building,

—

DifllcnltieM of the Peel skillfully

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
__HORACE DODD.

CORS

treated.

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

121

Moselv.

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

nionircai Ocean

M..

WAREHOUSE,

DODD’S

and

or

PRINT.

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

GEO. C GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mm.
d4wt

FREE

CORNS

106

PTJT UP ONLY IN BLli BOXES.
RE3IED1

For .ale

EVAWS,

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ot
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

A TRIED AND SURE

...

MEDICAL

T. C.

ADVERTISING AGENCY &
ER8’

...

.,.

AGENCIES.

d4wt

..

..

auglO_

eodtf

—

HOTELS.

ALLALINE.

77.00

THIS

son’s

febl8

ME.

Hotel duriug the past year has been enthely
remodeled and enlarged bv the addition of 24
new rooms, also new dining room,
reading room,
sample rooms and billiard ball, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now, with
one exception, the largest Hotel in the
city. It has
been newly painteo and frescoed, refurnished,
(mauy
of the rooms w ith black walnut furniture) and
newly
carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
and bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the business
part of the city, it offers superior advantages to commercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the
choicest, that the market affords,
TIMOTHY WOLCOTT, Proprietor.

0T$
Robin-

is known world wide as
Oatmeal Glycebine. It is the cheapest line
toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask lor BOBIMSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.

Hotel,

PORTLAND,

SOAP.

geuine Oatmeal Soap

from Pori land to the West.

Monday, October 25lh, 1875.

an3u2w*

•Tj
^Combination.
^GUERNSEY,

route

Icb2ld&wly0

United States

AND

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Term. R. R. to ail places in
the South, W. M. C'ark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

no2dtf

all points in the

THK GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with lirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quick-

GROUNDS.

This elegant fire-proof structure was
built by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices. It has 325 looms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will be first-class
in every respect. Large rooms can he engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.
Ieh26
eodtf

week.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,

KonJiwest, West aiul 'Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Exhibition Building,

WESTMINSTER

STEAMERS."

a

Class Steamship
JOHNS HOPKTNS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every
TUESDAY
and SATUKDAY.
First

Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. St, fjouis. Omaha,

BS^Frcight trains

HOTEL,

Washington

To

m.

On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Viola
Avenne and Elm Avenue,

rooms

To Let with Board

cy

HOTELS.

Directly opposite

in

Tickets sold at Reduced Bates!

11.15

PHILADELPHIA,

LEASE.

Lucksport) arriving

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
Gen'l Agent,

BOSTON

—

connection with through train from
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.

LOAN

UNITED STATES

contains 40
and
THE
situated opposite the passenger
Grand Trunk
in

1u24deodtf

AHD

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

J.

MEW ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAIME.
House

—

For Rockland, Camden, Belfast. Searsport, Buckaport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Alt. Desert, Millbridge, douesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning ai 5 ftO o’clock, touching at

nov^tdtf

1.15 P. M.—Passenger train from Fabyan’s in

same

172

THE

Estate

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to P.
G. PATTERSON^dealer in Real Estate. Office 379j
Congress street, williams* Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au2£ti

on

building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
Middle, corner of Exchange St.,

TO

The
Steamer
LEWJSTON,
I Jeering,
will
leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
burhdav evening, at lO o’clock.

Captain

'I

Poor times
I

—

PER WEEK.

above named landings (except
Portland same night.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

first

the easterly side of Exchange
STORE
Street, five doors below Middle Street. Also
offices in
rear

Real

BULLETIN.

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
THEcontaining
all the modern improvements. In10

front and

Jbxchange street.
d3m

To Eet.

TO

profitably

and the necessary utensils to carry on this extensive
business. There is also a
STEAM SAW AND GRIST Mil,I, AND
SHINGI.E MACHINE. OWEI.I.ING
HOUSES. WAREHOITSES.WORK

i'eb8

ONE TRIP

ni.

Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
at 8.30 a. in.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and
5.45 p. m.

2 IHiles of well-furnished Railroad,

>

At ino. 7

To Ect.
DESIRABLE house to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furnace.
dec3tf
Inquire at No. 641 Congress St.

quire at No.
jnel6

MINE,
now

AND

MACH] AS.

Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10

p.

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Locomotives and Boiling Stock,

Inquire

HOUSE
decis

j

A COAL

—

m.

to Insure
continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract ot land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, superioi IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable property consists in part of

MRS. ADAMS’.
feb25dtf63 Spring St.

on

W alrmt.

Extensive and ci superior quality
operated, with

Rear of 30 Danforth St.

p.

THE

PENOBSCOT, JIT. DESERT

and Lew-

dffrPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

—AND—

the Corner of High and Danforth
House in good repair, has 9 rooms, and
attic; good cemented cellar, furnace,

THEStreets.
and

Press

D. C.

many tables of

be secured ir de-

for Auburn

m

FOR

—

Mail train for Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, xVloutreal and the West at 1.50

est time of any

PIIffE,
CEDAR,

@ 7 25

...

and inventions.
References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett, Ex-Commissioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley,
Esq., Sec’y National Grange, Louisville, Ky., and
the Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,

advertising;

which may he found in paying quantities,

To Let.

7

..

ICIsFEEE

essay upon

cn

tram at 1.40 p.

WINTER AND SPRING ARRANGEMENT
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

Lewiplon.

Gorham and inteimediate stations at

and

—

E. C. ANDREWS,
36 Center Street.

sired;
mar8dlw

House

OF

or

15th, 1875

&

STEAMSHIP CINE

Saginaw, Nt. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Denver, San Franciaco,

HEAVILY TIMBERED LID!

1

....

flOral

rates, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which u beginuer iu ad
rertising would like to know.
Address GEO, P, BOWEI.L A Co.,
41 1‘ark Row, Sew York.
se7
dl3*m

rooms can

rooms,

11

...

\ l|

all

and additional
gas and Sebago.

11

@10 50
@10 50
@10 50
@ 12
@
3J
34
@

....

IlTTTril

Also,

rooms; within five minutes walk ol Post Office;
For particulars address
“RENT,** This Office.

Express

iston.

ARRA N GEMKNT

On and after Monday, Nov.
trains will ruu as follows:
train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and

Mail train
7.10 a. m.

—

seven

House to Let.
CENTER STREET: suitable for two tenants,
OQ
OO boarding or lodging nouse, in thorough repair;

Kerosene....
Port.Ref.P’tr
Devoe Brill’t

119
Stated Maine Bonds.107$..,. 108
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 101
102
Portland City Bonds aid R. R. 99 ....100
Bath City Bonds,..
99
100
99 .,..100
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,..
Calais City Bonds,. 100., ,.101$
Cumberland National Bank,..
40. 58$..,. 59$
Canal National Bank,. 100.145
146
First National Bank.100... 136
137
Casco National Bank,.100. 136 ....137
Merch ants’ National Bank,.. 75.100 ... 101
National Traders’ Bank,. 100. .136
137
Portland Company,. 70
80
Portland Gas Company,..,.
50. 73 ...75
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100 .104
10G
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,. 88.,.. 90
Maine Central R. R. Stock,... .100. 40
50
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7’s.91
93
Leeds & F’rm’gton R. R. Bonds,100.87
89
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100.88 .... 89
Portland & Ogdensbnrg R.R. Bonds.gola.85

ora

coaipleto’ill?over

containing

Express

ACRES

—

—

75
00
75
to
50

viz:

13,600

ma9deodlw

Htores.

@3
Pitch (C.Tar)
@4
Wil. Pitch..
@3
Rosin. 3 50 @ 0
Turp’tine.gl. 45 @

Qovemmentl0-40’a..

we are suc-

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the
United Stales, the Territories and the Dominion of
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the Dames ot
the newspapers
having the largest local circulation in
eacn of the places
named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
n the United States and Canah-a r»Hr.H»f,TvRpa*
5£00c?P^ each issue. Also, all the
Jr,?ult“ral> Scientific and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational Commercial, Insurance, Iteal Estate, Law,
Sporting,Musical,
Fashion, and other special class iounials
verv complete lists. Together with a
300 German papers printed iu the United Slates

Situated on Cumberland River,
Clinton County, Kentucky,
—

Sebago water and furnace.

35 @
Nails.
Cask.
@ 3 50

Gold,.114$... 114$
1881.122}... .123
Government5-20’s, 1865.117$ ...118
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.. 118$....] 19$
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,.120|... .121$
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.122}.... 123

r

~

Barbadoes...

Government 6'a.

If you want, a Patent,
send us a model or sketch
and a full description ot
II
1 ■
your invention. We will
A I
make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
we think it patentable, will send you papers and adOur fee will be in orand
case,
vice,
prosecute your
dinary cases, $25.
T
or
written in all mat/^j

\ II I]

A

New Orleans

Sagua.

StockLbt
Corrected by Woodbuby & Moulton, Bankers and
Brokers, G7 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered Asktd
Descriptions
Portland

pasps

eharge

a

TO LET.

The firm of

obtained in the United States
Canada, and Europe; terms as
low as those of any other reliable bouse.
Correspondence invited in the English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
and

private family
up town will please address, Press Office, with
mar6d2w*
references, L. 1).

HOUSE,

(formerly 15S)
CLEAVES.

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists ot the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

Boarders Wanted.

..

cautioned not to trust ALBERT
ALLD.persons
FOGG, of Garlaud, Maine,
member of
the firm of

reasonable,

BOARD.

CONVENIENT

No. 327

AValuableProperty

For Rent.

..

Dissolution and Caution.

r\t ntVipr nttfirnpva

7 00

house

45 (

Tar, W bbl..

bv me,

occupied
THE
Spring Street, Portland.
feb24dtfNATHAN

A

GENTLEMEN

Sale.

For

Lost Dog.
SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
THIS OFFICE.
any information from him at
dtf
jaul7

wishing board in

Good Farm for Hale or Exchange for Cily Properly —Located
KflHMffiQpn Deering. three miles trom Portland;
of wood and water; Good orchard
Buildings in nice order. Price §3,500. Apply to
WM. H. JERR1S, Real Estate Agent.
March 7, 1876.ma7d3w*
4

a

fe4dtf_

@ 210

Dry Goods Wholesale Market.
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell & Co.
Brown Cottons.
Medium. 25 @
Sheetings width, price. Prints best....
@ 7J
Standard36in 9 @ 24
medium
5$@ 7
common
Heavy. ..36.. 8@ 9
@ 6i
Medium.36..
7 (eg
84 Pink & buff- 7 @ 7|
Fine-36
9
7 @
Woolens.
Shirtings..28.. 6@ 74 Bv’rs U’ns6-4 1 37$@2 25
Flannels heavy 25 @ 32
“Moscow6-4.2 75 @5 00
medium 14 @ 25 Cassimereblk.l 00 @1 75
Bleached Cottons.
fancy. 62 @1 50
Good.
.36iu 10 @ 13 Coatings
3-4.1 00 @1 75
Medium.36..
9 @
3-4 1 50 @4 00
94
Light....36.
7@ 9 Doesk’sbl* 3-4.1 00 @4 CO
Sheetings.9-8. 13 @ 17 •Jeans Kent’y. 16 @ 37J
..5-4.. 124@ 18 Repellants..,.. 80 @115
..10-4.. 30 @ 35 Satinets. 30 @ 70
Miscellaneous.
Blanket*.
Denims good.. 16 @ 20 Camp 7ft.1 10 @1 20
medium. 12 @ 16 Colored
pr. .2 75 @3 75
Corset Jeans—
White 10-4... 3 00 @6 50
Bleach’d and
Cotton Batting.
9 (w 104 50ft bales 1 ft
slale.
Brown. 9 (eg IO4
rolls......... 10 @ 15
Sateens—
Warp Tarn...
@ 22J
Blch’d&bi’n 11 @ 12 Twine.
@ 25
Medium.
@ 9 Wieking. 25 @ 30
Cambric
5 (eg
6
Frockings.
Delaines cotton
All wool 3-4
45 @ 50
and wool.... 18 @ 29
7-8... 55 @ 60
All wool.... 32 (g 40
78 ex. 65 @ 70
Crash.
Spot wool.
274@ 324
Ginghams good 10 @ 11 Heavy. 124@ 16
8 (eg 10
Medium.
Medium.
6i@ 10
18 @ 224
Brill*.
Tokina; good.
Medium. 124@ 16 Brown h’vy 30 10 @ 12
Medium 30 9 @ 11
Light. 94@ 12
Bags, good.... 26 @ 274

solved

NOAH W.

ON

a bargain and on reasonable teims
of payment. Possession given May 1st. For particJOHN C. PROCTER,
to
ulars, apply
93 Exchange St.
mlillulw
mw

WINTER

Norfolk, Baltimore

steamboatT

alteration in trains.

furniture), is

BMassa»Plenty

small Locket,
Congress
containing one picture. The tinder will bo
rewarded by leaving it at Stockbridge’s Music Store.

Cieniuegos...
Muscovado..

Naval

Lost.
Exchange Streets,

or

withont the

STEAMERS

STEAMERS.

%___

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

..

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Attest, JOSIAH CROSBY.
Garland, Me., Feb. 21, 1876.

gros. 2 00

FOUNd7~

LOST AND

@33 00

Pearl.
9 @
10J
Sugar.
ter fair.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Granulated..
@ lOf
Win’rgood 8 00 @ 8 25 Coffee A...
@ 10|
best. 8 50 @ 9 50 Extra C.
@
9$
Fruit.
9 @
(J....
9£
60 @
I Syrups.
70
Almonds,
Soft Shell.
21 @
22 Eagle Sugar Refinery,
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
C.
91
CC-.
Ppanuts. 2 00 @ 3 00
@
C.Cron. 30 @ 33
Ex C.
@
9§
Currants..,.
9
Hav.Biown
8$@
Dates.
7 @
8
Nos.12,16 10 @ 101
Figs. 12 @ 17
Refining...
7J@
8J
Prunes..,....
8 @
14
Teas,
Raisins,
Souchong.... 25 @ 45
Layer,new 2 90 @ 3 00 Oolong. 35 @ 50
L. M. new. 3 15 @ 3 3U
do
choice
55 @
80
New Val.
Japan. 45 @ 70
12
do
choice 70 @ 1 00
11|@
Lemons ^bx 4 50 @ 5 ( 0
Tin.
23 @
24
Oranges |?l>x
@ 3 50 Straits.
iiirnia.
English. 22 @ 23
Char.
I.C...
9
25
Corn,
@ 9 50
High Mixed 66 @ 68 Char. 1.X...U 75 @12 00
do bag lots
@ 70 Teme. 9 50 @10 50
Meal.
@ 68 Coke. 9 00 @10 0C
17 @
18
Rye.
@ 1 25 Antimony...
Barley. 75 @ 85 Zinc... 10J@ 11
Oats. 50 @ 55
Tobacco.
Fine Feed.
@30 00 Fives and Tens,
Shorts.25 00 @26 00
Bestbr’nds 74 @ 80
Medium...
60 @
70
(jiunpowcler.
3
50
4
00
Common
55 @
60
Blasting_
@
Sporting.... 5 50 @ 6 50 Half lbs. 50 @ 55
Nat’l Leaf...
90 @ 110
Hay.
Pres’d,^ton.l2 00 @15 00 Navy lbs.... 55 @ 62
Loose.14 00 @17 00
Tarnish.
Straw. 9 00 @10 00 Damar.1 25 @ 1 75
Iron.
Coach .. 2 25 @ 3 80
Common—
2f@ 3 Furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
3 @
Refined.
Wool.
3$
7 Fl’ce wash’d.
40 @
42
64@
Norway.
Cast Steel.
18 @
22 do nnwash’d
30 @
33
German St’l. 12 @ 14 Pull’d.Super 45 @ 50
Lamb Skins.
75 @
80

Michigan..

St.Louis win-

Emery Street, east side, between Spruce and
Spring Streets.
Green Street, west side, between Cumberland and

&

16}

Molasses.

Porto Rico..

No. 1.18 00 @21 00
Bay
Pott
O 1 1 Art
f!

Streets.

JOHNSON

38
34
22
23
18

1|@

bbl. 4 25
Scal’d^bx. 25
No. 1.
16

ORDERED.

Said Fogg has gone to parts unknown.
Johnson & Fogg is hereby dissolved.

2

Shore,

Board op Mayor and Aldermen, I
March 6,1876,
/
That the City Clerk give notice by
publication in the daily papers printed in this
City as required by law, to all parties interested in
Sidewalks constructed during the past year, that
this board at some time and place to be fixed in said
notice, will hear all parties interested in the assessments made for their proporition of ihe cost of same,
and will thereafterwards proceed to establish the
assessments on said Sidewalks as follows, viz:
On Thomas Street, east side, from Pine to Spring
Streets.
Pine Street, south side, between
Emery and
Thomas Streets.
east
between
Danforth
and
May Street,
side,
Spring Street.
Cumberland Street, south aide, from Green to High

ALFRED A.

A

Cedar ex... 3 75 @ 4 60
Cedar No.l 2 25 @ 3 00
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1 75
@ 175
Laths,spruce
Pine.
@ 2 25
Matches.

@17 00
@14 00
@17 00

22@

Mackerel,bbl.

name

SITUATION in a Grocery Store, by a young
man wlro has bad over two
y. are experience;
can furnish best of reference.
Address or apply to
‘•CI.ERK,” Central Tea Store, 4S6 Congress Street,
Portland, Me.
maltdif

Shingles,

Star,

Wooden Dwelling, No. 88

desirable 3

Story
THEState Street (with
offered tor sale at

Wanted.

141

11}

15}

Peach Wood
@
Red Wood..
@
Fish.
Cod. per qtl..
Saleratns.
6 @
L’ge Shore 5 00 @ 5 25 Salerat’s$> ib
Bank
5
00
5
50
Salt,
L’ge
@
Small. 4 00 @ 4 50 Turks Is.
Pollock. 3 50 (aM 25
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2
Haddock.... 2 50 @ 2 75 Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2
2 75 @ 3 25 Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2
Hake..
Cadiz in b’nd 150 @ 2
Herring,

Ip

by

5
6

J. p. MORRISON,
West Cumberland, Me.

do No.l 15 to @20 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

Bolt

Campeachy..
St. Domingo.

of Portland.

Copartnership existing under the
THEHIAKJflOlV.
PAINE A CO.,
March

ex.30 00

man

VV

yjjfcU

Barwood—
Brazil wood.
Camwood...
Fustic.
Loswood,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Dissolution of

At ■

Duck.
No. 1.
@
No. 3.
@
No. 10.
@
8oz.
@
10 ozs.
@
Dye woods.

the top.
I do not deem it advisable, in the northern
states at least, to start a hot-bed before the
middle of March, and only then wheD the
weather is mild.—Country Gentleman.

mal3

Spruce

@ 16*
Rope.
Drugs and Dyes.
Alcohol ^ gl 2 40 @ 2 50
Arrow Root.
25 @
50
6 @
Bi-carb Soda
8
Borax.
@ 18
Camphor.... 30 @ 35
Cream tartar
@ 45
Indigo.1 25 @ 1 50
Logwood ex. 14 @ 17
Madder. 12 @ 15
@20
Naptha ^ gl
@ 6 50
Opium.
Rhubarb....
75 @ 1 00
3
Sal Soda....
@
10 @
17
Saltpetre...
5 @
5*
Sulphur.
11 @
12
Yitiol.

on

Per order
H. I.

ClapboardB,

14
14
14

RAILROADS.

!=

SALE

FOR

who
runniug
mill machinery

a

or

@ 20
@ 15
@ 25
Spruce, r’gh.
@14 00 Sperm. 2 00 @ 2 10
It. 0. Staves.
@45 00 Whale. 85 @ 90
Bank. 50 @ 60
Copper.
@ 32 Shore. 40 @ 50
Cop. Bolts..
Y.M. sheathPorgie. 50 @ 55
@ 20 Linseed. 60 @ 61
ing.
20
Boiled
do....
6 @ 66
Bronze do...
@
93 @ 115
Y.M. Bolts.
@ 28 Lard.
1
25
Olive.
Cordagr.
@ 1 75
Amer’n
13 @
lb
13* Castor. 1 35 @ 1 50
14 @
Neatsfoot..
112
Russia.
14*
@ 125
Manila.
14J@ 15* Elaine.
@ 70

ed as to afford an opportunity for adding linings if it be deemed necessary by tbe heat in
the bed decreasing.
When pnttiDg the heated material into the
pit shake it in loosely and evenly. When
thrown in carelessly it never heats evenly, nor
does it all sink at the same time.
Tread it
occasionally while putting it in, and if dry
give water, but not so much as to cool it too
much. A calm day is tbe most suitable for
making a hot-bed. When done with a frosty
wind blowing the heat is driven out of i t. The
material is best mixed under cover—in the
cellar or any similar place.
Fill the pit 'within about six inches of the
top, as there will be just about sufficient
room for the plants, seeds, or whatever is to
be put into it, after the manure has sunk
from fermentation and the necessary soil put

City

12

9}@

as

Address
mal3d2w*

16}

Lead.
9 @
91
& Pipe
8 @
8J
Pig.
Leather.
New York,
27 @
29
Light.
30
Mid. Weight. 28-@
Heavy. 28 @ 30
35
40
@
Slaughter...
Am. Calf.... 1 00 @ 110
Lime.
Rockland c'sk.
@ 1 30
1.umber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2...45 00 @55 00
No. 3. 35 00 @40 00
No 4.25 00 @35 00
Shipping.. 15 00 @20 00

@24 00
@24 00
@25 00

Short do 8 ft.16 00
7 ft.12 00
Pop’rstave8.16 00

aahqI .iia!

cia

61

«}@

151@

Sheet

Cumberland 8 50 @ 9 00
Fictcu. 7 50 @ 8 00
Chestnut.... 7 00 @ 7 50
Franklin.... 9 00 ffi 9 50
Lehigh &W.
Ash. 8 00 @ 8 50
Codec.
31 @
33
Java, ^ lb
Rio. 20 @ 23
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks amlHeads,
Mol. City..
@2 45
@215
Sug. City..
145
Sug. C’try.
@ 1 50
Pine Sugar
box shooks 68 00 @70 00
Hhd. Headings,

the heat out of it; but when built with close
sides this is prevented; or, when a pit is excavated out of the ground it is better still for
retaining the heat. A pit about 3 feet deep
in front aDd about 8 inches deeper at the
back, and 6 feet wide makes a good sized
place for this purpose; of course it can be as
long as necessary for what is required of it.
♦ V,

@

@
Factory.
13}@
N. Y. Dairy.
121@
Coal—(Retail).

long time. Waste, leaves
and manure, thoroughly mixed, make the
best fermenting material I ever used. About
one-half manure, and the other half waste
and leaves, answer very well. Having it in
good condition for forming the bed, a pit with
close sides is tbe best for holding the fermenting material. If built open, a day of
strong wind with considerable frost, blows all

f

SITUATION

filer, by
young
A
thoroughly understands filing and
all kinds of circular saws and other

41

Lard.
Kegs^lb... 14 @
TierceslP' lb. 14 @
Pail..
15®
16 ®
Caddies.

19

Verm’t.^lb

nure, retains heat a

A

Wanted.

11

Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00
do ex 1001b. 7 00 @ 8 00
Ship. 5 00 @ 5 50
Crackers
100. 35 @ 40
Balter.
Family, $1 lb 30 @ 35
Store. 20 @ 25
Candles.
@ 13
Mould, 10 lb.
Sperm. 35 @ 371
Charcoal
Pine.
@ 12
Hard Wood,
Oak.
@ 15
Birch, Ma@ 17 Spruce.12 00 @15 00
ple.
Pit Burned,
Hemlock.... 10 00 @12 00

But sink into the sod, and wait
The enchantments of this star of ours,
And back to sunshine shall you burst,
Branches of living flowers!

..it

@

44@

Galy.

Bread.

Transfigured in your frosty bloom,
Now like a wraith the pine-tree tower6,
And on his savage boughs you hang
Garlands of ghostly flowers.

A

8

Sheet Iron...
Common....
H. C.
111 Russia.

BEAL ESTATE.

__

5}

5@

Spring Steel.

GreeD. 3 00 @ 4 50
Dri’dWeel’n
9@ 12
9 @
12
do Eastern.

WANTS.

TVed’s’y

&

Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.
From

Long Wharf, Boston,

3

p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
West by the Peon. R. R„ and South
,f?r
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TBU DOLLARS.
For Freight or
to

Passage apply

E. B. NAMPKON, Agent,

Jn23-ly

TO

Long IVhnrf, Boston.

notice.

